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Abstract of the Dissertation

The Role of Dipolarizing Flux Bundles in Magnetotail

Dynamics

by

Jiang Liu

Doctor of Philosophy in Geophysics and Space Physics

University of California, Los Angeles, 2013

Professor Vassilis Angelopoulos, Chair

Transient (∼ 40s time scale) flux tubes carrying strong northward magnetic field and earth-

ward flow are frequently observed in the magnetotail. Here I use the term “dipolarizing flux

bundles” (DFBs) to describe these flux tubes. Thought to be generated by tail reconnection

at XGSM =∼ −20 RE, DFBs travel earthward towards the inner edge of the plasma sheet,

bringing significant changes to the near-earth magnetotail. After twenty years of extensive

study on DFBs, numerous questions regarding their role in magnetotail dynamics remain.

The THEMIS mission, which enables multi-point observations at different tail locations,

provides the opportunity to answer many of these questions. With a statistical study based

on THEMIS data, I explore the dipolarizing flux bundle’s role in several aspects of magne-

totail dynamics—its importance in magnetotail flux transport, the mechanisms controlling

its motion, the modifications its motion makes to the ambient plasma, its current system,

and the modifications it makes to the global magnetotail current system.

First, I establish that DFBs are the major, high-efficiency magnetic flux carriers in near-

earth magnetotail convection. Therefore, the DFB flux transport properties I found (e.g.,

DFBs transport more magnetic flux during substorm time) may shape all near-earth mag-

netotail convection. Then I investigate how a DFB’s earthward motion modifies the plasma

inside it as well as the ambient plasma. Dipolarizing flux bundle motion results in a total

pressure buildup inside the ∼ 1000km-thin DF layer; the buildup exerts a tailward force from
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there to retard DFB motion. This motion also builds up thermal pressure, the distribution

of which requires the existence of field-aligned currents (FACs) near the DFB. To confirm

the existence of these FACs, I infer the DFB-associated current system from magnetic field

variations. The magnetic field variations are consistent with region-2-sense (towards/away

from earth to the DFB’s dusk/dawn side) FACs immediately earthward of the DFB and

region-1-sense (opposite to region-2-sense) FACs inside the DF layer. Such a FAC config-

uration is similar to that of a substorm current wedge (SCW). In addition, the amount of

current carried by several DFBs is sufficient to form a typical ∼ 1 MA SCW. Therefore, I

suggest that dipolarizing flux bundles are “wedgelets”—building blocks of a substorm current

wedge.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Dipolarizing Flux Bundles

Russell and McPherron (1973) first reported observations of spatially and temporally local-

ized enhancements of the near-Earth (X > −30 RE) magnetotail’s northward magnetic field

component, Bz. (X and Bz are in GSM coordinates, which are used in this thesis unless

otherwise specified.) As high Bz is characteristic of Earth’s dipole field, these enhancements

have been called transient “dipolarizations”. Each transient dipolarization is led by a sharp

increase in Bz, referred to as a “dipolarization front”; Bz remains high for several tens of

seconds. These high-Bz structures were later found to be high-Bz flux tubes that travel

earthward from their source in the magnetotail (most likely generated by near-earth tail

reconnection, usually tailward of X = −20 RE) (e.g., Runov et al., 2009). Although such a

flux tube is greatly deformed from extremely stretched to highly dipolar (see Figure 1.1a)

as it travels, the magnetic flux it contains should be carried and transported coherently like

a bundle. To emphasize this property, I refer to these magnetotail high-Bz flux tubes as

“dipolarizing flux bundles” (DFBs).

Since their discovery by Russell and McPherron (1973), DFBs have been the focus of

intense research, especially after the “plasma bubble” model (Figure 1.1) showed their im-

portance in magnetotail dynamics.

The plasma bubble model is a theoretical description of a DFB. The concept of plasma

bubbles was first proposed by Pontius and Wolf (1990) (hereafter referred to as PW90) to

solve the so-called “pressure crisis” (Erickson and Wolf , 1980). The pressure crisis arises

from the assumption of steady convection in the magnetotail and conservation of entropy
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Figure 1.1: (After Chen and Wolf (1993)) Cartoons illustrating some stages in the evolution
of a bubble (DFB). (a) the noon-midnight meridian plane; in this view the decelerating
bubble and mature bubble would look very similar, and only the mature bubble is shown.
(b) and (c) “Overhead views”, the view of an observer located high above the north pole.
Dawnside is toward the top, duskside toward the bottom. The variables JGC , Jin, and J‖
represent gradient/curvature drift, inertial currents, and Birkeland currents. Figure 1.1b
shows a young bubble; Figure 1.1c shows a decelerating bubble. The overhead view of a
mature bubble would be the same as that for the decelerating bubble, but in the mature
bubble, inertial current would be negligible. In all cases the Sun is to the left.
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within a flux tube, requiring the parameter pV 5/3 (where p is the plasma pressure and V is

the volume of the flux tube) to be constant along the flux-tube streamlines. Observations

show that the measured lobe pressure falls much more slowly with distance than the modeled

pressure within a flux tube that convects earthward slowly, conserving pV 5/3.

To address this problem, PW90 proposed the existence of density-depleted flux tubes—

plasma bubbles—that have much lower pV 5/3 than their surrounding flux tubes in the mag-

netotail. A plasma bubble, or a DFB, therefore has lower plasma pressure than the plasma

that surrounds it, requiring a larger magnetic field strength inside it than outside it to main-

tain quasi-pressure balance. As these bubbles convect earthward at a much higher speed

than the surrounding flux tubes, they make a non-negligible contribution to the net rate

of plasma transport. Pontius and Wolf (1990) followed by Chen and Wolf (1993) suggests

that magnetotail convection is completed by plasma bubbles impulsively rather than steadily

which invalidates the pressure crisis.

The ideas of PW90 were confirmed and extended by the discovery of high-speed flows and

especially bursty-bulk flows (BBFs) in the central plasma sheet (Baumjohann et al., 1990;

Angelopoulos et al., 1992, (hereafter referred to as A92)). Bursty bulk flows are defined in

A92 as high-speed flows (faster than 400 km/s) that organize themselves in 10-min time scale

flow enhancements. Each individual flow peak is defined as a flow burst. Angelopoulos et al.

(1992) surveyed two years of AMPTE/IRM data collected when the satellite was located

at the inner central plasma sheet, where the magnetic field Z component and flow velocity

are negligible most of the time, and studied statistically the observed earthward BBFs in

this database. Figure 1.2 shows the results of the superposed epoch analysis applied to the

components of the magnetic field, the ion velocity, density and temperature, and the sum

of the ion and magnetic field pressure (which is very close to the total pressure). As seen

in Figures 1.2a and 1.2b, the peak in Bz appears at the same time as the flow peak. This

statistically significant, positive enhancement of Bz suggests a close relationship between

BBFs and dipolarizing flux bundles—BBFs are the flow signature of DFBs. Ninety percent

of the BBFs, and by inference DFBs, were captured during geomagnetically active condi-

tions (AE> 100nT). Figure 1.2b shows that BBFs are strongly earthward, with vanishing
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average Vy and Vz. The velocity of these BBFs suggests that DFBs mainly travel earth-

ward, consistent with PW90’s plasma bubble model. One deviation of the statistical result

from the PW90 picture emerges in Figure 1.2d; namely, density depletion is not statistically

present inside the bubbles when the data are organized by their flow peaks. Nevertheless,

early case studies (Sergeev et al., 1996) and more recent statistical studies organized by the

DFB onsets (e.g., Ohtani et al., 2004; Runov et al., 2011) confirmed the density and plasma

pressure depletions brought about by plasma bubbles (DFBs).

Using results from PW90, A92, and other publications, Chen and Wolf (1993) (hereafter

referred to as CW93) suggested a basic picture of plasma bubble (DFB) evolution (Figure

1.1). After its generation at X = −20 to −30 RE by near-earth tail reconnection (e.g.,

Sitnov et al., 2009), the bubble moves earthward with the reconnection outflow. Because the

duskward gradient/curvature currents are weaker inside the bubble than outside, the bubble

will charge up positively on the dawnside and negatively on the duskside (Figure 1.1b),

providing a stronger dawn-dusk electric field than in the background. The equatorial part of

the bubble will be accelerated earthward by j×B force, where j is a duskward current across

the bubble. As the bubble approaches Earth, its pV 5/3 value will eventually approach those of

its equatorial neighbors, because pV 5/3 of the surrounding plasma sheet decreases earthward

and because of particles gradient/curvature drift into the bubble, increasing the bubble’s

pV 5/3. The earthward acceleration will eventually reverse (Figure 1.1c). After the bubble’s

earthward equatorial motion has declined sufficiently, it becomes a “mature bubble” (Figure

1.1a). Its shape is rounder than its neighbors and its ionospheric footprint is poleward of

the footprints of its equatorial neighbors. After equatorial motion has slowed, the field line’s

equatorward ionospheric motion will eventually catch up. In the final stage of the bubble’s life

(“dying bubble” in the Figure 1.1a), it has rebounded a little and become indistinguishable

from its neighbors in the plasma sheet. In reality, however, a DFB (plasma bubble) may

overshoot and rebound multiple times before it reaches its final equilibrium location (e.g.,

Chen and Wolf , 1999; Panov et al., 2010). In addition, at a DFB’s dying stage it does

not simply blend with the ambient field, but permanently enhances the magnetic field near

geosynchronous orbit. This enhancement is called a flux pileup (e.g., Zhang et al., 2007).
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Figure 1.2: (After Angelopoulos et al. (1992)) Results of superposed epoch analysis applied
to plasma and magnetic field data around inner central plasma sheet local velocity peaks
above 400 km/s in the 1985-1986 AMPTE/IRM data base. The plasma and magnetic field
data were time centered around each velocity peak (t = 0) and averaged over the database
from −4 to +4 min. Shown are the resulting traces at 10-s resolution.
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Nevertheless, the picture of CW93 can well represent the general life history of DFBs as a

voyage from the near-earth reconnection site to geosynchronous orbit.

During their voyage towards Earth, DFBs produce many effects that are significant to

magnetotail dynamics. For example, earthward DFB motion leads to particle acceleration

(e.g., Zhou et al., 2010; Fu et al., 2011, 2013), so DFBs are a source of energetic particle

injections into the inner magnetosphere (e.g., Moore et al., 1981; Gabrielse et al., 2012; Runov

et al., 2013). The DFB’s role in magnetotail goes much beyond solving the pressure crisis. It

is especially important during active times, e.g., during substorms and steady magnetospheric

convection, when DFBs are more often observed. Understanding DFB properties will greatly

improve our knowledge of magnetotail dynamics, especially during active times.

In this thesis I deal with three unresolved topics related to DFB properties. First, I

establish the importance of magnetic flux transport by DFBs to magnetotail convection.

Second, I study the mechanisms controlling DFB motion and the effects of that motion.

Last, I investigate the current system surrounding the DFB. In the following, I introduce

the importance of and some background about each topic. I also include more specific

information about each topic in the introduction section of the chapter devoted to that

topic.

1.2 Flux transport of DFBs

As DFBs have strong magnetic field and travel fast, they are expected to transport much

of the magnetic flux in the near-earth magnetotail (X > −30 RE). Therefore, they may

play an important role in magnetotail convection. When DFBs are generated by near-earth

tail reconnection, the magnetic flux in the lobe is transferred to DFBs, which in turn are

transported to the inner magnetosphere. Since the likelihood of reconnection is related to the

amount of flux in the lobe, DFBs act to reduce the likelihood of reconnection by transporting

the lobe flux away. Understanding the importance and properties of DFB flux transport will

greatly enhance our understanding of near-earth tail reconnection and convection.
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Chen and Wolf (1993) roughly estimated the DFB flux transport by calculating the ratio

of cross-tail potential contributed by plasma bubbles (DFBs) to the total cross-tail potential

(which is also the percentage of magnetic flux transport DFBs account for) and found that

their models result in a ratio up to 80%. Because CW93 set in the calculation a mechanism

that bubbles exchange particles with their surroundings, which makes them dissolve, the

flux transport ratio of DFBs decreases monotonically towards the inner edge of the plasma

sheet. Nevertheless, the CW93 result suggests the importance of DFB flux transport from

the theoretical perspective.

On the observational side, Angelopoulos et al. (1994) estimated the flux transport of

bursty bulk flows that are closely related to DFBs. Angelopoulos et al. (1994) found that

although BBFs last at most 10-15% of the time when the satellites were in the central plasma

sheet, they are responsible for at least 30% of the total measured earthward transport and

60-100% of the transport closer to apogee (∼ 20 RE) and at midnight, i.e., in the regions

of maximum BBF occurrence rate. Therefore, BBFs are a major and high-efficiency flux

transporter in the tail.

Theoretical work and observations of BBFs have indicated the importance of DFBs in

magnetotail flux transport. Bursty bulk flows are not DFBs, however; they also include

flows outside the dipolarized magnetic field regions. An observational investigation of the

flux transport properties of DFBs themselves is not yet available.

1.3 Causes and results of DFB motion

Dipolarizing flux bundles are most likely generated by tail reconnection (e.g., Runov et al.,

2009; Angelopoulos et al., 2013). After being ejected earthward, they join the dipole field near

the inner edge of the plasma sheet. Although earthward motion of DFBs has been observed

for over 40 years (Russell et al., 1971), a consensus has not been reached about the mecha-

nisms that control this motion. Only by knowing these mechanisms can one understand the

evolution of DFBs and their effects on magnetotail configuration. For example, the origin of

the often-observed tailward DFB-related flows earthward of 20 RE downtail is still not clear:
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they could be related to flow vortices (Fairfield et al., 1998), overshooting during braking

(Chen and Wolf , 1999), or DFB-related velocity shear (e.g., Sergeev et al., 1996). These

different scenarios can only be distinguished from one another if the mechanisms responsible

for DFB motion are understood.

A simple picture of DFB motion has been developed in the context of the interchange

instability (Chen and Wolf , 1999). However, after applying the classic analytic criterion of

interchange instability to observations, Lee et al. (2012) found that near-tail configuration

before and during a DFB is statistically stable against the interchange mode. This suggests

that the interchange instability resulting from an incoming DFB (e.g., the first in a series)

is unlikely to trigger the generation of new, substorm-associated, DFBs (most DFBs are

associated with substorms). Recently, Wolf et al. (2012) modified the theory of interchange

mode-induced motion of DFBs. In their ideal MHD simulation, a stable system is disturbed

slightly by the introduction of a bubble which then executes a decaying oscillation called

an “interchange oscillation”. The oscillation is in good agreement with the observations of

braking and rebounding of tail flow bursts (Panov et al., 2010).

Acceleration and deceleration of DFBs are controlled by the plasma pressure gradient

force and the j × B force. In the MHD approximation the j × B force expresses itself as

magnetic curvature force and magnetic pressure gradient force. The magnetic pressure is

often considered together with the plasma pressure. In the Chen and Wolf (1999) picture,

the magnetic curvature force accelerates the “filament” (transient flux tube) in the early

stages but the effect of the curvature force reverses when the filament reaches the flow-

braking region. Using THEMIS multi-point observations, Li et al. (2011) showed that the

magnetic curvature force can still accelerate the DFB at 9 RE downtail. However, this is

opposite to the general trend of DFB motion, namely a deceleration after generation (e.g.,

Shiokawa et al., 1997). More studies are needed to resolve the factors that control DFB

motion.

Dipolarizing flux bundle motion brings pressure and flow perturbations to the ambient

plasma. Simulations predict that the pressure perturbation builds up most strongly at the

DFB’s meridian of symmetry (e.g., Yang et al., 2011). The flow perturbation is two vortices
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on each to the dawn and dusk sides of the DFB (e.g., Birn et al., 2004a; Keiling et al.,

2009). It has been suggested that these pressure and flow perturbations lead to generation

of field-aligned currents (e.g., Xing et al., 2011; Birn et al., 1999), which form part of the

DFB’s current system.

1.4 The DFB-associated current system

The sharp jump in Bz at the leading edge of the DFB, the dipolarization front (DF), indicates

that a strong, duskward, vertical current sheet flows along the DF. This duskward current

must close elsewhere, so a DFB is associated with a system of currents. As the DFBs are one

of the most important observables during substorms (e.g., Angelopoulos et al., 2008a), their

current system should be closely related to the substorm current wedge (SCW) (McPherron

et al., 1973), the major modification a substorm makes to the tail current system. Therefore,

knowledge of the DFB current system will greatly improve our understanding of the substorm

process.

Previous works have suggested that a SCW is generated as DFBs are decelerated in

the flow-braking region near geosynchronous orbit. Flow braking creates inertial current

(Shiokawa et al., 1997), shear current (the shear of the flow generates a current due to the

vorticity) (e.g., Birn et al., 1999), or pressure-gradient driven currents (e.g., Xing et al.,

2011). These currents close through the ionosphere along field lines to form a wedge-like

loop.

Alternatively, the SCW may be explained as redistribution of the current that has been

carried by the DFB once it reaches the inner magnetosphere. To produce the ∼ 20 nT jump

in Bz at the arrival of the ∼ 1000-km thick dipolarization front, the vertical current sheet

at the DF must have a current density of ∼ 30 nA/m2. Considering that ∼ 30 nA/m2 is

a large value compared to the current density in the horizontal cross-tail current sheet (2-6

nA/m2), the DFB-associated current system significantly modifies both the local and global

current systems. It is therefore important to understand how DFB currents close. Nakamura

et al. (2001) discussed the redirection of the cross-tail current sheet (along the magnetic field
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Figure 1.3: (After Zhang et al. (2011)) Cross-tail current diversion at the meridian of the
DFB. With the arrival of the DFB, originally stretched tail-like field lines become more
dipolarized (red at the DFB’s dawnside and green at its duskside). Outside the meridian of
the DFB, the field lines remain stretched (black field lines), and the current sheet retains its
horizontal structure (black lines along neutral sheet). Redistribution of the horizontal cross-
tail current at the sector of the DFB occurs in the radial direction (earthward/tailward) via
cross-field currents (blue lines) and feeding the intense duskward current of the dipolarization
front (blue azimuthal lines).

lines) into the ionosphere at the dawnside and out of the ionosphere at the duskside in the

context of the PW90 and CW93 scenario (Figure 1.1). Such a combination of field-aligned

currents (FACs) is called “region-1 sense” (the opposite direction is region-2 sense). In the

recent study by Zhang et al. (2011), however, a significant reduction in the tail lobe flux was

observed after the DFB passed, indicating a reduction in the cross-tail current in the rear

side of the DFB. In addition, the magnetic topology at the dawn and dusk edges of the DFB

(strong Bz inside and low Bz outside) necessitates cross-field currents in the earthward and

tailward directions, respectively. The entire DFB current loop is illustrated in Figure 1.3.

In this picture, the currents related to DFBs can close within the DFBs themselves without

going to the ionosphere. Later, when the DFB approaches Earth it encounters the strong

magnetic field of the near-Earth region, at which point there is no necessity for the duskward

vertical current sheet at the dipolarization front (the enhanced magnetic field inside the DFB

has merged with the Earth’s strong dipole field). The earthward/tailward current densities

at the sides of the flow burst must therefore close into the ionosphere with field-aligned

currents along the dawn and dusk edges of the DFB, and this new loop is the SCW.

The Zhang et al. (2011) picture of the DFB current loop was introduced theoretically
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by Birn et al. (2004a). In their 3-D MHD simulation, dawnward currents on the inner

edge of the DFB and increased duskward currents on the outer edge are reproduced. These

currents form extended layers in X and close around the DFB through northward and

southward currents. Birn et al. (2004a) also reproduced the field-aligned currents suggested

by CW93 and Nakamura et al. (2001) in the final stage of the DFB. In the Birn et al. (2004a)

study these currents are discussed in terms of pressure gradient-driven currents arising from

reconfiguration of the inner magnetosphere after flow arrival. However, it is unclear whether

this scenario is consistent with observations. Further understanding of this scenario as well

as other aspects of the DFB current system requires more comprehensive studies.

1.5 Outline of study

In this thesis, I use statistical studies to reveal flux transport properties of DFBs, the con-

trolling factor and results of DFB motion, and the properties of the DFB-associated current

system.

In Chapter 2, I build the database used for the statistical studies. I introduce the

THEMIS data types I used and how I manipulate them. From THEMIS data I build an

events list of DFBs using criteria based mainly on the sharpness of the Bz jump at the dipo-

larization front. This DFB list is utilized in Chapters 2 through 5. I also build an event list

of bursty bulk flows from THEMIS data using the Angelopoulos et al. (1992) criteria. This

BBF list will be used in Chapter 3. In Section 2.3 of Chapter 2, I infer the topology of DFBs

because it is the basis for the statistical methods in later chapters. Using the normal direc-

tion of the dipolarization front, I determine that a DF is saddle-shaped. Therefore, it most

likely has the shape of a dipolarized flux tube. In addition, using multi-point observations,

I determine that DFBs have a typical width of ∼ 1− 3 RE.

In Chapter 3, I investigate the importance and properties of DFBs in tail flux transport.

I show that although BBF-embedded DFBs occupy only only ∼ 30% of BBF duration, they

contribute ∼ 70% of BBF magnetic flux transport. Therefore, because BBFs are major

magnetic flux transporters in the magnetotail, DFBs are also major flux transporters in
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near-earth tail convection. In this chapter I also show various DFB flux transport properties

depending on tail location and geomagnetic activity. Due to the DFBs’ importance, these

characteristics may shape the entire near-earth magnetotail convection.

Chapter 4 discusses the factors that control DFB motion and the effects arising from

DFB-motion-caused pressure and flow perturbations. The results show that DFB motion

causes the total pressure to build up inside the DF layer, which exerts a tailward pressure

gradient force that slows down the DFB’s earthward motion. Then I establish that the

pressure most relevant to DFB motion is a modified total pressure that is effective only in

the radial (relative to the DFB center) direction. This radial total pressure also builds up

inside the DF layer. On a statistical basis, the tailward radial total pressure gradient force

is comparable to the magnetic curvature force, so the DFB is in approximate force balance.

Based on results in Chapter 3, I conclude that in a statistical sense the pressure gradient

force is a little higher than the curvature force earthward of 15 RE downtail, whereas the

curvature force is stronger beyond 15 RE downtail. Dipolarizing flux bundle motion also

builds up thermal pressure earthward of it; the buildup is strongest at the DFB’s meridian

of symmetry. When combined with the flux tube volume distribution around the DFB, such

thermal pressure buildup requires generation of region-2-sense FACs earthward of the DFB

and region-1-sense FACs inside the DF layer.

In Chapter 5 I infer the DFB current system from magnetic field variations. The field

variations indicate the existence of region-2-sense FACs earthward of the DFB and region-1-

sense FACs inside the DF layer, consistent with what is required by the pressure distribution

in Chapter 4 and in a configuration to that of a substorm current wedge. I investigate the

region-1-sense FACs inside the DF layer and find that they are more prominent away from

the neutral sheet and at the DFB’s flanks. The density variation of the DF current suggests

that it is connected to the cross-tail current. Also from the DF current density I estimate

that the amount of current carried by several DFBs is enough to form a SCW of typical

strength. I conclude that DFBs are “wedgelets”—the traveling building blocks of the SCW.

In Chapter 6, the results of this thesis are summarized.
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CHAPTER 2

Dataset and methodology

All my studies, which are based on data from the Time History of Events and Macroscale

Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS) mission, are statistical. Using THEMIS observa-

tions, I built lists of dipolarizing flux bundle (DFB) and bursty bulk flow (BBF) events that

enabled me to investigate various attributes of DFBs. In this chapter I briefly introduce the

THEMIS mission and how I use its data. Then I explain how I select DFBs and BBFs from

THEMIS measurements. To provide a basis for the methodology in later chapters, I infer

that a DFB has the shape of a dipolarized flux tube with a Y -width of 1-3 RE.

2.1 THEMIS data

THEMIS consists of five satellites (probes P1-P5) that traveled through the magnetotail

covering the region from 6 to 30 RE downtail (Sibeck and Angelopoulos , 2008). The five

satellites are equipped with identical instruments: a fluxgate magnetometer (FGM), an

electrostatic analyzer (ESA), a solid state telescope (SST), and an electric field instrument

(EFI). The FGM measures the direct-current (DC) magnetic field (Auster et al., 2008).

I used quarter-second resolution FGM data for dipolarization front normal determination

and 3-second resolution spin-fit data for all other applications. The ESA measures 5 eV to

25 keV ion and electron distribution functions (McFadden et al., 2008). The ESA data I

use has been applied background (penetrating) electron removal and accurate subtraction

of spacecraft potential. The SST detects high-energy (25keV to 1 MeV) ion and electron

fluxes (Angelopoulos , 2008). The SST software enables sun-contamination removal, detector

calibration, and accurate partial moment computation from energetic particles. For plasma
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parameter computation I combined 3-second resolution fast-survey ESA and SST flux mea-

surements; then I calculate the plasma pressure and flow velocity as the second and first

moments of the combined fluxes, respectively. The plasma pressure was computed as a

scalar with the simplifying assumption of isotropy. I used spin-fit EFI (Bonnell et al., 2008)

data to evaluate DFB flux transport and infer the convective velocity after correcting them

(see Appendix A).

2.1.0.1 The convective velocity of the dipolarization front

When investigating the perturbations the dipolarizing flux bundle brings to the ambient

plasma, I need the propagation speed of its leading edge, the dipolarization front. Since

the frozen-in condition breaks down at the thin DF layer (e.g., Runov et al., 2011), the

plasma velocity cannot represent the propagation of the DF. As a magnetic field structure,

the DF moves at the velocity of field lines vB = E×B/B2. Therefore, I calculate each DF’s

convective velocity vDF as the average vB over the DF layer using electric field data from

the EFI (Appendix B explains how I mark the DF layer with tin and tout).

2.2 Event selection

My statistical database comes from THEMIS’s four tail science mission phases plus one

month of data prior to and after each phase for additional data coverage at the fringes of

the central tail sector. Specifically, I selected events from 1 November 2007 to 30 June 2008,

1 December 2008 to 30 June 2009, 1 February 2010 to 30 June 2010, and 1 February 2011

to 31 July 2011. During the 2008 and 2009 tail seasons, the five probes traveled through

the magnetotail with different apogees (Sibeck and Angelopoulos , 2008) P1 had an apogee

of ∼ 30 RE; P2, ∼ 20 RE; and P3, P4, and P5, 10-12 RE (all in downtail distance). The

database contains all five probes’ measurements from these two seasons. In 2010 and 2011,

I only used P3, P4, and P5 (apogees at ∼ 12 RE downtail) measurements because P1 and

P2 moved to higher altitudes and eventually into lunar orbit to become the ARTEMIS

(Acceleration Reconnection Turbulence and Electrodynamics of Moon’s Interaction with the
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Sun) mission. I consider only the measurements in the magnetotail, defined as the region of

−6RE < X < −30RE and
√
Y 2 + Z2 < 12RE. I also exclude observations made when the

probes were in Earth’s shadow.

2.2.1 Selection of dipolarizing flux bundles

My dipolarizing flux bundle selection criteria deal solely with the spin-fit magnetic field Bz.

According to previous published work (e.g., Runov et al., 2009), the dipolarization front’s

(the DFB’s leading edge) most prominent signature is a sharp Bz increase. Therefore, my

first criterion was that the Bz rate of change dBz/dt exceeds a certain value. Because of

this criterion’s sensitivity to short-term field variations (from waves, thermal fluctuations,

or plasma sheet flapping), I applied a three-point running average to the input data (for

this dBz/dt criterion only). This criterion alone does not rule out events that show only a

transient fluctuation in their Bz profile but no net increase. Therefore, my second require-

ment was that the Bz value behind the DF be larger than that ahead of the DF by a certain

value. After surveying several tens of DF events (including all those in Runov et al. (2011)),

I were able to hone in on reasonable operational values for these criteria that enable DF

event selection and noise exclusion:

1. dBz/dt > 0.5 nT/s (applied on the three-point running average data). The first point

that meets this criterion denotes the DFB’s t0.

2. The maximum Bz in the t0 to t0 + 30 s time range should be at least 5 nT greater than

that in the t0 − 30 s to t0 time range (30 s is about half the typical extent of the DFB

structure).

3. The maximum Bz in the t0 to t0 + 30 s time range should be greater than 5 nT.

Dipolarizing flux bundles are often observed in groups (e.g., Zhang et al., 2011). The DF of

the first DFB in each group usually exhibits the clearest, sharpest changes. Subsequent DFBs

are deposited and interact with already-perturbed plasma, so they are rather perturbed in

all observables. However criteria 1 to 3 are still able to pick some of the subsequent ones
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up. To deal with the cleanest possible signatures for further study, I designed my analysis

to select the leading DFB of each DFB group. Of the DFBs selected by criteria 1-3, I keep

only those not proceeded by other selected DFBs within 3 min prior to t0. Then I require

the magnetic field to be relatively unperturbed prior to the DF arrival as follows (all applied

to the time range from t0 − 3 min to t0 − 30 s):

4. dBz/dt < 0.25 nT/s for the entire time range (using the three-point running average

data).

5. The standard deviation about the mean Bz, σBz < 1.5 nT.

6. The maximum Bz be smaller by 2 nT than that in the time range from t0 to t0 + 30 s.

Applying these criteria to my survey sample of events, I confirmed that they do a good job

in keeping the leading DFB in each DFB group but removing subsequent perturbations.

When applied to the entire database, criteria 1 through 6 result in 1951 DF events. Fast-

survey collection of particle distribution functions was available for 1329 of them, enabling

accurate computation of plasma moments and, in particular, plasma pressure. Figure 2.1

shows the selected events’ spatial distribution in the magnetotail. For the vertical axes of

Figures 2.1b and 2.1d, which express the location relative to the neutral sheet, I do not use

the distance from a model neutral sheet, as that introduces errors due to model efficacy, hinge

point location, solar wind velocity fluctuations, and activity. Instead, I use the parameter

Bqx/Blobe,q as a proxy for the observation point’s distance to the neutral sheet prior to DF

arrival, scaled to the typical cross-tail current sheet thickness ahead of the approaching front.

In this ratio, Bqx is the quiet time average Bx before each DF arrival. I used the average Bx

in the t0 − 3min to t0 − 2 min time range (I intentionally utilized only the early portion of

the pre-DFB range to avoid any precursor effects from the approaching DF). To ensure that

the signed value of Bqx in the ambient (pre-DFB) plasma can be used to classify the DFBs,

I checked how often Bx changes sign from before DFB arrival (Bqx) to after DF crossing (Bx

immediately behind the DF, at the maximum Bz point of t0 to t0 + 15 s). I found that in

94% (1828 out of 1951) of the events, the sign of Bx remained the same on either side of the
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Figure 2.1: (a and c) Dipolarizing flux bundle event location distributions in the XY plane
and (b and d) the X-neutral sheet distance plane. In Figures 2.1c and 2.1d, the event
number in each bin is normalized to the probes’ orbit time in that bin. Bqx/Blobe,q is a
proxy of the probe’s distance from neutral sheet, where Bqx and Blobe,q are the quiet time
Bx and lobe field before each event, respectively. Figures 2.1a and 2.1c include all 1951
events. Figures 2.1b and 2.1d include only 1320 events because of limited high-resolution
plasma data availability and data gaps.
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DF. The lobe field Blobe is inferred from the pressure balance assumption in Z direction:

Blobe =
√

2µ0Ptotal

where Ptotal is the average total pressure containing only Bx and By contributions (see Xing

et al. (2009) for a detailed discussion of this choice). Blobe,q is from the average Ptotal over

the t0 − 3min to t0 − 2min time range. Nine of the 1329 fast-survey events have data gaps

in the t0 − 3min to t0 − 2min time range, so 1320 events are shown in Figures 2.1b and

2.1d. Although most of my events are around the central plasma sheet, some are far from

the neutral sheet. Because of the 12 RE apogee and high eccentricity of the inner THEMIS

probes, most events in Figures 2.1a and 2.1b are located around 10 RE downtail.

Normalizing the event number in each bin to the THEMIS orbit time in that bin, I

generate the event occurrence rate distributions shown in Figures 2.1c and 2.1d. Consistently

increased occurrence rates are seen in the pre-midnight sector at ∼ 9 to 15 RE downtail

(Figure 2.1c). Previous statistical studies on magnetotail transients (e.g., Schödel et al.,

2001) have also shown that this region is the most active. Although the reasons for this

preference are unclear, the effect is likely related to the well-known pre-midnight preference of

substorm onset. Figure 2.1d shows that the DFB occurrence rate is higher inside the central

plasma sheet (|Bqx/Blobe,q| < 0.5) than farther away from the neutral sheet. Although there

are high DFB occurrence rates beyond 20 RE downtail, these rates fluctuate significantly

because the probes resided there only briefly.

To confirm my selection gives real dipolarizing flux bundles, in Figure 2.2 I do a super-

posed epoch analysis of key quantities surrounding DFBs from t0− 2min to t0 + 2 min using

t0, the first point of sharp Bz jump at the DF (see selection criterion 1), as the epoch zero.

Previously reported DF-related signatures (Runov et al., 2009, 2011) are evidently showing

up in my database: Figures 2.2a and 2.2i show the asymmetric Bz bipolar signature; Figures

2.2e and 2.2m show the earthward flow burst of 1min rise-and-fall time typically accompa-

nying DFs (Angelopoulos et al., 1992); Figures 2.2d, 2.2f, 2.2l, and 2.2n show the density

and plasma pressure decrease behind the front; and Figures 2.2g, 2.2h, 2.2o, and 2.2p show
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Figure 2.2: (a and i) Superposed epoch analysis of magnetic field z component, (b and j)
magnetic field x component’s absolute value, (c and k) magnetic field strength, (d and l)
ion density, (e and m) perpendicular ion bulk velocity x component, (f and n) thermal (ion
plus electron) pressure, (g and o) ion temperature, and (h and p) electron temperature.
Figures 2.2i-2.2p represent the superposed epoch analysis of the quantities in Figures 2.2l-
2.2h detrended with their average values of the time range t0 − 3min to t0 − 2min. The
three curves in each panel are the upper quartile (dotted), median (solid), and lower quartile
(dotted) of the superposed data. This figure includes only the fast-survey events (1329).
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the temperature increase across the front. Even for the lower quartile in Figure 2.2a, the

minimum value at the Bz dip is significantly higher than zero. In fact, only 13% of the DFBs

have Bz dips that become negative ahead of them; most are inconsistent with the flux rope

model hypothesis, which predicts the Bz dip to be a southward field. |Bx| profiles in Figures

2.2b and 2.2j and total magnetic field profiles in Figures 2.2c and 2.2k also show asymmetric

bipolar variations. The bipolar variations in |Bx|— and in field strength have profiles similar

to the Bz bipolar signatures; they all minimize and maximize at the same time. The field

strength variation casts more doubt on the efficacy of the flux rope explanation. In a flux

rope, the magnetic field strength must be symmetric about the rope center: either peaked at

the center or crater-like with a trough at the center and peaks on either side. Neither signa-

ture is observed based on my statistics. Figures 2.2g and 2.2o show that the ion temperature

increases gradually beginning about 1min before DF arrival. This and the gradual increase

in thermal pressure ahead of the DF (Figures 2.2f and 2.2n) have been interpreted by Zhou

et al. (2010, 2011) as DF precursor signatures caused by ions accelerated after reflection at

the DF. These signatures extend ahead of the DF near the equatorial plane over a scale com-

parable to the ion gyroradius in the ambient Bz. The electron temperature in Figures 2.2h

and 2.2p, on the other hand, jumps near DF: the rise occurs only over a scale comparable

with the Bz jump, even though it lasts for minutes afterwards. The electron energization

may be due to betatron or Fermi acceleration (Birn et al., 2004b; Fu et al., 2011) or both.

All the quantity profiles in Figure 2.2 confirm that my selection criteria picked up real DFBs.

In the following chapters I utilize this list of leading DFBs, which posses cleanest signa-

tures unaffected by ambient perturbations, for statistical studies.

2.2.2 Selection of bursty bulk flows

To compare the DFB flux transport to that of BBFs in Section 3.3.1, I build a BBF event

list using the same selection criteria as Angelopoulos et al. (1992): First I identify the central

plasma sheet where the ion pressure is > 0.01 nPa and the plasma beta > 0.5. There I

select each BBF as (1) a continuous > 100 km/s flow with at least one point > 400 km/s or
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(2) a time range that contains two or more > 400 km/s points separated from their nearest

neighbors by less than 10 min. The first time the flow exceeds 100 km/s marks a BBF’s

start time t0; the last time the flow is above 100 km/s ends the BBF. With these criteria I

identified 1208 BBFs.

2.3 The topology of dipolarizing flux bundles

The experimental designs in later chapters are based on the shapes and sizes of dipolarizing

flux bundles. From the normal direction of the dipolarization front (DF, the leading edge of

a DFB), I infer that an equatorial cross section of a DFBs’ leading portion is convex when

viewed from Earth; its meridional cross section is concave, similar to that of a dipolar flux

tube. When viewed in three dimensions, the leading edge of a DFB resembles a saddle. The

typical Y -width of a DFB is 1-3 RE.

2.3.1 Background

Chen and Wolf (1993) suggested the simplest model for DFB topology—it resembles an

ordinary dipolar flux tube (Figure 1.1). Thus, any dipolarization front’s sagittal section

(note: a sagittal section, a cross section that divides a body into right and left halves, is

used here to refer to a DF cross section parallel to the XZ plane, or the DF’s meridional cross

section; the plane containing this section is a sagittal plane) including the DF mid-sagittal

section (which bisects the DF into equal dawn and dusk halves; the plane containing the

mid-sagittal section is the midsagittal plane) will have the shape of a dipolarized magnetic

field line (Figure 2.5a). Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations by (Birn et al., 2004a)

indeed reveal such a dipolar cross section of the DFB.

Observations showing that Bz dips slightly ahead of the DFB complicates our under-

standing of DFB topology in that plane. The Bz profile around a DFB is thus at first

decrease, then increase. If the DFB topology is consistent with the Chen and Wolf (1993)

picture, such Bz variation can be produced by a finite vertical current sheet inside the DF

layer (Liu et al., 2013d). On the other hand, such magnetic field variation is also similar to
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Figure 2.3: (After Sormakov and Sergeev (2008)) Examples of two types of structures: (a)
magnetic flux rope and (b) single reconnected tube and variations in the magnetic field
components and energetic electron flux (J) corresponding to them on various trajectories of
the spacecraft (I and II).

the expected signatures of magnetic flux ropes, flux tubes formed by helical field lines (Figure

2.3a), and to the expected signatures of nightside flux transfer events (NFTEs, Figure 2.3b)

(Sergeev et al., 1992), structures generated when the background field is compressed ahead

of earthward-moving reconnected flux tubes. In the flux rope interpretation, the sagittal

cross-section resembles an egg (e.g., Zong et al., 2004). In the NFTE interpretation, how-

ever, one expects a spindle-like (or teardrop-shaped) sagittal cross section (see Sergeev et al.,

1992, Figure 11a).

In both the NFTE and flux rope models, the Bz dip ahead of the DFB goes negative

(Figures 2.3c and 2.3d). Figure 2.2a, however, shows that the Bz dip is far from being
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Figure 2.4: (After Chen and Wolf (1993)) A sketch of the equatorial cross section of a
bubble.

negative even for the lower quartile of the superposed profiles, contradictory to the NFTE

and flux rope models. Therefore, the dipolar flux tube picture is the most likely model for

DFBs.

A DFB’s transverse cross section (parallel to the XY plane) has been modeled as a

teardrop (Figure 2.4) (Chen and Wolf , 1993) with its leading edge, the dipolarization front,

being an approximate semicircle that is convex when viewed from Earth (Figure 2.5b).

This shape arises from differential gradient/curvature drifts that tend to cause the DFB to

“dissolve” into the surrounding medium. If a DFB is defined as an object that drifts with

average low-energy ions, energetic ions would drift into the DFB from the dawnside, and

low-energy ions would drift in from the duskside. The eastern and western sides of the DFB

should have levels of pV 5/3, gradient/curvature drift current, electric field, and earthward

flow velocity vx that are intermediate between the values at the center of the DFB and those

in the surrounding medium. A DFB of an initially arbitrary shape will deform such that

the plasma on the east and west sides is dragged tailward relative to its center. From the

head of a DFB to its tail, pV 5/3 is expected to increase monotonically; the pV 5/3 value near

the tailward end of a DFB should be close to that of the surrounding medium. Moreover,

the velocity peak is expected at the head of a DFB. Various simulations, such as the 3-D
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Figure 2.5: The (a) sagittal and (b) transverse sections of a dipolarizing flux bundle (DFB),
adapted from (Chen and Wolf , 1993) and (Sergeev et al., 1996). This figure shows the ideal
case when the DFB moves entirely along the +X direction. Current directions are indicated
by blue arrows, and plasma bulk flow directions are indicated by green arrows. Red areas
indicate strong magnetic field; the blue region is the dipolarization front. Morning/evening
sides in panel b are relative to the DFB, a localized structure; they do not indicate the
morning/evening portion of the magnetotail. A DFB can appear in any local time of the
magnetotail.

PIC simulation of ballooning/interchange instability in the tail by Pritchett and Coroniti

(2011) and the 2.5-D MHD simulation of multiple dipolarization fronts by Guzdar et al.

(2010), have produced results consistent with this picture. Minimum variance analysis has

confirmed the rounded head of the DFBs recently in the multi-case study by Runov et al.

(2009) and earlier by Sergeev et al. (1996). Sergeev et al. (1996) also estimated that the

semicircular cross section of a DFB’s leading portion has typical radius of 0.5-1.5 RE, which

means the typical DFB width in Y is 1-3 RE.

Even though the above theoretical and observational investigations of the DFB topology

have been done, more comprehensive studies are still necessary. In the following I infer the
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typical shape and size of the DFBs with the DF normal directions determined in Appendix

B. Because of limited number of tailward-normal dipolarization fronts (I defined the normal

direction as pointing from the DFB interior towards the ambient plasma. So a tailward

normal direction means that the satellite enters the DFB from its tailward side. A tailward-

normal event is approximately equivalent to a tailward-moving event), in this section I focus

on the topology of earthward-normal DFs (see Appendix B for detailed explanation of the

two types of DFs).

2.3.2 Results

2.3.2.1 The shape of the sagittal cross-section

As I discussed in Section 2.3.1, the sagittal section of a dipolarization front most likely con-

form to the shape of a dipolarized magnetic field line (see Figure 2.5a). When an earthward-

normal DF is observed north (south) of the neutral sheet, its normal direction points south-

ward (northward). As one moves away from the neutral sheet, the elevation angle of vector

n relative to the XY plane (θn-XY ) varies from 0◦ to 90◦ south of the neutral sheet and

from 0◦ to 90◦ north of the neutral sheet. This effect is clearly evident in Figure 2.6 for all

three earthward-normal event subsets corresponding to the different normal definitions (with

the Bin ×Bout method organizing the events best). In each subset, red dots correspond to

events with a less than 30◦ angle between n and the XZ plane (defined as sin−1 |ny|). The

sin−1 |ny| < 30◦ events are interpreted as follows: assuming the DF’s transverse (parallel

to XY ) cross section is convex (Figure 2.5b), a traversal with sin−1 |ny| = 0 corresponds

to a crossing through the center of the structure. I refer to the point on the DF where

sin−1 |ny| = 0 as a transverse cross section’s “head point”. The curve connecting the head

points of all the DF’s transverse cross sections is called the DF’s “head line”. In the ideal

case when the head line lies on a plane parallel to the XZ plane, that plane is also the

DFB’s mid-sagittal plane. In reality the head line may distort away from the XZ plane; sin-

gle spacecraft cannot sense this distortion. The red dots in Figure 2.6 are then observations

near the DF’s head line; they show cleaner trend (especially in Figures 2.6b and 2.6c) than
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those far from the head line (black dots) do.

2.3.2.2 The shape of the transverse cross-section

Next I explore DFB’s transverse (parallel to the XY plane) properties statistically by inves-

tigating the ambient plasma perturbation ahead of the DF. Following Sergeev et al. (1996),

I expect flow perturbation ahead of a convex, earthward-normal DF to exhibit a component

in the +/ − Y direction at the DFB’s evening/morning side (Figure 2.5b). The probe’s

crossing point at the curved DF is indicated by the sign of ny (ny < 0 at the DFB’s evening

side and ny > 0 at its morning side). Figure 2.7 shows a superposed epoch analysis of the

perpendicular (to the magnetic field) ion bulk flow’s dawn-dusk component Vi⊥,y for evening

side (ny > 0.2, Figures 2.7a, 2.7c, and 2.7e) and morning-side (ny < −0.2, Figures 2.7b, 2.7d,

and 2.7f) DF crossings. I intentionally exclude events near ny ∼ 0,where the effect is smaller

and likely masked by waves, flow burst propagation velocity deviations, or external (solar

wind) conditions. For all DF-normal determination methods, Vi⊥,y increases ahead of the

DF at the DFB’s evening side and decreases at its morning side, consistent with expectation.

I also note that the median Vi⊥,y in the ambient plasma is always positive; around the DF,

|Vi⊥,y| is larger on its evening side than on its morning side. (Angelopoulos et al., 1993, 1994)

attributed the ambient duskward flow to the azimuthal diamagnetic current in the plasma

sheet, carried predominantly by thermal ions and caused by both neutral-sheet-ward and

earthward pressure gradients. These pressure gradients and associated currents, which are

still present (in fact, more intense) ahead of and during the passage of the flow bursts, can

contribute to the dawn-dusk difference in peak |Vi⊥,y|.

To confirm the convex shape of the transverse cross section, I investigate the occasions

when two probes separated in the Y -direction observe the same DFB (a dual observation).

(Note that a multi-point observation with three/four/five probes observing the same DFB

can be split into three/six/ten dual observations.) For conciseness, I only investigate the

dual observations of Bin × Bout events (see Appendix B for explanations). In this event

subset, I identify a dual observation when two different probes observe events within 30s of
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Figure 2.6: The earthward-normal dipolarization fronts’ normal elevation angles from the
XY plane (θn−XY = sin−1 nz) plotted against the proxy distance from the neutral sheet
(Bqx/Blobe,q) for (a) MinVar events, (b) Bin × L events, (c) and Bin × Bout events. Red
points represent events with |ny| < 0.5 (closest azimuthally to the DF’s head line); black
points represent the remainder of the events (near the DF’s flanks). The black/red numbers
in each panel are the total number of black/red dots (events) in that panel.
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Figure 2.7: Superposed epoch analysis of Vi⊥,y for earthward-normal dipolarization fronts:
(a and b) “MinVar” events, (c and d) Bin × L events, and (e and f) Bin × Bout events.
The three curves in each panel are the upper quartile (dotted), median (solid), and lower
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each other. To enable high-quality DFB radius estimation, I also require that the two probes

making the dual observation have small X and Z separations (∆X < 3 RE, ∆Z < 2 RE).

Eighty-nine dual observations from the Bin ×Bout events meet these criteria.

If the DFB’s transverse cross section is convex, the probe more duskward of the DFB dur-

ing a dual observation should see a more duskward-pointing DF normal direction: ∆ny/∆Y

should be positive, where ∆ny and ∆Y are the difference between ny and Y at the two

probes. If the transverse cross section is concave, ∆ny/∆Y should be negative. Using this

∆ny/∆Y method, Sergeev et al. (1996) found that all five DFB dual observations they inves-

tigated using the ISEE 1 and 2 satellites were of DFBs with a convex transverse cross section.

Applying this method to my 89 dual observations, I found that 66 (74%) are of DFBs with

a convex transverse cross section. The remaining 23 dual observations are determined to be

concave by the ∆ny/∆Y method, perhaps because of DF surface ripples, distortion of the

DFB flux tube, errors in DF normal determination, or observation of multiple DFBs. I also

applied the ∆ny/∆Y method only for cases where the two probes were on opposite sides of

DFB’s center, i.e., one on the dawn side and the other on the dusk side (as determined by

ny having opposite sign at the two probes). Of 27 such opposite-side observations, 23 (85%)

showed convex transverse cross sections; the percentage of convexity increased.

2.3.2.3 The size of DFBs

That the transverse cross section of a DFB’s leading portion is predominantly convex sup-

ports the assumption that it is a semicircle. I thus infer the DFB size by estimating the radius

of this semicircle (hereafter referred to as the “DFB radius”). Using the dual observations,

I make the estimation with two methods.

The first method roughly estimates the DFB radius as half the DFB width in Y by

comparing the probes’ Y separations during dual observations (Figure 2.8a) with those

during single observations (Figure 2.8b). According to Figure 2.8a, most dual observations

took place when the observing probes had less than 1.5 RE Y -separation; none were made

when the probes’ Y -separation exceeded 3 RE. If not biased by satellite orbits, such a
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Figure 2.8: Estimates of the radius (half the width in Y ) of the DFB’s semicircular transverse
cross section in histogram form. Figure 2.8a shows the Y -separation distribution for probes
that made the 89 dual observations. Figure 2.8b is the distribution of Y -separation of other
probes from the probe seeing the DFB for all the DFB encounters in my event list. In
Figure 2.8c, the histogram in Figure 2.8a is divided by that in Figure 2.8b (the division is
done for each individual bin in Y ) and then doubled. Figures 2.8d-2.8f illustrate another
way of estimating the radius from 23 dual observations made simultaneously at the dawn
and dusk sides (two-side dual observations) of convex DFBs. Figure 2.8d is the distribution
of the azimuth (θ = atan(ny/nx), it gives where on the DFB the probe hit it.) difference of
the two probes making each dual-observation. Figure 2.8e is the two probes’ Y -separation
distribution, and Figure 2.8f is the calculated DFB radius distribution. Figures 2.8g-2.8i,
which are ordered in the same way as Figures 2.8d-2.8f, show the radius distribution in the
X∗Y ∗ coordinate system (results are from 28 two-side dual observations of convex DFBs).
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distribution suggests that the DFBs are typically narrower than 3 RE and thus have radii

smaller than 1.5 RE. To examine whether the distribution in Figure 2.8a is biased by

satellite orbits, I show the histogram for all Y -separations in Figure 2.8b: for each of the

506 Bin × Bout events, I count the Y -separations from the probe observing the event to

all other probes within 3 RE in X and 2 RE in Zof it, even if the other probes did not

observe a DFB. Although most Y separations are within 2 RE, the probes can be separated

by up to 14 RE; the histogram in Figure 2.8b has significant counts between 2 and 14 RE

(around 10 for each 0.5-RE-wide bin). Therefore, the lack of dual observations beyond 3

RE Y -separation in Figure 2.8a is due not to biased satellite orbits but to the less-than-1.5

RE DFB radius. I obtain an estimate of the DFB radius in Figure 2.8c by dividing the

dual-observation histogram in Figure 2.8a by the histogram of Figure 2.8b. I multiply the

quotient by two because dual-observation separations are counted twice in Figure 2.8b but

only once in Figure 2.8a. The normalized occurrence rate of a dual observation as function

of the Y separation is shown in Figure 2.8c. As expected, smaller Y separations result in

a higher likelihood of a dual observation. (Note that the observed, 25% likelihood at the

smallest Y separation (0-0.5 RE) is lower than expected given the anticipated 1-3 RE-wide

DFBs, mainly due to my strict selection criteria. Each of the dual-observation percentages

for 1.5-3 RE separations comes from only one count in Figure 2.8a, so their values are not

quite suggestive.) In summary, Figures 2.8a-2.8c indicate that DFBs are usually narrower

than 3 RE and thus have radii smaller than 1.5 RE.

I can also calculate the DFB radius r as follows (Figure 2.9a):

r = | ∆Y

sin θ1 − sin θ2
| (2.1)

where θ1 and θ2 are the DF normal directions’ (signed) azimuths from the X direction

observed by the two probes making the dual observation. In this thesis “azimuth” and

“azimuthal” are always relative to the DF/DFB’s semicircular transverse cross section. The

azimuth given by θ = atan(ny/nx) marks the point at which each probe crosses the DFB

(black dots in Figure 2.9a). For precision, I apply equation 2.1 to only the 23 two-side dual
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observations with a convex-DFB signature; the results are summarized in Figures 2.8d-2.8f.

Figure 2.8f shows that the DFB radii never exceed 3 RE and are usually less than 1 RE.

The median (average) DFB radius of these 23 dual observations is 0.8 (1.0) RE, similar to

the estimates in Figures 2.8a-2.8c and in the literature (e.g., Sergeev et al., 1996; Nakamura

et al., 2004). Figure 2.8f also shows that the DFB radius can occasionally reach 3 RE. Such

a large radius has also been reported in previous studies (e.g., Nakamura et al., 2001).

The above methods assume that the DFB’s leading edge is its earthward edge and that

it is symmetric about the X axis. Because the convex nature of the DFB’s transverse cross

section is a result of the DFB motion, a more precise assumption is that the DFB’s leading

edge is a semicircle symmetric about its direction of motion. Under this assumption, I can

apply the same methods in a rotated coordinate (X∗Y ∗) system, as illustrated in Figure

2.9b. Here the X∗ axis, which represents the DFB’s direction of motion, is given by the XY

component of the DF convective velocity vDF (for dual observations, X∗ represents the XY

component of the average vDF measured by the two probes). The direction of Y ∗ is in the

XY plane and is perpendicular to X∗. Transforming observations into the X∗Y ∗ coordinate

system, I identified 35 two-side dual observations; each is a dual observation with the two

probes observing the DFB having ny∗ of opposite signs. Twenty eight (80%) of these two-side

dual observations show a convex DFB signature (positive ∆ny∗/∆Y
∗). Next, I repeat the

computation of the DFB radius from Equation 2.1 with these 28 two-side dual observations

and display the results in Figures 2.8d-2.8i. The inferred radii have a median (average) of 1.0

(2.0) RE. The radius histogram in Figure 2.8i drops sharply at 1 RE and disappears beyond

3 RE, confirming the typical DFB radius of 1 RE. In Figure 2.8i the four counts at 5-5.5 RE

and 9-10 RE are unreliable due to small transecting azimuth differences—∆θ∗ ranges from

5◦ to 25◦ for these four cases—that causes the radius in Equation 2.1 to be dominated by

noise. Without these the inferred radii have a median (average) of 0.9 (1.1) RE. Therefore,

the DFB topology (convex or concave transverse cross section) and scale size obtained in the

X∗Y ∗ coordinate system are similar to those obtained in the GSM coordinate system.
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Figure 2.9: (a) Illustration of the DFB radius derivation from a dual observation. The DF
convective velocities of the two encounters are represented by vDF1 and vDF2; the satellite
velocities relative to the DFB are −vDF1 and −vDF2 (see Section 2.1.0.1 for how I obtain
vDF). Note that θ, the angle from X to the DF normal direction n, is signed. The two black
dots on the DFB outer boundary are satellite transecting points. (b) Illustration of the
X∗Y ∗ coordinate system. For DFB radius derivation, the X∗-determining v is the average
DF convective velocity of the two dual-observation encounters. For statistical quantity map
reconstruction, v is each individual encounter’s DF convective velocity vDF.
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2.3.3 Summary and discussion

I found that the shape of the earthward-normal DF’s sagittal section (parallel to the XZ

plane) is consistent with a quasi-dipolar magnetic field line; its transverse cross section

(parallel to the XY plane) is convex when viewed from Earth. Therefore, the DF’s 3-D

shape is saddle-like and the DFB resembles a dipolar flux tube. The typical width of a

DFB is 1-3 RE. These informations on DFB topology are the basis for the methods in the

following chapters. As we shall see in those chapters, although DFBs are small compared

to the ∼ 30 RE-wide near-earth magnetotail, they play a major role in the near-earth tail

dynamics.

Given such a shape of the DFB, observations by multiple satellites and accurate normal

determination are required to infer their timing and propagation speed and to interpret their

internal processes, such as wave particle interactions, dissipation, and heating. For example,

when two probes are separated only along Z, the one farther from the neutral sheet should

observe an earthward moving DF first; when two probes are separated only in Y , the one

closer to the DFB’s midsagittal plane should detect an earthward moving DF first.

The DFB’s shape allows the duskward current on the DF (e.g., Runov et al., 2011) to

affect the ambient plasma. Due to the DF’s concave sagittal section, north of the neutral

sheet, the presence of high-latitude (far from the neutral sheet) duskward current creates

a negative Bx variation in the lower-latitude (closer to the neutral sheet) ambient plasma,

reducing the ambient |Bx| ahead of the DF at the lower-latitude location. South of the

neutral sheet, the effect is the same, except that the Bx variation in the lower-latitude

ambient plasma is positive, still reducing the ambient |Bx|. This effect can contribute to the

slow |Bx| and B decreases before DF arrival in Figure 2.2b, 2.2c, 2.2j, and 2.2k.
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CHAPTER 3

Magnetic flux transport by dipolarizing flux bundles

Knowledge of a dipolarizing flux bundle’s flux transport properties leads to better under-

standing of near-Earth (X = −6 to −30 RE) magnetotail flux transport and thus conversion

of magnetic energy to kinetic and thermal plasma energy following magnetic reconnection.

To establish the importance of DFB flux transport, I compare it with transport by bursty

bulk flows (BBFs) that typically envelop DFBs. Because DFBs coexist with flow bursts

inside BBFs, they contribute ∼ 67% of BBF flux transport, even though they last only

∼ 30% as long as BBFs. The rate of DFB flux transport increases with proximity to Earth

and to the pre-midnight sector, as well as with geomagnetic activity and distance from the

neutral sheet. Under the latter two conditions the total flux transport by a typical DFB

also increases. Dipolarizing flux bundles appear more often during increased geomagnetic

activity. Since BBFs have been previously shown to be the major flux transporters in the

tail, I conclude that DFBs are the dominant drivers of this transport. The occurrence rate

of DFBs as a function of location and geomagnetic activity informs us about processes that

shape global convection and energy conversion.

3.1 Introduction

Dipolarizing flux bundles are generated at 20-30 RE downtail (Runov et al., 2011), most

likely by reconnection (e.g., Angelopoulos et al., 2008b; Sitnov et al., 2009; Nagai et al.,

1998; Angelopoulos et al., 2013), and then move earthward. The DFBs’ earthward motion

results in 1-min timescale plasma flow bursts an order of magnitude larger than the quiet-

time convection flow. Dipolarizing flux bundles and flow bursts are enveloped by 10min-
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timescale intervals of enhanced bursty bulk flows (Angelopoulos et al., 1992). On multiple

fortuitous occasions, the THEMIS spacecraft have captured DFBs traveling coherently from

the reconnection site to the inner magnetosphere within short-duration BBFs (Runov et al.,

2011); other times several DFBs have been observed together, one after another and their

flows coalescence towards a long-duration BBF (e.g., Zhang et al., 2011).

Due to its intense magnetic field and high speed, a DFB transports a large amount of

magnetic flux within a short time. This flux is transferred from the tail lobes to the DFB

during the reconnection process; as the field line shrinks and its equatorial footprint convects

towards the inner magnetosphere magnetic energy is converted to plasma kinetic and ther-

mal energy (Angelopoulos et al., 2013). Therefore, DFBs take part in both magnetotail flux

transport and energy conversion and are critical aspects of the Dungey (1961) global circu-

lation cycle. Thus, clarifying the relative importance of DFBs for magnetic flux transport

can improve my understanding of global magnetotail convection and energy transport.

Although the importance of fast flows for magnetotail convection varies with modes of

convection (Kissinger et al., 2012), Angelopoulos et al. (1994) made an overall estimation—

BBFs contribute 60 − 100% of the magnetotail flux transport in the 13 − 22 RE downtail

region, even though they occur only 10− 15% of the time in the central plasma sheet. The

percentage of total flux transport accomplished by BBFs reduces earthward of X = −13 RE

but can still reach ∼ 50%. Therefore, BBFs are the major flux carriers in the near-earth

magnetotail. Early studies have demonstrated that the efficiency of transport by BBFs is

due to the high degree of correlation between the 1-min timescale flow bursts and the Z-

component of the magnetic field, i.e., the embedded DFBs (Angelopoulos et al., 1992). But

since a BBF contains not only DFBs but also flows outside the DFBs, it is unclear presently

what fraction of the total BBF transport is accomplished by DFBs and, by extension, how

important DFBs are for global flux circulation.

Another magnetotail transient phenomenon related to the DFBs is the “rapid flux trans-

port event” (RFT), defined as an interval of high electric field (Tu et al., 2000; Schödel et al.,

2001) (Tu et al. (2000) called RFTs “impulsive electric field” events). It is called an RFT

because the electric field E = −Vc×B represents the magnetic flux transport rate. Here B
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is the magnetic field; Vc is the convective velocity of the field line; it equals the perpendicular

(to B) component of the plasma bulk velocity Vc when the frozen-in condition is valid. A

DFB, even though it is defined based on the magnetic field, is expected to possess also an

RFT signature, since its strong magnetic field and flow lead to a strong electric field. The

importance of RFTs in tail flux transport is suggestive of the DFB importance—groups of

RFTs are observed only ∼ 5% of the time in the central plasma sheet but are responsible

for ∼ 30 − 50% of the flux transport in the magnetotail (Schödel et al., 2001). However,

RFTs are not equivalent to DFBs as they may also include other types of tail transients with

strong electric field.

On the theoretical side, Chen and Wolf (1993) made a rough calculation and showed

that the potential drop across plasma bubbles (the theoretical model for DFBs) can be up

to 80% of the entire cross-tail potential drop, indicating that DFBs might be expected to

contribute up to 80% of the tail flux transport. On the observational side, Li et al. (2011)

showed that the magnetic curvature force of the DFB is the driver of its associated BBF,

and thus flux transport. However, to my knowledge only a few case studies show limited

examples of the importance of DFBs (Angelopoulos et al., 2013). A comprehensive study of

DFB flux transport is needed to establish the DFBs’ importance in magnetotail convection

and energy circulation.

If DFBs accomplish significant flux transport in the tail, their spatial characteristics

under different activity conditions can inform us about the drivers of large-scale, near-Earth

tail convection. Previous studies of fast flows, BBFs and RFTs have indicated some of these

characteristics. Tu et al. (2000) found that RFTs have preferentially higher flux transport

rate at the dusk tail than at the dawn tail, implying a similar expectation for the DFBs.

However, some results for fast flows and RFTs have been apparently contradictory. For

example, Hsu et al. (2012) found that the flux transport rate of fast flows decreases with

proximity to Earth, while Tu et al. (2000) found the RFTs’ transport rate to increase. An

investigation of DFBs, their transport and related flows ought to resolve these questions and

reveal whether and how DFB flux transport characteristics affect global tail circulation.

In the following, I use statistical approaches to establish the importance of DFBs in near-
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earth magnetotail flux transport and then examine the DFBs’ flux transport characteristics

as function of position and geomagnetic activity.

3.2 Dataset

Since the importance of bursty bulk flows in flux transport has already been established,

I seek to determine the importance of DFBs by showing that those of them embedded in

BBFs are the predominant flux carriers of those BBFs. I utilize the BBF event list I built

in Section 2.2.2 for this study. To identify the DFBs inside these BBFs, I apply only the

DFB selection criterion 1—the Bz jump sharpness criterion (see Section 2.2.1). Omission of

criteria 2-6 allows the selection of both leading and non-leading DFBs. The BBF list and

the DFB identification within them are used for constructing Figures 3.1 and 3.3.

For all other investigations of DFB properties, I use the leading DFB list built in Section

2.2.1 which results from the full set of selection criteria. The DFBs in this list have clean

signatures unaffected by preceding perturbations such as interactions with the dipole. This

leading DFB list is used in all figures except Figures 3.1, 3.3, and 3.8).

The flux transport of DFBs and BBFs is given by the time integration of the electric

field which represents flux transport rate. As I am interested mainly in the flux transport

along the sun-earth line, I investigate only the Y component of the electric field (Ey). In the

magnetotail, this component represents the earthward transport of Bz and neutral-sheet-

ward transport of Bx with the former dominating in most cases. Before using Ey measured

by THEMIS’s electric field instrument, I first correct the EFI data following the method

in Appendix A.1. The Y axis of the despun satellite coordinate system, YDSL, is nearly

parallel to YGSM for P3-P5 (on which the spin axis is roughly due ecliptic north) and nearly

anti-parallel to YGSM for P1 and P2 (on which the spin axis is roughly due ecliptic south)

(Angelopoulos , 2008). I thus use Ey,DSL′ (DSL prime) to approximate Ey,GSM. I define YDSL’

as identical to YDSL for P3-P5 and opposite to YDSL for P1 and P2. Next, I remove the

EFI offsets, one event at a time, by subtracting from Ey,DSL′ its average value over the

preceding ambient condition time range from t0 − 3min to t0 − 2min (see also Section A.1).
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By subtracting the pre-event average value I also remove the flux transport of the ambient

convection electric field, so the resultant δEy,DSL′ represents the flux transport rate of the

DFB or BBF excluding the large-scale magnetotail convection. In practice, the large-scale,

non-BBF convection is small compared to the BBF/DFB transport (Angelopoulos et al.,

1993), so δEy,DSL′ is very close to actual Ey,DSL′ . In the following sections I utilize δEy,DSL′

to study DFB flux transport properties.

3.3 Results

In this section I first establish that dipolarizing flux bundles are the major flux transporters

inside bursty bulk flows and are thus important flux transporters in the magnetotail. Then I

investigate DFB flux transport as function of equatorial location, distance from the neutral

sheet, and AE index.

3.3.1 The importance of dipolarizing flux bundles for flux transport

First I identify the DFBs inside each BBF following the Bz jump sharpness criterion. Figure

3.1 shows an example of an ∼ 8-min-long BBF and the seven DFBs identified within it.

To compute the integral or average flux transport contributed by the DFBs I need to

determine their durations. This is rather difficult to do because the field and plasma per-

turbations inside and surrounding a DFB are very complicated. As a compromise I define

the duration of each DFB to be equal to the nominal, statistical duration of the ensemble of

DFBs. To determine this statistical duration, in Figure 3.2a I superpose the Bz profiles of

all DFBs in the leading DFB list. For the median profile in Figure 3.2a, I take the first point

behind the dipolarization front which falls below the average value of Bz in the t0 + 2min

to t0 + 3min interval as the end of the median DFB. This end point gives a statistical DFB

duration of ∼ 40s.

In Figure 3.1 I illustrate the 40s duration of each DFB by a shaded region. When a DFB

starts before the previous one has ended, I consolidate the overlapping DFBs into a single,
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longer duration (hence the long 3rd duration in Figure 3.1). The DFBs are associated with

not only strong magnetic field increases (Figure 3.1c) but also flow bursts (Figure 3.1a).

As a result, DFBs are correlated with strong electric field impulses (Figure 3.1d). These

associations are also evident in the superposed epoch analysis (Figure 3.2). Due to their

strong electric field, the DFBs contribute significant cumulative magnetic flux transport

(time-integral of Ey,DSL′)—for this event, the DFBs take < 55% of the BBF duration but

contribute > 90% of the BBF’s flux transport (Figure 3.1e).

Next I repeat what I did in Figure 3.1 for each of my 1208 BBFs and display the statistical

results in Figure 3.3. Since the identification of DFBs and the amount of flux transport they

accomplish depend on the DFB selection criteria, I wish to determine how these and other

DFB properties change as the selection criteria vary. In particular I ask if there exists a

specific range of thresholds that can be used to reveal their characteristic transport efficiency,

such that I can use it to further quantify the DFBs’ other properties. As expected (Figure

3.3a), the median number of DFBs identified inside each BBF decreases from 6 to 1 as the

identification threshold increases from dBsm
z /dt = 0.1 to 0.9 nT/s. For dBsm

z = 0.5 nT/s,

which was used to build the leading DFB list, there are typically 1-6 DFBs inside each BBF

(with a median of 3). For different selection criteria, the averages of Bz, vx, and δEy,DSL′

of the DFBs selected inside each BBF do not change much relative to the same averages

for the entire BBF. In particular, only a modest, 50%, increase is observed in the typical

DFB efficacy for transport relative to BBF transport (Figure 3.3d), across this wide range

of selection criteria. Embedded DFBs have a value of Bz typically ∼ 1.4 times that of the

BBF’s average Bz (Figure 3.3b). Their average flow, vx is about twice that of the BBF’s

average (Figure 3.3c), which confirms the expected DFB association with individual flow

Figure 3.1 (preceding page): An example of a bursty bulk flow event (observed by P3)
illustrating how I identify dipolarizing flux bundles inside a BBF. From top to bottom are:
(a) ion bulk velocity, (b) time derivative of 3-point (9 s) running-averaged Bz, (c) magnetic
field, (d) YDSL component of the electric field measured by the electric field instrument,
(e) magnetic flux transport calculated by integrating Ey,DSL′ . The two solid vertical lines
mark the start and end of the BBF. The dashed vertical lines mark DFBs inside the BBF.
The DFBs are identified with the criteria dBsm

z /dt > 0.5 nT/s, as illustrated by the solid
horizontal line in Figure 3.1b. The shaded regions are the ranges of DFBs.
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Figure 3.2: Superposed epoch analysis of leading DFBs. The profiles are superposed regard-
ing each DFB’s start time t0. From top to bottom are: (a) Bz with quiet-time average value
subtracted, (b and d) X component of ion bulk speed, (c and e) Ey,DSL′ with quiet-time
average value subtracted. Figures 3.2a-3.2c include both earthward and tailward moving
DFBs. Figures 3.2d and 3.2e include only tailward events selected to have a negative peak
vx or Ey,DSL′ respectively. (Here the “peak” value of each DFB event is the value that has the
maximum absolute value between t0 and t0 + 40s.) The solid horizontal line in Figure 3.2a
represents the average δBz (of the superposed median profile) from t0 + 2min to t0 + 3min.
Where this horizontal line intersects the median profile defines the typical end-time of DFBs.
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bursts within the BBF (by Figure 3.2b and previous studies (e.g., Angelopoulos et al., 1992;

Ohtani et al., 2004)). The intense magnetic field and correlated high speed flow inside DFBs

lead to a high flux transport efficiency: the DFBs’ δEy,DSL′ is 2-3 times the BBFs’ δEy,DSL′

for the wide range of selection criteria examined (Fig. 3.3d).

In Figure 3.3e I compare the duration and flux transport of all BBFs and their embed-

ded DFBs. As the DFB selection criteria increase, the number (hence duration) and flux

transport of the DFBs decrease, but the flux transport efficiency increases because the more

intense ones are being selected. In the range of 0.4-0.6 nT/s criteria, DFBs take only ∼20-

40% of the BBF time but contribute ∼60-75% to the transport. I thus maintain 0.5 nT/s

as a reasonable selection criterion that epitomizes the efficient role of DFBs for transport

(∼30% BBF time but ∼67% transport at this criterion). Dipolarizing flux bundles are the

effective agents of BBF flux transport. Even more so than BBFs, DFBs are the major flux

transporters in the tail.

3.3.2 Spatial distribution of DFBs and their transport

Since DFBs are significant enough to affect global magnetotail convection, they deserve

further study. Here I explore the DFB flux transport characteristics as function of proximity

to Earth, cross-tail location, distance from the neutral sheet, and AE index, using the leading

DFB list as my statistical dataset. I expect leading DFBs to be representative of the initial

stage of DFB propagation, a stage that has fewer complications from the DFB interaction

with the Earth’s strong dipole or the expanding dipolarization during substorm recovery.

My leading DFB list contains both earthward and tailward moving events. Indeed,

the superposed epoch analysis of all leading DFB events in Figures 3.2b and 3.2c exhibits

signatures of earthward moving events (positive vx and Ey), showing that the DFB list

is dominated by earthward events. However, as shown in Figures 3.2d and 3.2e, tailward

events also exist (few, ∼15% of the database) and they have weaker and more transient

flow and electric field than earthward ones. The latter suggests that tailward events are

(at least in part) rebounding DFBs. In the following I mostly focus on earthward moving
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DFBs, in particular in superposed epoch analyses, defined by positive vx, Ey, or integral

flux transport, to avoid earthward and tailward DFB profiles cancelling each other in my

database. Occasionally I segregate and investigate tailward DFB for comparison, but they

are not considered a main aspect of this study.

3.3.2.1 X dependence of DFB flux transport (Figures 3.4 and 3.5

Due to the THEMIS orbit to-date, X < −12 RE DFB events are available only from 2008-

2009 THEMIS tail seasons, but X > −12 RE events are available from all four tail seasons

in my study (2008-2011). However, 2008-2009 are solar minimum years, while 2010-2011 are

during the rising phase of the solar cycle. To avoid bias from different solar cycle conditions,

in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 I only use the 2008-2009 events of the leading DFB list.

In Figures 3.4a-3.4c I plot the dependence of the DFBs’ peak δBz (detrended), vx, and

δEy,DSL′ on downtail distance X. I use peak values (the value having maximum absolute

value) of these quantities from t0 to t0 + 40s. Note that 40s is a typical duration of DFBs

and that the peak value is not affected by the uncertainty in that duration.

In Figure 3.4a I subtracted from Bz the average value of t0 − 3min to t0 − 2min for each

event, in order to reduce the contribution from the large-scale Bz variation in the magnetotail

and the past state of the magnetosphere. Figure 3.4a shows that when one moves earthward

from the reconnection site the DFB’s δBz decreases and reaches a minimum at X=∼ −14

RE; then it increases as one moves further earthward reaching values larger than near the

reconnection site.

Figure 3.3 (preceding page): Comparison of bursty bulk flows and their embedded dipolar-
izing flux bundles defined using nine selection criteria. Medians and quartiles are shown
as red and blue squares, respectively. Figure 3.3a shows the number of DFBs inside each
BBF. Figures 3.3b-3.3d show medians and quartiles of the ratio of two averages of quantities
specified in the figure labels. The numerator of the ratio corresponds to the time range of
the BBF-embedded DFBs; the denominator corresponds to the entire BBF range. In Figure
3.3e, I calculate the total duration and flux transport of all my BBFs and their embedded
DFBs, and then compute the ratio between total embedded DFB duration/transport and
total BBF duration/transport as solid diamonds.
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Figure 3.4b shows that the earthward DFBs’ velocity increases as one moves away from

the reconnection site towards Earth; it maximizes at X =∼ −15 RE and then starts to

decrease further earthward. This suggests that DFBs start to decelerate at X =∼ −15

RE. After their deceleration some DFBs may rebound tailward at the inner edge of the

plasma sheet; the lower part (negative vx) of Figure 3.4b displays these tailward events.

The DFBs’ tailward velocity increases initially after the rebounding, reaches maximum at

X =∼ −10, and then decreases. Such velocity variations are consistent with the overshoot-

rebound picture (e.g., Chen and Wolf , 1999). I also note that along the Sun-Earth line

tailward DFBs always travel slower (have smaller median peak |vx|) than earthward DFBs.

Figure 3.4c shows the distribution of the DFBs’ peak δEy,DSL′ (flux transport rate). The

peak δEy,DSL′ profile demonstrates that for both earthward and tailward transporting DFBs

(given by positive or negative peak flux transport rates respectively), their flux transport

rate is higher when they are observed closer to Earth. Earthward transporting DFBs are

Figure 3.4 (preceding page): Dependence of leading DFB properties on downtail distance,
X. Figures 3.4a-3.4c show the distributions of peak (the value having maximum absolute
value between t0 and t0 + 40s) detrended Bz (a); X component of ion bulk flow (b); and
Ey,DSL′ (c). Each dot represents a single event. Only those events with high-resolution
plasma data were included in Figure 3.4b, fewer than in other figures. I only bin the region
earthward of the near-earth reconnection site (X =∼ −20 RE) because tailward of it there
are too few events. The red (blue) squares are medians (quartiles) in the X bins. Each bin’s
boundaries are represented by thin vertical bars. In Figures 3.4b and 3.4c I bin the events
with positive peak value and those with negative peak value separately. Figures 3.4d-4f show
the superposed epoch analysis of (d) detrended Bz; (e) X component of ion bulk flow; and
(f) time-integrated Ey,DSL′ starting from t0−3min. Results are color-coded by event downtail
distance (see insert in Figure 3.4d). Figure 3.4e includes only events with positive peak vx;
Figure 3.4f includes events with positive time-integrated Ey,DSL′ from t0 to t0 + 2min. For
each downtail distance range (color), the horizontal line in Figure 3.4d represents the quasi-
steady dipolarization state achieved after DFB passage; it is determined from the average
δBz of the superposed epoch profile from t0 + 2min to t0 + 3min. The vertical line marks
the first time when the δBz profile intersects this horizontal line; it defines the end-point
for typical DFBs in each distance range, and determines the typical DFB duration in that
range. In Figure 3.4f, the vertical lines are carried over from Figure 3.4d. The horizontal
lines are defined by the intersections of the cumulative flux transport curves with the vertical
lines. Each horizontal line denotes the cumulative flux transport by a typical-duration DFB
in each downtail distance range (color).
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much more frequently observed than tailward transporting ones (83% vs 17%). At the same

location, the transport rate of Earthward transporting DFBs is higher than that of tailward

ones, which is most likely due to the faster speed of earthward DFBs.

The X-dependence of the DFB flux transport rate is opposite to that of fast flows which

show an Ey decrease with proximity to Earth (Hsu et al., 2012). This contradiction may be

cause by different event selection criteria, the choice of epoch zero for the superposed epoch

analysis by Hsu et al. (2012), and their inclusion of both earthward and tailward flows when

superposing the data (tailward flows near earth drags down the superposed median electric

field).

Since a DFB travels along the tail coherently (Runov et al., 2009), it is expected to trans-

port the same amount of flux along its way. Therefore, the enhancement of flux transport

rate closer to Earth may be caused by the reduction of DFB duration. To examine whether

the DFB duration decreases with smaller distance to Earth, I apply the DFB-duration deter-

mination technique of Figure 3.2a to the (leading) DFBs at four downtail regions, as shown

in the superposed epoch analysis of Figure 3.4d (due to the small number of events in each

region, to get cleaner profiles I have applied a 3-point running average to the data before

superposing them; I did the same to all superposed epoch analysis of events in split groups,

in the following). Figure 3.4d shows that the duration of the leading DFBs is shorter closer

to Earth. As the DFB velocity does not increase towards Earth within 15 RE downtail, the

reduction of DFB duration is due to the squeezing of DFBs in their lines of motion, at least

for X > −15 RE.

I note that although the DFB duration changes, my use of a 40s duration to determine

the peak quantity value is still valid: as illustrated by Figures 3.4d and 3.4e, the peak δBz

and vx (and also δEy,DSL′ , not shown) at the four downtail regions are all within 40s after

t0. The summits of the superposed δBz median profiles in Figures 3.4d first decrease, then

increase as one moves closer to Earth, confirming the trend in Figure 3.4a. The summits of

the median vx first increase then decrease (Figure 3.4e), confirming the trend of earthward

events in Figure 3.4b.
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I also note (Figure 3.4d) that as one moves closer to Earth the Bz level after the passage

of leading DFBs relative to that ahead of leading DFBs increases. At 16-20 RE downtail, the

post-DFB Bz returns to almost its pre-DFB value, while at 6-9 RE downtail, the post-DFB

Bz is larger than the pre-DFB Bz by ∼70% of the Bz jump at the dipolarization front. This

means that leading DFBs correspond to transient dipolarizations further away from Earth

but bring about more permanent dipolarizations close to Earth. This is consistent with the

pileup model of the substorm current wedge, whereby the DFBs stop and pile up the newly

reconnected flux against the dipole-like region (e.g., Zhang et al., 2007). In other words,

the observed increase in δBz relative to the pre-DFB level is interpreted here as due to the

tailward expansion of the broad dipolarization. It is consistent with the interpretation of

the DFBs and their associated flow bursts as identical to observations of current disruption

(Angelopoulos et al., 1999) which is also known to expand tailward.

In Figure 3.4f I superpose the cumulative flux transport of the DFBs in different downtail

regions (for earthward transport only). The cumulative flux transport takes into account

both the increasing flux transport rate and the decreasing DFB duration toward Earth.

The sharp flux transport increase immediately after t0 is contributed by the leading DFB;

the ensuing, slower increase is accomplished by DFBs that follow behind the leading one.

(Follow-on DFBs result in a broad, not a sharp, increase in flux transport because they are

not arriving with the same time-delay relative to the leading DFB, so their epochs are not

coincident with each other.) The cumulative flux transport from both leading and follow-on

DFBs plateaus by t0+3min to approximately the same level in the three outer regions beyond

X = −9 RE. In the region inside X = −9 RE, however, the cumulative flux transport at

t0 + 3min is 50% higher than outside that region and that difference continues to increase at

that time. This is either due to more flux transport by each DFB (leading or follow-on), or

due to the pileup of more follow-on DFBs after the leading one Earthward of X = −9 RE,

than tailward of X = −9 RE.

The net flux transport typical of leading DFBs in each of the four regions can be estimated

by considering the cumulative transport at the end of the typical leading DFB durations,

the latter denoted by the vertical lines in Figure 3.4d. Transferring those vertical lines in
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Figure 3.4f I see that the highest net flux transport (cyan horizontal line, −20 RE¡X¡-16 RE)

is only ∼30% more than the lowest (dark blue line, −12 RE < X < −9 RE) and only 15%

more than the innermost range (purple line, −9 RE < X < −6 RE). These differences in net

transport by leading DFBs are likely not significant. The approximate constancy in net flux

transport amongst leading DFBs in the four spatial regions is thus due to the reduction in

DFB duration with proximity to Earth, even when their flux transport rate increases.

I therefore favor the second possibility, more follow-on DFBs, to explain the increased

net transport closer to Earth. More follow-on DFBs are likely the result of azimuthal ex-

pansion of the large-scale permanent dipolarization region that exhibits only a limited radial

expansion in sectors adjacent to the activation meridian (Angelopoulos et al., 1996, Figure

3.17). A spacecraft near Earth is likely to experience more follow-on DFBs due to azimuthal

expansion of the dipolarized magnetosphere. Such DFBs, located at the edges of the per-

manent dipolarization and collocated with fast flows, expand also azimuthally and are likely

visible near-Earth more often than further away, given the localized nature of mid-tail flows

and the well-documented extended nature of near-Earth dipolarization (e.g., Nagai , 1982).

To quantify the net flux transport shown in Figure 3.4f, and determine its dependence

on downtail distance I construct Figure 3.5, by first interpolating the DFB durations in the

four regions from Figure 3.4d onto the location of each leading DFB’s location to determine

its nominal anticipated duration. I next determine each DFB’s average δEy,DSL′ during

each event’s duration. Figure 3.5a shows the transport rate averages of DFBs as function

of distance. For both earthward and tailward DFBs, the typical average δEy,DSL′ is larger

when the DFB is observed closer to Earth, consistent with the peak δEy,DSL′ trends in

Figure 3.4c. Multiplying the average δEy,DSL′ of each event with its nominal (X-dependent)

duration gives the flux transport of leading DFBs. This is shown in Figure 3.5b. For both

earthward and tailward DFBs, the DFB flux transport is higher in the nearest and farthest

bins from Earth than that in the middle bins, which is likely due to the rough determination

of DFB durations. However, the amounts of magnetic flux transported by earthward DFBs

at different downtail regions are approximately the same (there is only a small variation of

±15% with distance), consistent with Figure 3.4f.
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Figure 3.5: The X-dependence of (a) average. Ey,DSL′ ; and (b) flux transport of dipolarizing
flux bundles. The results are based on the leading DFB list and are organized in the same
way as those in Figure 3.4: I first infer each DFB’s duration by linearly interpolating the
typical durations in Figure 3.4d (see Section 3.3.2.1 for details), and then use these durations
to compute each DFB’s average Ey,DSL′ (Figure 3.5a) and flux transport φ (Figure 3.5b).
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3.3.2.2 Y dependence of DFB flux transport

In Figure 3.6 I examine the leading DFB flux transport properties as function of cross-tail

location, Y . The dots in Figures 3.6a-3.6c reveal that more leading DFBs appear in the dusk

sector of the tail (Y > 0); this is also consistent with past reports of a higher occurrence

rate of leading DFBs there (see Figure 2.1c). Figure 3.6a shows that the DFBs’ peak δBz

maximizes at the pre-midnight sector of the tail (Y = 0−5 RE). Figures 3.6b and 3.6c show

that the peak vx and δEy,DSL′ in the dusk sector are larger than those in the dawn sector of

the tail (Y < 0). Except the unclear vx trend for tailward DFBs (lower part of Figure 3.6b),

such clear dawn-dusk asymmetry is obvious for both earthward and tailward events.

In Figures 3.6d and 3.6e I repeat for dusk and dawn sector events what I did in Figures

3.4d and 3.4f. The events in the dusk sector transport more flux than those in the dawn

sector within a given time (Figure 3.6e). However, as the DFB duration in the dusk sector is

shorter than that in the dawn sector (indicated by the vertical colored lines in Figure 3.6d),

the dusk-sector DFBs transport approximately the same amount of net flux as the dawn-

sector DFB (indicated by the horizontal colored lines in Figure 3.6d). The shorter DFB

duration in the dusk sector is most likely caused by the fast DFB velocity there (Figure

3.6b). Therefore, there is little dawn-dusk asymmetry in the amount of flux transport done

by each individual DFB; DFBs in the dusk sector has higher flux transport rate (Figure

3.6b) and transport more flux within a fixed time (Figure 3.6e) because the DFBs (leading

and following ones) travel faster there.

3.3.2.3 DFB flux transport dependence on distance from the neutral sheet

Next I investigate the variation of DFB flux transport on distance from the neutral sheet

(represented by Bqx/Blobe,q, see Section 2.2.1) in Figure 3.7. Figure 3.7a shows that for both

earthward and tailward moving DFBs (given by positive and negative transport respectively),

the typical flux transport rate (represented by the peak δEy,DSL′) increases with increasing

distance from the neutral sheet. In Figure 3.7b I superpose the cumulative flux transport

for events at different distances from the neutral sheet (including only positive-transport
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events). The superposed medians show that within a fixed amount of time leading DFBs

perform also increasingly more net flux transport with increasing distance from the neutral

sheet. Dipolarizing flux bundle durations at the four distances are approximately the same in

the four distance regions (not shown). Therefore, with increasing distance from the neutral

sheet leading DFBs also transport increasingly more net flux.

This result is counter-intuitive because I expect a DFB, defined by its flux tube, to

transport the same amount of magnetic flux at different distances from the neutral sheet if it

moves like a hard body along X. Indeed, under most conditions Ey is mainly contributed by

the transport inX—on average my events have a vxBz term that is five times the−vzBx term.

However, far from the neutral sheet the hard body picture may no longer be appropriate; the

transport by −vzBx may be important due to finite Vz and strong Bx. To examine whether

the variation of DFB flux transport with distance from the neutral sheet is contributed by

the flux transport along X or Z, I superpose the vxBz and −vzBx terms in Figures 3.7c-3.7e

from plasma measurements. Here I only show positive transports; negative transports share

the same trends.

Figure 3.7c shows the flux transport calculated as the integration of Ey,plasma = vxBz −

vzBx, where vx and vz are from plasma (ion) measurements. Although the transport values

in Figure 3.7c are smaller than those from electric field measurements in Figure 3.7b (due

to break-down of frozen-in condition), the increase of flux transport with distance from

the neutral sheet is consistent with the increase in Figure 3.7b. Therefore, using plasma

measurements to analyze the cause of this increase is applicable.

The flux transport along X (integration of vxBz, Figure 3.7d) increases only slightly when

one moves away from the neutral sheet. Two effects related to the shape of the DFB may

Figure 3.6 (preceding page): Dependence of dipolarizing flux bundle properties on cross-
tail location Y (given by the average satellite position from t0 − 1.5min to t0 + 1.5min).
The results are based on the leading DFB list and are organized in the same way as those
in Figure 3.4. Figures 3.6a-3.6c show the distributions of peak values. In the superposed
analysis of Figures 3.4d and 3.4e events are separated regarding their cross-tail location as
indicated by the colors in Figure 3.4d. Figure 3.4e is from only the events that have a positive
time-integrated Ey,DSL′ from t0 to t0 + 2min.
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lead to this increase, as illustrated in Figure 3.8. The shape of a DFB is similar to that of an

ordinary flux tube, or bundle (Chen and Wolf , 1993, Section 2.3) in the 9-12 RE downtail

region. Figure 3.8a shows the XZ-view of such shape—the DFB transect along X is shorter

far from the neutral sheet even though the bundle contains the same amount of flux. As

a result, the flux transport rate along X should be higher farther away from the neutral

sheet. Figure 3.8b illustrates the XY view of the DFB—it is also narrower in Y farther

away from the neutral sheet while containing the same amount of flux. As a result, this

flux tube flaring increases both the earthward transport rate (vxBz) and the total amount of

observed transport per unit Y -length (the integral of vxBz) with distance from the neutral

sheet.

On the other hand, the DFB Bx flux transport along Z (integral of −vzBx, Figure 3.7e)

increases a lot when it is observed farther away from the neutral sheet. The integrated

Z-transport at |Bqx/Blobe,q| > 0.6 is ∼ 10 times more than that at |Bqx/Blobe,q| < 0.2. The

increase of DFB flux transport farther away from the neutral sheet (Figure 3.7c) is mainly

contributed by the flux transport along Z. For positive (negative) transport events, this

Z-transport corresponds to a contraction (expansion) of DFB field lines in Z. The leading

DFB list contains more contraction events than expansion events. I conclude that during

its dipolarizing motion the dipolarizing flux bundle also contracts, leading to significant

increases in equatorward transport with increasing distance from the neutral sheet.

Figure 3.7 (preceding page): The dependence of dipolarizing flux bundle flux transport on
the proxy distance from the neutral sheet. The results are based on the leading DFB list and
are organized in the same way as those in Figure 3.4. Figure 3.7a shows the distributions of
peak δEy,DSL′ . Bin boundaries are represented by horizontal thin bars. Ey,DSL′ in Figures 3.7a
and 3.7b is from the electric field instrument. In Figures 3.7c-3.7e v is the ion bulk velocity.
In Figures 3.7b-3.7e the results are from only events with a positive time-integrated quantity
from t0 to t0 + 2min. The events are separated according to their distance from the neutral
sheet. Different regions are represented by different colors (see Figure 3.7b).
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Figure 3.8: Illustrations of a dipolarizing flux bundle viewed in (a) XZ and (b) Y Z planes.

3.3.2.4 DFB flux transport dependence on AE index

The flux transport of dipolarizing flux bundles is one of the most important observables

during substorms and has been used as a tool of substorm timing (e.g., Angelopoulos et al.,

2009; Liu et al., 2009, 2011a,b). Since substorms are associated with a considerable and rapid

release of energy stored in the lobes, I expect DFBs to transport more magnetic energy, and

thus magnetic flux during high AE activity intervals compared to non-substorm, low AE

times.

In Figure 3.9 I investigate the variation of DFB flux transport with geomagnetic activity

level, as represented by AE index. During substorms the ground magnetic perturbations usu-

ally commence after the DFB appearance in the tail (Angelopoulos et al., 2008b; Nishimura

et al., 2012), so I compute each DFB’s corresponding AE value as the average AE over that

DFB’s interval: t0 + 1.5min to t0 + 4.5min. As expected from the causal relationship of

tail activations and ground intensifications, the magnetic field perturbation of DFBs during

higher AE values is more intense (Figure 3.9a). This is expected because the DFB current

system is proportional to this perturbation, and I know that DFBs are likely wedgelets (e.g.,

Rostoker , 1991, ; Chapter 5) that contribute, in part or as a whole, to the substorm current

that is the major contributor to AE during substorms. This is the first documented associ-

ation between DFB intensity and AE activity, that provides additional confirmation to the

controlling role of DFBs and associated flow bursts to the AE index.
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Figure 3.9: Dependence of dipolarizing flux bundle properties on geomagnetic activity as
determined by the THEMIS pseudo AE index. The results come from the leading DFBs
observed during 0-14UT when the THEMIS AE is available. The plots are organized in
the same way as those of Figure 3.4,. The AE index is the average value over each event’s
t0 + 1.5min to t0 + 4.5min. In Figures 3.9a and 3.9b δBz and δEy,DSL′ are peak values. In
Figures 3.9c and 3.9d events are separated according to their AE index; the results for events
at different regions are represented by different colors (see Figure 3.9c). In Figure 3.9d the
results are from only the events that have a positive time-integration from t0 to t0 + 2min.
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Based on the previous discussion, it is not unexpected to find (Figure 3.9b) that DFBs

have also generally a higher flux transport rate during higher substorm activity since. How-

ever, I see that the transport rate is not proportional to AE, but plateaus at a maximum

level of about 10 mV/m (for positive transport) and approximately half that, −6 mV/m for

tailward transport for high AE (AE> 400nT).

Examination of DFB durations during different AE values shows that they are approx-

imately the same (Figure 3.9c), ∼40sec. Because of the approximate constancy of in their

duration but increasing peak flux transport rate (Figure 3.9b) with AE up to a point of

saturation, individual DFBs transport more net flux (Figure 3.9d) during higher substorm

activity—the net flux transport by an individual DFB during AE> 400 nT (purple hori-

zontal line in Figure 3.9d) is nearly twice that during AE< 100 nT (cyan horizontal line

in Figure 3.9d). However it is only a few percent (∼5%) higher than that for the level

200nT<AE< 400nT (the dark blue line).

Another point I note in Figure 3.9c is that the level of δBz several minutes after the

DFB passage is finite, and in fact increases with higher substorm activity. The level of semi-

permanent δBz increase depends also on downtail distance as I have seen in Figure 3.4d.

Since my database is dominated by events at −9 RE < X < −12 RE I take that to be the

range for which my results apply quantitatively, and assume only qualitative applicability for

other distances. The increase of the semi-permanent dipolarization level with increasing AE

(at a given distance, in my database −9 RE < X < −12 RE), indicates that during higher

substorm activity the pile-up of the DFBs is more severe. In other words, the Bz changes

(from stretched to dipolar configuration) brought about by the DFBs is more intense for

high AE. Additionally, the level of semi-permanent dipolarization (δBz increase) saturates

too (like the flux transport and flux transport rate), as evident in the fact that the dark

blue and purple horizontal lines in Figure 3.9c (corresponding to the δBz increases for the

highest two AE groups) are within < 0.25nT of each other, yet they are both about a

factor of 2 greater than the cyan line (corresponding to the δBz increase for the AE lowest

level). Apparently, at a given distance there exists a maximum achievable level of stretching-

to-recovery changes; further ground response (AE intensification) is not caused by inward
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penetration of more dipolarization fronts. This is understandable since local dipolarization

reduces local flux tube volume content per unit flux unit, and renders the local plasma sheet

more impenetrable to incoming low entropy flow bursts. Further AE increases are then due

to other effects, possibly further accumulation of dipolarization fronts at larger distances or

local times.

The enhancements of δBz, flux transport rate and DFB pileup with increasing AE are

similar to their enhancements with proximity to Earth (Section 3.3.2.1. Suspicion thus arises

that the results in Figure 3.9 are actually influenced by the DFBs’ X-dependence, because

DFBs may penetrate closer to Earth during higher substorm activity. To clear away this

point, I recorded, in Figure 3.9c, the median X value of the DFBs observed in each AE range.

These averages indicate that the DFBs penetrate inward by only a little deeper (∼0.65 RE)

during higher substorm activity. Additionally, I have repeated the analysis using only DFBs

from the same region, −9 RE < X < −10 RE, and found that my results hold for this fixed

downtail distance. Thus, the trends in Figure 3.9 are due not to inward penetration of DFBs

but reflect true dependence on the value of AE.

In Figure 3.10 I examine the dependence of (leading) DFB occurrence rate on substorm

activity, as well as downtail location. At all downtail locations, leading DFBs appear more

often during higher substorm activity. At each AE level, the DFBs’ occurrence rate peak at

X = −10 to −12 RE. This is the location where the DFBs get diverted east or west before

they finally stop (e.g., Kissinger et al., 2012), so they linger there longer and have a greater

chance to be observed.

In Figure 3.10b I investigate the occurrence rate of DFB samples in each downtail lo-

cation and AE range. This approach folds into the occurrence rate the DFB durations,

as determined by interpolation of typical duration values from Figure 3.4d at each DFB

position. The resultant trend is thus a combination of the increasing DFB duration with

downtail distance and the DFB occurrence rate trend of Figure 3.10a. Similar to the trends

in Figure 3.10a, DFBs are more likely to be observed during higher AE. On the other hand,

the occurrence rate of DFB samples as function of downtail distance is dominated by DFB

durations: it is increasingly more likely to observe a DFB further from Earth at all AE levels.
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Figure 3.10: Occurrence rate of dipolarizing flux bundles depending on AE (average AE
over each event’s t0 + 1.5min to t0 + 4.5min) and downtail location. The results come
from the leading DFBs observed during 2008-09 (to avoid solar cycle interference on X-
dependence) and 0-14UT (when THEMIS AE is available). Furthermore, I include only
DFBs with positive peak Ey,DSL′ within t0 to t0 + 40s. I bin the THEMIS orbit in the range

of
√
Y 2 + Z2 < 12 RE under different AE conditions. Figure 3.10a shows the number of

observed DFBs per 1000 minutes of THEMIS orbit time when its probes fall into a particular
X bin and AE was in a particular range (the occurrence rate of DFB events). Figure 3.10b
shows the total duration of all the DFBs in each X bin and AE range normalized by THEMIS
orbit time in that X bin and AE range (the occurrence rate of DFB samples). The total
duration is obtained by adding each DFB’s duration; each DFB’s duration is interpolated
from the typical durations in Figure 3.4d.
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3.4 Summary and discussion

In this section I first summarize and briefly interpret my findings. Next, I discuss how my

findings establish dipolarizing flux bundles as a major contributor to tail flux transport in

Section 3.4.1. Then I draw a picture of the DFB life as a flux transporter based on my results

and interpretation in Section 3.4.2. Last I compare DFBs with other flux-transporting tail

transients in Section 3.4.3.

To investigate the importance of DFB flux transport, I examined DFBs embedded in

bursty bulk flows and found:

• There are typically 1-6 DFBs inside each BBF. The average magnetic field Bz, flow

vx, and electric field Ey (flux transport rate) of the BBF-embedded DFBs are typically

1.5 times, 2 times, and 1.5-4.5 times of those of the entire BBF, respectively.

• Dipolarizing flux bundles take only ∼30% of the BBF duration but contribute ∼67%

of the BBF flux transport (for the DFB selection criterion used by Section 2.2.1).

They are the effective carriers of the BBFs’ magnetic flux. As the BBFs transport

60-100% of the near-earth tail flux while they are observed only for 10-15% of the time

(Angelopoulos et al., 1994), the DFBs last ∼4% of the time but are responsible for

40-67% of the flux transport in the near-earth magnetotail (see Section 3.4.1 for more

details).

Then I studied the leading DFBs of the leading DFB list and found the following DFB flux

transport characteristics:

• Most (∼83%) of leading DFBs travel and transport magnetic flux earthward; only a

few (∼17%) rebounding ones transport flux tailward. These percentages are similar

to those of earthward and tailward fast flows (e.g., McPherron et al., 2011; Lee et al.,

2012). Consistent with fast flows (e.g., McPherron et al., 2011), earthward DFBs travel

and thus transport flux faster than tailward ones.

• The leading DFB flux transport rate is higher when the DFBs are observed closer to
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Earth or in the tail’s pre-midnight sector. The transport rate increases with proximity

to Earth and is due to the DFBs magnetic field enhancement; the higher transport

rate in the pre-midnight sector is caused by both stronger magnetic field and the faster

DFB motion there. However, because the DFB duration is anti-correlated with the flux

transport rate, individual DFBs at different downtail and cross-tail locations transport

approximately the same amount of flux.

• The leading DFB flux transport rate is higher farther away from the neutral sheet or

during higher substorm activity. The higher transport rate leads to more flux transport

by individual DFBs under these two conditions. The higher flux transport farther away

from the neutral sheet is mainly contributed by vertical flux transport (along Z). The

higher flux transport during higher substorm activity is due to the stronger magnetic

field inside DFBs. During higher substorm activity, the occurrence rate of leading

DFBs (those meeting the DFB selection criteria) is also higher, which further increases

the flux transport done by DFBs under high AE.

• Closer to Earth or during higher substorm activity, the semi-permanent increase in

Bz after the DFB passage relative to that ahead of the leading DFB is progressively

higher, indicating increasingly severe pileup of DFB flux under these two conditions.

The DFB pileup close to Earth (X = −6 to −10 RE) leads to a long-term enhancement

of the local magnetic field. Far away from Earth (X = −16 to −20 RE), DFBs make

little change to the background field after their passage—Bz returns to its pre-DFB

level.

• As AE increases the flux transport rate and the net flux transported by leading DFBs

as well as the semi-permanent dipolarization accomplished in their aftermath saturate

to limited values. Those are likely dependent on location (most of my DFBs are

around 9-12 RE downtail) and represent the fact that after sufficient dipolarization the

magnetotail at a given location becomes impermeable to further DFB penetration. AE

increases are likely to occur by DFBs at other locations further downtail or towards

the flanks.
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In addition, I also found the following miscellaneous phenomena that contribute to the DFB

flux transport properties:

• The DFBs’ δBz has a minimum at X =∼ −14 RE; it increases toward both the

X =∼ −20 RE near-earth reconnection site and the inner edge of the plasma sheet

where it reaches maximum. This δBz minimum location is close to the minimum point

of the background Bz (X =∼ −12 RE) (e.g., Hau et al., 1989; Sergeev et al., 1994;

Saito et al., 2010), suggesting a possible relationship between the two minimums. The

DFBs’ vx shows an anti-correlation with δBz—it peaks at X ∼ −15 RE and decreases

toward both the near-earth reconnection site and the inner edge of the plasma sheet

where it reaches minimum. The X-dependent magnetic field and flow variations of

DFBs are consistent with those of fast flow events (Hsu et al., 2012; Shiokawa et al.,

1997).

• The leading DFB’s vx typically decreases within 15 RE downtail. This reduction in

DFB duration with proximity to Earth is evidence of contraction of the DFBs along

their streamlines. Likely, this contraction partly leads to an enhancement of the DFB’s

magnetic field, which overcomes the vx reduction to result in a continuing enhancement

of the DFB flux transport rate from outside to inside of 15 RE downtail.

• The occurrence rate of DFB samples increases with distance from Earth. This trend

is similar to those of bursty bulk flows and rapid flux transport events (Angelopoulos

et al., 1994; Schödel et al., 2001); it suggests a close relationship of the three types of

events.

3.4.1 The importance of DFBs in magnetotail convection

Dipolarizing flux bundles embedded in bursty bulk flows take only∼30% of the BBF time but

contribute ∼67% of the BBF magnetic flux transport (for a typical DFB selection criterion).

So they are responsible for the majority of BBF flux transport due to their high transport

efficiency. The rest of the BBF time (∼70%) consists of non-convective flows, background
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flows, and DFB-related ambient flow perturbations preceding or trailing the DFBs (e.g.,

Zhou et al., 2011; Zhou et al.), which contribute only little flux transport.

Based on the estimates of Angelopoulos et al. (1994) about the percentage of BBFs’

contribution in tail flux transport, I can roughly estimate that of DFBs. Due to the THEMIS

orbit, most BBFs in my study are observed in the 9-12 RE downtail region. Angelopoulos

et al. (1994) showed that the BBFs in this region contribute 30-50% of the tail flux transport

in this region, although they are observed for ∼5% of the time in the central plasma sheet

(CPS) at that distance. Therefore, although the DFBs embedded in BBFs are observed for

∼1.5% of the time in the 9-12 RE downtail region, they contribute 20-35% of the tail flux

transport there. Because a DFB travels along the tail coherently (Runov et al., 2009) and

carries approximately the same amount of flux, I assume DFBs embedded in BBFs tailward

of X =∼ −12 RE contribute a similar percentage of BBF flux transport as those in the 9-12

RE downtail region do. In the 12 to 22 RE downtail region, BBFs are observed for 10-15% of

the CPS time but are responsible for 60-100% of the tail flux transport (Angelopoulos et al.,

1994). With my assumption, these BBFs’ embedded DFBs appear only 3-4.5% of the CPS

time but contribute 40-67% of the tail flux transport.

I can extend the DFBs’ 40-67% transport estimation to the entire near-earth magnetotail—

from the inner edge of the plasma sheet where the DFBs and BBFs stop to the reconnection

site at X = −20 to −30 RE) with further assumptions. The reduction of the BBFs’ flux

transport with proximity to Earth (from 60-100% to 30-50%) is caused by the reduction of

their occurrence rate (from 10-15% to ∼5%). The reduction in the BBF occurrence rate is

likely due to the braking of the BBFs closer to Earth (Shiokawa et al., 1997)—flows there

slow down below the BBF selection criteria. These slower flows, however, likely have the

same flux transport capacity as BBFs further downtail. Therefore, the DFBs embedded

inside these slower flows have also the same flux transport capacity as DFBs within BBFs.

It is therefore likely that DFBs embedded in BBFs or former-BBF flows are responsible for

40-67% of the near-earth tail flux transport while they appear for only 3-4.5% of the CPS

time regardless of downtail distance. Due to the different significance of fast flows for flux

transport under different modes of magnetotail transport (Kissinger et al., 2012), the per-
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centage of the tail flux transported by DFBs also changes with convection type—it should

be highest during steady magnetospheric convection, high during substorms, and low during

quiet time. Overall, however, traveling DFBs will be observed a little more than 3-4.5% of

the time, but will contribute more than 40-67% of the near-earth tail flux transport. Dipo-

larizing flux bundles are the dominant and the most effective carriers of flux in the near-earth

magnetotail. As these flux finally gets convected to the inner magnetosphere, DFBs play a

major role in magnetotail convection.

I can make a rough estimation about what portion of the lobe flux is transported by

the DFBs. The typical flux transport of each individual DFB is ∼0.6MWb per RE in Y

(e.g., Figure 3.6e). Considering its typical Y -width of ∼3 RE (e.g., Sergeev et al., 1996, ;

Section 2.3.2.3), the total amount of magnetic flux carried by a DFB is ∼1.5 MWb, which is

transported within the typical ∼40s DFB duration. Therefore, during a typical 60-min sub-

storm expansion and recovery phase (Akasofu, 1964), DFBs transport ∼135MWb magnetic

flux, assuming that their flux transport is continuous (satellites do not observe continuously

appearing DFBs because after the first DFBs have dipolarized the inner magnetosphere later

DFBs stop tailward of the satellite). The ∼ 135MWb flux is transferred from the lobe to

the DFBs and then transported earthward by the DFBs to the geosynchronous orbit, during

which some of the magnetic energy is converted to plasma kinetic and thermal energy. This

amount transferred to the DFB is consistent with previous estimates of lobe flux reduction

during substroms; it is a significant portion of the 500-1500 MWb tail lobe flux (e.g., Milan

et al., 2007; Shukhtina et al., 2009). More quantitative estimates of total transport, including

energy conversion can be done for individual cases, or even statistically, assuming a total

lobe flux monitor such as ARTEMIS (Angelopoulos et al., 2013).

3.4.2 A picture of the DFB life as a flux transporter

Further interpreting the aforementioned DFB flux transport characteristics, especially the

X-dependent characteristics, I can understand the history of an individual DFB. Through

reconnection at X < −20 RE, magnetic flux, and thus energy, stored in the lobes is released
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to newly-generated DFBs. More flux is transferred to the DFBs from the lobes when the

substorm activity level is higher, leading to stronger δBz. Then each newly-generated DFB

moves earthward carrying along its magnetic flux. At the beginning, the DFB is accelerated

because in its vicinity the earthward magnetic curvature force is larger than the tailward

total pressure gradient force (Li et al., 2011). Its speed peaks at X =∼ −15 RE; then its

earthward motion is inhibited because within 15 RE downtail the tailward pressure gradient

force exceeds the earthward curvature force (e.g., Chapter 4; Shiokawa et al., 1997). The

location where the DFB velocity starts to decrease (X =∼ −15 RE) is the same as that

inferred by Shang et al. (2013) from multi-point observations. Finally the DFBs stop (some

of them overshoot, rebound and then stop (e.g., Chen and Wolf , 1999; Panov et al., 2010))

and deposit their magnetic flux and energy at the inner edge of the plasma sheet. Overall

in the near-earth tail, 40-67% of the lobe flux is transported to the inner magnetosphere in

this way during a very short time.

Dipolarizing flux bundles do not only transport flux earthward but contract at the same

time. The contraction of the DFB flux tube in Z also results in north-south flux transport

which is especially significant at large distances from the neutral sheet. The Z-expansion of

the DFB can transport flux away from the neutral sheet too; this expansion may be more

likely to happen at the near-earth portion of the DFB flux tube (Ober et al., 2001). To

understand the relative importance of the DFBs’ flux transport towards and away from the

neutral sheet, more careful studies are needed with multiple spacecraft at various altitudes

observing the same flux tube. This is possible using past THEMIS alignments during solar

minimum and future THEMIS-MMS alignments during solar maximum.

3.4.3 The relationship between DFBs and other tail transients

Dipolarizing flux bundles possess the rapid flux transport signature of a strong electric field,

so a lot of DFBs can also be classified as RFTs. My results indeed show that DFBs share

similar flux transport properties with rapid flux transport events. They both have strong Bz,

vx, Ey, a similar occurrence rate variation with downtail distance, and a similar Ey variation
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with cross-tail distance (Tu et al., 2000). In addition, they both have a time scale much

shorter than bursty bulk flows. These similarities confirm the strong relationship between

DFBs and RFTs. However, not all RFTs coincide with DFBs. Any tail transient that has

a strong electric field (Ey, vxBz, or vyBz according to different definitions) is an RFT (for

example, a flux rope).

One difference between DFBs and RFTs is their durations—the typical duration of DFBs

is ∼40s, while that of RFTs is ∼20s (Schödel et al., 2001). As the definition of the RFT

necessitates a strong electric field, a DFB-related RFT is most likely the transport-effective

part of a DFB. Therefore, magnetotail transients follow a hierarchy: a ∼10-min-duration

bursty bulk flow contains flow bursts of > 1-min time scale (see Figure 3.1a); a flow burst

envelops a ∼40s-duration DFB; a DFB contains an RFT of ∼20s duration.

The DFBs are the central link of the hierarchy. Li et al. (2011) showed that the strong

magnetic field inside the DFB results in an earthward magnetic curvature force which over-

comes the tailward pressure gradient force to lead to the DFB’s flow. Thus, the DFBs are

the drivers of the flow bursts which combine with strong magnetic field to be RFTs and

collage to be BBFs. In addition to contributing 67% of the BBF flux transport, the DFBs

also excite ambient flows preceding and trailing them, which are responsible for most of the

rest of the BBF flux transport. Therefore, DFBs drive nearly all the BBF flux transport,

which is 60-100% of the near-earth tail flux transport. I conclude that DFBs are not only the

carriers but also the drivers of the major and most efficient flux transport in the near-earth

magnetotail.
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CHAPTER 4

The controlling factor and the results of the

dipolarizing flux bundles’ motion

As a dipolarizing flux bundle (DFB) moves earthward, it creates pressure and flow pertur-

bations. These perturbations may play a significant role in controlling DFB motion and

generating field-aligned currents (FACs). To investigate this hypothesis I use DFB observa-

tions from the THEMIS mission to reconstruct the spatial profiles of the thermal and total

(thermal plus magnetic) pressures and of the plasma flow near the DFB. The total pressure

reaches maximum inside the dipolarization front (DF, the leading edge of the DFB). The

resultant pressure gradient force pushes ambient plasma in the direction normal to the front

and exerts a gradient force density of ∼0.15 nPa/RE against the DFB motion. The ther-

mal pressure in the equatorial plane is strongest immediately ahead of the DFB’s leading

point; it decreases with distance from that peak: toward the ambient plasma, toward the

DFB interior, and toward the DFB flanks. Combining my estimate of the flux tube volume

distortion by the flow profile with the measured equatorial thermal pressure distribution I

obtain a region-1-sense FAC inside the DF layer and region-2-sense FAC in the ∼1-RE thick

region immediately ahead of it, similar to the FAC directions of a substorm current wedge.

4.1 Introduction

The earthward motion of a dipolarizing flux bundle results in buildup of total (magnetic

plus thermal) and thermal pressures ahead of it (e.g., Zhou et al., 2010; Li et al., 2011; Palin

et al., 2012). The total pressure buildup exerts two pressure gradient forces—a tailward force

directed toward the inside of the DFB and an earthward force directed toward the ambient
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plasma. The tailward force decelerates the DFB’s earthward motion; the earthward force

pushes ambient plasma ahead of the DFB (Li et al., 2011), forming a flow vortex on each

side of it (e.g., Keiling et al., 2009). Field-aligned currents (FACs) may arise as demanded

by these vortices (e.g., Birn et al., 2004a) or the thermal pressure buildup (e.g., Yang et al.,

2011).

The role of the total pressure gradient in controlling DFB motion and the generation

of FACs near the DFB are still not fully understood. I will deal with these two topics by

investigating the pressure and flow distribution near the DFB.

4.1.1 The mechanism controlling DFB motion

As a magnetized bulk plasma, a DFB’s change of velocity (dv/dt) is controlled by the

magnetohydrodynamics equation

ρ
dv

dt
= −∇(Pth +

B2

2µ0

) +
1

µ0

(B∇)B, (4.1)

where v is the plasma bulk velocity, ρ is the plasma density, and Pth is the plasma pressure

(e.g., Shiokawa et al., 1997). Therefore, the relative magnitudes of the total pressure (Pth +

B2/2µ0) gradient force and the magnetic curvature force ((B∇)B/µ0) decide the acceleration

or deceleration of the DFB motion. As mentioned above, the total pressure exerts a tailward

force that opposes the DFB’s earthward motion. An earthward magnetic curvature force

caused by the DFB’s dipolar field lines accelerates the plasma earthward. Li et al. (2011)

found that for a single event this curvature force dominates at some portion of the DFB’s

lifetime. A statistical study by Shiokawa et al. (1997), however, showed that BBFs (which

envelop DFBs) eventually slow down near the Earth, indicating that the tailward pressure

gradient force dominates there. At the end of the earthward motion of a DFB, it may even

rebound tailward (Chen and Wolf , 1999; Panov et al., 2010) due to this tailward force. More

investigation is needed to determine the relative magnitude of the total pressure gradient

and curvature forces.
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4.1.2 Dipolarizing flux bundle-associated FACs

Although the major current of the DFB is a duskward current on the dipolarization front

(DF, the leading edge of the DFB) (e.g., Runov et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011; Fu et al.,

2012), an association between field-aligned currents and DFBs has been suggested by obser-

vations of equatorward-moving auroral streamers in the ionosphere that coincide with DFBs

in the magnetotail (e.g., Nakamura et al., 1993, 2001; Zesta et al., 2000; Kauristie et al.,

2003). Direct observations of dipolarization front current have confirmed this association

(e.g., Nakamura et al., 2008).

The substorm current wedge (SCW), a current system critical to the substorm process

(McPherron et al., 1973), also consists of FACs, which have been considered related to the

DFBs’ FACs (e.g., Birn et al., 1999). The study of DFB FAC generation can improve our

understanding not only of DFB evolutionary dynamics but also of substorm current wedge

formation.

4.1.2.1 Field-aligned current associated with thermal pressure distribution

Field-aligned currents appear when thermal pressure isosurfaces do not overlap surfaces of

equal flux tube volume (Vasyliunas , 1970) in the magnetosphere:

j‖,i ≈
Bi

Beq

beq · (∇V ×∇Peq), (4.2)

where j‖,i represents a FAC into (when positive) or out of (when negative) the ionosphere;

Bi and Beq are the field strength at the ionosphere and equatorial plane, respectively; beq

is magnetic field direction at the equatorial plane; and Peq and V =
∫

ds
B

(ds is a length

element along the magnetic field line) are the equatorial thermal pressure and the flux tube

volume of unit magnetic flux, respectively. Equation 4.2, derived under the assumption of

slow flow (force balance), may describe the closure of the substorm current wedge FACs

(e.g., Yao et al., 2012; Birn and Hesse, 2013) and the FACs near the DFB. In the multi-fluid

simulation of (Yang et al., 2011), also applicable for conditions of slow flow, an earthward-
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moving DFB builds up a region of high thermal pressure ahead of it, that results in pressure

gradients radially toward the DF and azimuthally towards the meridian of the DFB’s leading

point. When combined with the calculated flux-tube volume, these pressure gradients require

region-1-sense (toward/away from Earth on the DFB’s dawn/dusk side) FACs inside the

dipolarization front layer, and region-2-sense (opposite to region-1-sense) FAC earthward of

the DFB. Although (Yang et al., 2011, 2012) focused on the time when the DFB stops near

geosynchronous orbit, their simulated FAC locations may also apply to traveling DFBs. In

addition, observational investigations of Equation 4.2’s qualitative validity for incoming flow

bursts showed that thermal pressure gradients in the Y -direction ahead of DFBs point toward

the meridian of DFB-associated substorm auroral intensification (Xing et al., 2011, 2012) and

are consistent with the Yang et al. (2011, 2012) simulations of the pressure distribution. The

multi-point pressure observations of Xing et al. (2011, 2012) are suggestive of FAC closure

through equatorial azimuthal pressure gradients, but a comprehensive reconstruction of such

FAC closure has not yet been possible due to the lack of a large number of satellites that

can determine the equatorial pressure gradients at multiple locations simultaneously. As I

shall see, this deficiency can now be overcome by constructing two dimensional profiles of

median quantities over a large number of DFB crossings.

4.1.2.2 Field-aligned current associated with flow vortices

As mentioned above, when a DFB’s earthward motion pushes the ambient plasma sideways,

flow vortices form on the DFB’s dawn and dusk sides. In simulations these two vortices lead

to region-1-sense FACs (e.g., Birn et al., 2004a). Simulations also show that region-2-sense

FACs can also arise from flow shears created as a DFB diverts ambient plasma at the inner

edge of the plasma sheet (e.g., Birn et al., 1999). Only few multi-spacecraft case studies

of the flow vortices on the DFB’s sides have been published (e.g., Keiling et al., 2009). To

improve our understanding of FAC generation due to flow vortices and/or flow shear, a

statistical study of the flow pattern surrounding DFBs is necessary.

In this paper I explore (1) how the force balance condition controls DFB motion and (2)
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how DFB-associated FACs are generated, by investigating the pressure and flow distribu-

tions near the DFB. Using the XY statistical map reconstruction technique introduced in

Appendix C, I examine the spatial distributions intuitively by means of ensemble medians

for each quantity. For conciseness, I only show the results for the 506 earthward-normal

(93% of them are earthward-moving) leading DFBs whose normal directions are determined

by the Bin ×Bout method (see Appendix B).

4.2 Results

I investigate the DFB force balance condition by reconstructing total pressure distribu-

tion, and explore the field-aligned current generation by reconstructing thermal pressure

and plasma flow distributions.

4.2.1 Total pressure distribution

In this section I first examine the commonly-used total pressure which includes the plasma

pressure and the contribution from all three magnetic field components. Second, I examine

the radial total pressure (total pressure minus the magnetic pressure from the magnetic field’s

radial component) because it is more relevant to the DFB motion than the total pressure.

Third, I examine the vertical total pressure (total pressure minus the magnetic pressure from

the Bz), the distribution of which also shows interesting features.

I present the reconstruction of total pressure distributions inside and outside the DFB

in Figure 4.1. The time-series of all the pressure data that went into Figure 4.1 have been

detrended by subtracting the quiet time average (evaluated from t0− 3min to t0− 2min, see

Section 2.2.1).

Figures 4.1a and 4.1b show the distribution of the total pressure, Pttl = B2/2µ0+Pth; Pth

is the thermal pressure. Pttl is strongest in the radial bin immediately behind the DFB’s outer

boundary. This radial bin’s thickness is ∼1000 km, which is also the typical dipolarization

front thickness (Runov et al., 2011). Therefore, Pttl peaks inside the DF layer and decreases
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Figure 4.1: Spatial distribution of detrended (with quiet-time value) total pressures binned
with azimuth and radial distance from the DFB center. The upper panels (a, c and e) are
reconstructed from satellite paths in Figure C.1a and the lower panels (b, d, and f) from
satellite paths in Figure C.1b. The color in each bin represents the median value of data
points collected along all satellite-path segments (each segment from an individual event)
that fall into that bin. The binning area is within 4 RE radial distance of the DFB center and
±90o azimuth from the X or X∗ axis. Bins containing less than five satellite-path segments
are not colored (such bins appear in Figures 4.1b, 4.1d and 4.1f). The black semicircles
denote the DFB’s outer boundary. Figures 4.1a and 4.1b show the total pressure with
magnetic pressure containing contributions from all magnetic field components. In Figure
4.1c and d the total pressure excludes the contribution from the magnetic field’s radial (from
the DFB center) component. In Figures 4.1e and 4.1f, Bz is excluded from the total pressure
calculation.
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towards the ambient plasma and towards the DFB’s interior. This radial variation of Pttl

is consistent with the results of Palin et al. (2012). Pttl also has an azimuthal variation

near the DF—it peaks at the central azimuth (zero azimuth, the meridian of the DFB’s

earthward-most point or leading point) and decreases toward the DFB’s flanks.

Although the total pressure affects DFB motion, it is not the most relevant quantity

for DFB motion as its gradient includes other stresses associated with vertical tail pressure

balance. To get the most relevant pressure, I need to subtract from the total pressure

the part that is irrelevant to DFB motion, namely the pressure from the magnetic field

component along the DFB motion. This is because the magnetic pressure force is not acting

in the direction along the magnetic field. Therefore, I subtract from the total pressure the

magnetic pressure from the component along the controlling force of the DFB motion. As

the DFB motion is mainly parallel to the XY plane, its controlling force is in the direction

of nXY , the XY component of the DF normal direction. This direction is also the radial

direction (relative to the DFB center) in my reconstruction. The most relevant pressure to

DFB motion is thus the radial total pressure Pttl,r = (B2 − B2
r )/2µ0 + Pth, where Br is the

magnetic field’s radial component.

Figures 4.1c and 4.1d show the distribution of detrended Pttl,r. The distribution of the

radial total pressure is similar to that of total pressure—it peaks inside the DF layer and

the central azimuth; the Pttl,r gradient force points from the DF layer toward the ambient

plasma and towards the interior of the DFB. I estimate the Pttl,r gradient with superposed

epoch analysis in Figure 4.2. The vertical epoch-zero line in Figure 4.2 corresponds to the

black semicircles in Figure 4.1. Behind the vertical line in Figure 4.2c, Pttl,r drops by ∼0.06

nPa within ∼20 seconds. Twenty seconds correspond to a thickness of 0.4 RE given that the

median DF-normal component of the DF convective velocity is 137 km/s. The radial total

pressure gradient is thus ∼0.15 nPa/RE. The radial total pressure drop exists over the entire

DFB region as the drop aligns well with the Bz enhancement region in Figure 4.2a.

In Figures 4.1a-4.1d I have used the smallest possible bins in which trends are clear. In

Figures 4.1b and 4.1d azimuthal pressure trends show up in smaller bins than in Figures 4.1a

and 4.1c, suggesting that data are better organized in the X∗Y ∗ coordinate system than in
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Figure 4.2: Superposed epoch analysis of Bz (a), field strength (b), detrended radial total
pressure (c), and inferred lobe field (d). The three lines in each panel are the upper quartile,
median, and lower quartile of the values from 506 events.
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GSM coordinate system.

In Figures 4.1e and 4.1f I investigate the distributions of vertical total pressure, Pttl,v =

(B2
x + B2

y)/2µ0 + Pth. The vertical total pressure takes part in the net force density along

the Z direction, fz = −dPttl,v/dz + BxdBz/µ0dx + BydBz/µ0dy, which is zero under the

north-south force balance assumption. Assuming planar geometry along the XY plane,

fz’s last two terms, which represent magnetic curvature force, can be ignored. Then Pttl,v

holds constant along the Z direction—it equals the plasma pressure at the neutral sheet

(Peq) and the magnetic pressure in the lobe. Figures 4.1e and 4.1f show that Pttl,v builds

up ahead of the DFB and drops drastically inside it. This drop suggests that the DFB

causes lobe field reduction, which is also a reduction in the local cross-tail current. In Figure

4.2d I demonstrate the lobe field reduction in another form by calculating the lobe field as

Blobe =
√

2µ0Pttl,v. This DFB-related lobe field and cross-tail current reduction is consistent

with the findings of Palin et al. (2012). Moreover, Figures 4.1e, 4.1f and 4.2d show that local

cross-tail current reduces immediately when one moves from outside to inside the dipolarizing

flux bundle. Such reduction is a natural result of diversion of the cross-tail current onto the

DF (see Figure 5.4).

In addition to the vertical direction, the Pttl,v gradient is also effective along other di-

rections that are perpendicular to the magnetic field’s XY component. The drop of Pttl,v

across the DFB’s outer boundary in Figures 4.1e and 4.1f indicates that the Pttl,v gradient

force in these other directions tries to contract the DFB.

The total pressure distributions in Figure 4.1 are largely due to thermal pressure varia-

tions. Because the thermal pressure variation is closely related to the field-aligned current,

I conduct a detailed investigation of it in the next section.

4.2.2 Thermal pressure distribution

To investigate field-aligned current closure near the DFB, I reconstruct thermal pressure

maps around the DFB. First I show the general thermal pressure distribution regardless of

distance from the neutral sheet. Then I project the thermal pressure to the equatorial plane
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to get the distribution of equatorial thermal pressure, which is a factor in Equation 4.2.

Figure 4.3 shows the detrended thermal pressure distribution around the DFBs. The

thermal pressure inside DFBs is much smaller than outside (e.g., Runov et al., 2011, Section

2.2.1). To prevent this large difference from diminishing the variations inside or outside

the DFBs by widening the color maps, I investigate the thermal pressure distribution for

each side separately. Figures 4.3a-4.3c show the distribution outside the DFB. Thermal

pressure increases from the ambient plasma towards the DFB in all azimuths and reaches

∼0.04 nPa more than the ambient thermal pressure. Such a thermal pressure buildup is a

typical signature of approaching DFBs (e.g., Zhou et al., 2010, 2011; Runov et al., 2011).

At small radial distances to the DFB, the thermal pressure peaks in the central azimuth

and reduces monotonically towards large (in absolute value) azimuths. This azimuthal trend

extends to ∼1 RE ahead of the DFB, resulting in an azimuthal component of the thermal

pressure gradient directed towards the central meridian. This trend can show up in even

smaller radial and azimuthal bins in Figure 4.3b than in Figure 4.3a, indicating that thermal

pressure is well organized in the X∗Y ∗ coordinate system.

In Figure 4.3b, at the radial distances very close to the DFB the thermal pressures at

duskside bins are larger than those of dawnside bins. Such dawn-dusk asymmetry is also

present in the GSM coordinate system if I use large bin size in Figure 4.3c.

Next I move inside the DFB. For this case, the X∗Y ∗ coordinate system orders the data

so much better than the XY (GSM) system that I only show the result in the former system

(Figure 4.3d). The thermal pressure peaks at the central azimuth in the ∼0.5-RE-thick

region behind the DFB’s outer boundary—a thermal pressure gradient toward the central

azimuth exists in the ∼1000-km-thick DF layer as well as deeper inside the DFB.

One can already evaluate the DFB-associated field-aligned currents based on the thermal

pressure distributions in Figure 4.3. However, the evaluation is more convenient if I obtain

the thermal pressure distribution in the equatorial plane (more precisely, the neutral sheet),

which allows the direct application of Equation 4.2. (The evaluation also requires flux tube

volume distribution, see Section 4.3.3.)
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Figure 4.3: Detrended thermal pressure distribution in the same format as in Figure 4.1.
Figures 4.3a and 4.3c are reconstructed from the satellite paths in Figure C.1a; Figures 4.3b
and 4.3d are reconstructed from the satellite paths in Figure C.1b. Figures 4.3a-4.3c show
only the distribution outside the DFB; Figure 4.3d shows only the region inside the DFB.
Figure 4.3c is a larger-bin representation of Figure 4.3a.
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of detrended equatorial thermal pressure organized in the same
format as Figure 4.3. All panels include only events near the neutral sheet (|Bqx/Blobe,q| <
0.3). Figures 4.4a and 4.4c are reconstructed from the satellite paths in Figure C.1a; Figures
4.4b and 4.4d are reconstructed from the satellite paths in Figure C.1b. Figures 4.4a and
4.4b show only the distribution outside the DFB; Figures 4.4c and 4.4d show only the region
inside it. The arrows in Figures 4.4a and 4.4b illustrate the gradients of the bin medians.
I calculate each gradient arrow from bin medians of the four bins surrounding the point
where the arrow’s tail is put. The gradient’s radial component is the average of the radial
gradients in the two azimuths (each containing two radial bins); the azimuthal component
is the average of the azimuthal gradients in the two radial distances (each containing two
azimuthal bins). The bin centers are used to infer distances in gradient calculation.
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The equatorial thermal pressure Peq equals the vertical total pressure Pttl,v when the

north-south force balance is valid and the Z component of magnetic curvature force is ne-

glected (see Section 4.2.1). In reality, however, the Z component of the curvature force has

integrated effect along Z. Due to such integrated contribution, the farther away from the

neutral sheet the more Pttl,v deviates from Peq. Thus, only for events near the neutral sheet

can I use Pttl,v to represent Peq and show its distribution in Figure 4.4. Figure 4.4 shows

that Peq increases radially inward on both sides of the DFB’s outer boundary towards it.

Moreover, Peq increases azimuthally on both sides of the central azimuth towards the central

azimuth, as is obvious in both the 1-RE-thick region ahead of the DF (Figures 4.4a and 7b)

and the 1000-km-thick DF layer (Figures 4.4c and 4.4d).

The Y component of statistical Peq gradients (arrows in Figures 4.4a and 4.4b) can reach

0.047 nPa/RE, and is of the same scale as those in the Xing et al. (2012) events (0.03 to 0.1

nPa/RE). I note that the gradients in Figures 4.4a and 4.4b underestimate the maximum

Peq gradient ahead of a DFB: Each arrow is obtained from the values of the four surrounding

bins resulting in spatial resolution of ∼1 RE, which is likely smaller than the gradient scale

length. Further evidence for this aliasing effect is evident in the fact that the gradient vectors

in the larger bin-size panel of Figure 4.4a are much smaller than those in smaller bin-size

panel of Figure 4.4b.

I will further discuss how these Peq gradients necessitate the existence of field-aligned

currents in Section 4.3.3.

4.2.3 Plasma flow distribution

Plasma flow vortices may also lead to field-aligned currents. To explore this possibility

further, I reconstruct the plasma flow distribution near the dipolarizing flux bundle.

Figure 4.5 shows the reconstructed plasma flow distribution. Because my reconstruction

method is applied in the XY plane, the distribution is of only the XY component of the

plasma flow. In Figures 4.5a and 4.5b, the strongest flows appear immediately inside the

DFB. Figure 4.5a shows that these flows are mostly in the earthward direction. They also
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Figure 4.5: Ion bulk flow’s XY component near the DFB illustrated on a 2-D map binned
in the same manner as the maps in Figures 4.1, 4.3, and 4.4 (in panels a and b flows are
not detrended; in panels c and d they are). The black semicircle represents the DFB’s
outer boundary. The dotted lines are lines of constant azimuth. Figures 4.5a and 4.5c are
reconstructed from the satellite paths in Figure C.1a; Figures 4.5b and 4.5d are reconstructed
from the satellite paths in Figure C.1b. The arrow in each bin represents the median value
of that bin, and its tail is placed at the center of the bin. Figures 4.5c and 4.5d show the
distribution of detrended flow outside the DFB. I first get the median detrended flow in each
bin and then normalize the median to represent the flow direction.
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align well with the DF’s convective motion direction in Figure 4.5b; velocity from plasma

measurement agrees with that from electric field measurement. The flows immediately out-

side the DFB are also strong, but point radially away from the dipolarization front. Such

radial flows persist in the ambient plasma farther away from the DFB with smaller ampli-

tudes. These radial flows are consistent with the ambient plasma being pushed away in the

DF normal direction by the approaching DF via radial pressure gradient force pointing from

the DF towards the ambient plasma (see Pttl,r distribution outside the DFB in Figures 4.1c

and 4.1d). In the ambient plasma, the flow vectors also have a duskward component from

diamagnetic drift associated with the plasma pressure gradient towards the neutral sheet

and towards the Earth (Angelopoulos et al., 1993, 1994).

In Figures 4.5c and 4.5d, the distribution of detrended flow (quiet time value removed)

reveals a secondary flow pattern that has been masked by ambient diamagnetic flow. The

detrended flow in the ambient plasma to the dusk side of the DFB has a dawnward azimuthal

component. The dawnward flow in the ambient plasma has been explained in the kinetic

framework as ions’ gyromotion after DF reflection (Zhou et al., 2011, 2012). Therefore, the

dawnward flow component to the duskside of the DF indicates stronger reflection effect at a

DF’s duskside than at its dawnside.

Flow vortices, which have been suggested to be responsible for DFB-associated FACs

(e.g., Birn et al., 2004a, 2013), do not appear in statistical flow patterns in Figure 4.5. Since

the flow vortices are caused by the DFB’s interchange motion, they are expected to show up

only when data are organized by DFB motion direction as in Figures 4.5b and 4.5d. However,

Figures 4.5b and 4.5d have a limited lateral range excluding the regions to the dawn and

dusk sides of the DFB; these excluded regions are where flow vortices are expected to appear.

This limitation is due to my usage of only DFB-transecting measurements to reconstructing

the statistical maps. Measurements from satellite paths that are near the DFB but do not

transect it are needed to enlarge the range of Figures 4.5b and 4.5d. I plan to incorporate

such observations in the future.
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4.3 Summary and Discussion

In this section I first summarize my findings. Next, I discuss the nature of my observed

pressure and flow distributions. Then I discuss how my observations shed light on the force

balance condition that controls DFB motion. Last, I discuss how my observed thermal pres-

sure distribution requires field-aligned currents to arise near the DFB and how my findings

are related to the substorm process.

To unravel the force balance condition, which controls the DFB motion, I reconstructed

statistical maps of total pressures around the DFB. From these maps,

• I examined the total pressure (Pttl) and radial total pressure (Pttl,r, modified total

pressure excluding the magnetic pressure component that is ineffective in the direction

of DF normal’s XY projection). I found that both quantities peak inside the dipolar-

ization front layer at its central meridian (zero azimuth relative to the DFB center)

and decrease towards all directions away from that peak. Specifically, the pressure

decreases radially towards the ambient plasma, towards the DFB interior, and toward

larger azimuths. The Pttl,r buildup results in a tailward gradient force density of ∼0.15

nPa/RE (on average, and likely an underestimate) that brakes the DFB’s earthward

motion. This gradient force density is larger than the large-scale tailward total pressure

gradient force density of ∼0.07 nPa/RE (Shiokawa et al., 1997).

To investigate the relationship between the DFB’s thermal pressure buildup and field-aligned

currents, I reconstructed statistical maps of the thermal pressure around the DFB and found

that:

• The thermal pressure builds up immediately ahead of the DFB. It is strongest at the

DFB’s central meridian and reduces toward larger azimuths both earthward of and

inside the DF layer. The thermal pressure retains such distribution when projected to

the equatorial plane.

• The thermal pressure is slightly higher on the DFB’s duskside than on its dawnside.
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To determine whether DFB-associated flows can generate FACs, I reconstructed statistical

maps of plasma flow distribution. Although these did not exhibit vortices, I found that:

• The ambient plasma flows away from the DFB along the XY projection of the DF

normal direction with a duskward component caused by diamagnetic drift. When the

diamagnetic effect is subtracted, the flow has a prominent dawnward component to the

DFB’s duskside.

From my statistical maps I also found the following interesting phenomena:

• The vertical total pressure drops across the DF, indicating cross-tail current reduction

immediately inside the DFB. The reduced cross-tail current may have been fed to the

dipolarization front current sheet.

• The coordinate system determined by the direction of DFB motion usually aligns data

better, suggesting that DFB motion controls the distributions of physical quantities.

4.3.1 The nature of pressure and flow distributions

The pressure buildup and flow diversion I observed are responses to DFB motion, which

involves both fluid and kinetic effects. Buildups of the total pressure, radial total pressure,

and thermal pressure all peak at the DFB’s central azimuth and reduce toward larger az-

imuths. Such a pressure distribution is expected as a simple fluid effect from a moving

object: the severest compression happens where the object’s surface-normal direction is the

same as its motion direction. Plasma flow radially away from the DFB is a signature of

fluid pushed away by an impenetrable body. The pressure and flow distribution can also be

understood kinetically, as a result of ambient particles being accelerated and reflected at the

DF (Zhou et al., 2011; Xing et al., 2012). Stronger acceleration-reflection at the DF’s dusk-

side can explain the stronger thermal pressure and more prominent dawnward component

of the quiet-time-average-removed flow to a DFB’s duskside.
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4.3.2 The factors controlling DFB motion

I have established that the radial total pressure Pttl,r controls DFB motion, which is mainly

in the XY plane. From the DF layer Pttl,r exerts two pressure gradient forces—one away

from the DFB to push the ambient plasma away radially and another tailward towards deep

inside the DFB to decelerate it. If the tailward Pttl,r gradient force is larger/smaller than

the magnetic curvature force, the DFB is accelerated tailward/earthward. We can roughly

estimate the typical curvature force density fc based on the Harris (1962) current sheet

assumption:

fc,x = −BzdBx

µ0dz
= −BzBlobe

µ0l

(
1− tanh2 z − z0

l

)
= −BzBlobe

µ0l

(
1− tanh2 B2

x

B2
lobe

)
, (4.3)

where l is the cross-tail current sheet half thickness and z0 is the neutral sheet location. Into

Equation 4.3 I put the median values behind the DF: Bz =∼13 nT (Figure 4.2a), Blobe =∼30

nT (Figure 4.2d), l =∼2 RE, and Bx =∼12 nT (see Section 5.2.4 for l and Section 2.2.1

for Bx). I get a typical curvature force density of ∼0.13 nPa/RE, comparable to the typical

tailward Pttl,r gradient, ∼0.15 nPa/RE. Therefore, the pressure gradient force and curvature

force at the DFB are statistically in approximate force balance in the 9-12 RE downtail region

where the dominant population of my event list dwells.

Section 3.3.2.1 displayed the statistical variations of the DFBs’ plasma bulk velocity

after they are generated at 20-30 RE downtail (Figure 3.4b). From X = −21 to −15 RE, the

DFBs’ median earthward velocity vx increases from 200 km/s to 300 km/s. If we assume that

such a trend can represent the life history of an individual DFB, it indicates that tailward

of X = −15 RE the curvature force overcomes the pressure gradient force and accelerates

the DFB earthward. From X = −15 to −6 RE, the median earthward velocity of the

DFBs decreases from 300 km/s to 150 km/s. This trend suggests that the DFB motion

gets braked by the larger pressure gradient force (this braking creates a dawnward inertial

current inside the DFB which can contribute to the local cross-tail current reduction I have

observed behind the DF). Based on Figure 3.4b we can roughly estimate the net force density
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accelerating/decelerating the DFB (the left hand side of Equation 4.1)

fnet,x = ρ
dvx
dt

= Nmpvx
dvx
dx

, (4.4)

where N is the plasma number density and mp is the proton mass. Figure 2.2d the typ-

ical N inside the DFB is ∼0.3/cc. The aforementioned velocity dependence on downtail

distance gives a typical vx of 250 km/s and a dvx/dx of ∼20 km/(s·RE) (absolute value

for both accelerating and decelerating phases). Through Equation 4.4 these values result

in a net force density of ∼0.003 nPa/RE. This result is smaller than the ∼0.01 nPa/RE

estimate of Shiokawa et al. (1997) due to different event selection criteria. Compared with

the typical pressure gradient and curvature force density of ∼0.15 nPa/RE, both net force

density values (ours and that of Shiokawa et al. (1997)) suggest that the DFBs are indeed in

approximate force balance; the tiny difference between the pressure gradient and curvature

forces determines a DFB’s acceleration.

Individual cases may deviate from the DFBs’ statistical approximate force balance (e.g.,

Li et al., 2011). Nevertheless, this approximate force balance condition provides confidence

for my application of Equation 4.2 in evaluating the DFB-associated field-aligned currents.

4.3.3 The relationship between thermal pressure buildup and FACs

When coexisting with flux tube volume distribution near the DFB, my reconstructed equato-

rial thermal pressure (Peq) distribution requires field-aligned currents to arise. My statistical

map of Peq is consistent with RCM simulations which associated such a distribution with

FACs around the DFB based on Equation 4.2 (Yang et al., 2011, 2012) (Although Yang et al.

(2011, 2012) focus on stopping DFBs at geosynchronous orbit, whereas I focus on travelling

DFBs mainly at 9-12 RE downtail, the pressure distribution relative to the DFB is the same).

Applicability of Equation 4.2 to the vicinity of the DF is limited by the DF’s kinetic na-

ture (e.g., Runov et al., 2011); future kinetic models are necessary to fully understand FAC

generation near the DF. Nevertheless, I use Equation 4.2 to roughly illustrate how the Peq

distribution demands both region-1 and -2-sense FACs (Figure 4.6). The Peq gradient arrows
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in Figure 4.6 have been directly transferred from the Peq distribution in Figure 4.4: they

have a radial component toward the DFB’s outer boundary and an azimuthal component

toward the meridian of the DFB’s leading point. Next I derive the gradient of the unit-flux

flux tube volume V =
∫

ds
B

, which is another factor of Equation 4.2. Typically, magnetic field

strength B minimizes at the DFB’s outer boundary (see Figure 4.2b). We expect field line

length s to increase from the ambient plasma (earthward of the DFB) towards the DFB’s

outer boundary and vary insignificantly over the thin DF. Therefore, the flux tube volume of

unit magnetic flux, an integral of field line length over magnetic field strength, peaks at the

DFB’s outer boundary. This peak gives ∇V a radial component pointing from both sides

of the DFB outer boundary towards it. In addition, ∇V also has a tailward gradient due

to the general magnetotail field configuration in the absence of a DFB. The combination

of radial and tailward components gives the ∇V directions I illustrated in Figure 4.6. The

illustrated ∇V in the ambient plasma fills the ∼0.8 RE region ahead of the DFB because

the gradual drop in field strength from ahead of the DF toward the DFB’s outer boundary

typically persists for ∼40s (Figure 4.2b). The illustrated ∇V also fills the DF layer because

the magnetic field continues to strengthen over the DF thickness. On the other hand, ∇Peq

radially toward the DFB’s outer boundary and azimuthally toward the DFB’s central az-

imuth takes up the area from ∼1 RE ahead of the DFB to ∼0.3 RE (larger than the DF

thickness) behind the DFB’s outer boundary. According to Equation 4.2, the non-alignment

∇Peq and ∇V necessitates FACs into and out of the ionosphere, as illustrated in Figure 4.6.

The resultant FACs are in region-2-sense in the ∼0.8-RE-thick region immediately earthward

of the DFB and in region-1-sense inside the DF layer.(Even if ∇V is unperturbed by the

DFB and is tailward everywhere as that during quiet time, the resultant FACs’ directions

are still so.) The directions and locations of these FACs are the same as those inferred from

magnetic field variations, as we shall see in Chapter 5 observed.

Both region-1 and -2-sense FACs can connect to Earth’s ionosphere (e.g., Yang et al.,

2012). Region-1-sense FACs result in auroral poleward boundary intensification and stream-

ers in the ionosphere (e.g., Nakamura et al., 2001); Recent observations suggested the re-

lationship between auroral forms and region-2-sense FACs (e.g., Yao et al., 2013). The
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region-1-sense FACs also connect to the cross-tail current to complete a current loop; this

closure contributes to the cross-tail current reduction behind the DF. Region-2-sense FACs

may connect to the duskward dipolarization front current (which contains the region-1-sense

FACs as a component, see Chapter 5) to complete its loop (Yang et al., 2012; Birn et al.,

1999).

The DFB’s FAC pair is in similar configuration to the two-loop substorm current wedge

model (e.g., Sergeev et al., 2011) which also consists of a region-1-sense loop and another

region-2-sense loop earthward of the region-1-sense loop. According to my results, both

the DFB’s region-1 and -2-sense FACs can come from thermal pressure buildup caused by

fluid compression and/or kinetic reflection from DFB motion. Therefore, unlike a SCW

which always emerges near geosynchronous orbit, a DFB’s FACs can emerge independent

of downtail location: as long as a DFB moves, it creates pressure and flux tube volume

gradients that require FAC generation. The FACs are “supported” by the DFB motion.

The FACs thus travel earthward with DFBs and result in equatorward-streaming auroral

signatures in the ionosphere. When the DFBs finally reach the inner magnetosphere, the

coalescence of several DFB-caused pressure buildups may lead to a substorm current wedge.

In Chapter 5, I continue to investigate the DFB-associated FACs.
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CHAPTER 5

The current system of the dipolarizing flux bundle

In this chapter I infer the current system of the dipolarizing flux bundle from magnetic

field measurements, using the leading DFB list I built in Section 2.2.1 and its subsets. The

magnetic field perturbations caused by a DFB are consistent with local field-aligned current

generation of region-2 sense ahead of the front and region-1 sense at the dipolarization front.

The median thickness of the dipolarization front current sheet (DFCS) increases from 800

to 2000 km with increasing distance from the neutral sheet, indicating bundle compression

near the neutral sheet. On a sagittal cross section, DFCS’s linear current density (1.2-1.8

nA/m) peaks ∼ ±0.55l from the neutral sheet (where l is the ambient cross-tail current sheet

half-thickness, l ∼ 1.5 RE in my database). This peak, reminiscent of active-time cross-tail

current sheet bifurcation noted in past studies, suggests that the intense but thin DFCS (10

to 20 nA/m2) may be produced by redistribution (diversion) of the extended but weaker

cross-tail current (∼ 1 nA/m2). Near the neutral sheet, the average DFCS current over

the dipolarization front (DF) thickness is perpendicular to both the magnetic field interior

to the DFB and the average field direction over the DF thickness. Away from the neutral

sheet, the average current becomes progressively parallel to the internal field and the average

field direction. The average current directions are indicative of region-1-sense field-aligned

current on the DF. As few as approximately three DFBs can carry sufficient total current

that, if redirected into the auroral ionosphere, can account for the substorm current wedge’s

peak current for a sizable substorm (∼ 1 MA). A collapsing DFB could thus be an elemental

substorm current wedge, or “wedgelet”, that can divert a sizable portion of the cross-tail

current into the auroral ionosphere.
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5.1 Introduction

Small-amplitude, negativeBz variations (dips) often precede dipolarizing flux bundles (Ohtani

et al., 2004; Runov et al., 2011). These have been explained as the magnetic field rotation

or bending expected in the flux rope model (Zong et al., 2004) or the NFTE model (Sergeev

et al., 1992) of DFBs. The Bz dip can also be explained as the result of fringing fields from

a finite-size, vertical sheet current. With or without a dip, the sharp magnetic field jump at

the dipolarization front is indicative of a concentrated, thin, approximately one-dimensional

current layer flowing on the DF. We call this current layer the dipolarization front current

sheet (DFCS).

As I found in Section 2.3, the DF and thus the DFCS has a saddle like spatial profile.

We have discussed how such spatial profile influence the DFB’s magnetic field variations and

its modifications to ambient plasma in section 2.3.3.

Another factor controlling the DFB magnetic field is the electric current direction in

the DFCS. The strong Bz of an earthward propagating DFB is most likely produced by

a duskward current along the DF. Schmid et al. (2011) showed that this is true for most

DFs and confirmed statistically the results of earlier case and multicase studies regarding

the current’s predominant orientation perpendicular to the internal field (Runov et al., 2011;

Runov et al., 2011). On the other hand, DFBs may also be accompanied by field-aligned

currents (FACs). Chen and Wolf (1993) suggested that the cross-tail currents at the morning

and evening sides of the plasma bubble feed field-aligned currents (FACs) that connect

the bubble to the ionosphere. MHD simulations affirmed this scenario by showing that

both region-1-sense and region-2-sense FACs can be generated by flow shears and vortexes

associated with an earthward moving DFB (Birn et al., 1999, 2004a). Here region-1 and -2

sense stand for FAC direction combinations: region-1 (-2) sense means toward (away from)

Earth on the DFB’s morning side and away from (toward) Earth on the DFB’s evening

side. Chapter 4 and multi-fluid simulations by Yang et al. (2011, 2012) showed that DFB

motion can result in pressure gradients that can also account for region-1 and -2-sense FACs.

In their simulations, the region-1-sense FACs connect to the ionosphere and create polar
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boundary intensifications (PBIs) (e.g., Zesta et al., 2002) and north-south arcs (streamers)

(e.g., Nakamura et al., 2001), whereas the region-2-sense FACs connect the ionosphere with

the partial ring current, which is enhanced by the DF’s duskward current. However, to

fully understand the relationship between the DF current and the FACs, more observational

investigations are needed.

The DFB-related FACs implies a close relationship between DFBs and the substorm

current wedge (SCW) (McPherron et al., 1973). Dipolarizing flux bundles are localized

within 1 to 3 RE in the cross-tail direction (e.g., Sergeev et al., 1996, and section 2.3.2.3),

whereas the SCW typically occupies several hours of magnetic local time (MLT). Moreover,

DFBs typically propagate earthward, whereas SCWs “expand” outward (see, e.g., Jacquey

et al., 1993). Further investigations, such as comparing the DFCS strength with the SCW

strength, are needed to clarify the DFB-SCW relationship.

Dipolarization front current sheet thickness (the dipolarization front is entirely filled by

the DFCS, and the DFCS thickness is thus also the DF thickness), density, and strength

are important for understanding the evolution of the dipolarizing flux bundle structure as

it propagates across large distances in the magnetotail, as well as for understanding local

magnetic field dynamics and global magnetotail current system modification. Runov et al.

(2009, 2011) estimated the DFCS to be as thin as ∼ 1000 km (on the order of one to a few

ion inertial lengths) and its current density to be about 50 to 100 nA/m2 (several times the

cross-tail current density). The thinness of the front results in a finite ion gyroradius effect

separating ions and electrons; this effect decouples the ions from the field lines.

To date, the three-dimensional nature of the DFB current system has not been explored

comprehensively. My following statistical survey of DFB current directions and strength

by using a large number of events could help elucidate the origin and importance of DFB

currents to global magnetospheric current systems.
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5.2 Results and Interpretations

In this section I first investigate the direction and strength of the dipolarizing flux bundle’s

current system. Then I examine what change the DFB current system bring to the cross-tail

current. In each subsection I first report the result and then discuss what the result means.

5.2.1 Region-2 and -1-sense field-aligned currents

As suggested by section 4.3.3, thermal pressure distribution requires the existence of region-

2-sense field-aligned currents in the ∼ 1 RE region ahead of the DFB and region-1-sense

FACs inside the DF layer. To confirm their existence, I examine the By variations around

the DFB.

5.2.1.1 Results

For the examination of By variations in Figure 5.1, I split the database into four quadrants

depending on crossing location: evening or morning side, as previously done based on the

sign of ny (excluding near-zero events), and north or south of the neutral sheet, based on

the value of Bqx/Blobe,q > 0.3 or < −0.3. For simplicity, in Figure 5.1, I only show the result

from the Bin ×Bout DF-normal determination method (other methods give similar results,

although, again, the Bin × Bout method organizes my data best). The By perturbation

relative to the quiet time pre-DFB average is positive immediately ahead of the approaching

DF (δBy > 0) on the evening-south (Figure 5.1b) and morning-north (Figure 5.1c) regions

and negative (δBy < 0) in the other two quadrants (Figures 5.1a and 5.1d).

Behind the DF, δBy sharply reverses its pre-DF trend in all four quadrants, suggesting

that the DFCS current system plays a role in generating these By perturbations. To examine

this effect further, I detrend the By profiles by removing the quiet-time (t0− 3 min to t0− 2

min) averages. The rationale for the detrending is that the quiet-time average may be due

to biases introduced by interplanetary magnetic field penetration into the magnetosphere or

the magnetotail’s local activity history. Figures 5.1e-5.1h show the results after detrending:
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δBy perturbations are very gradual about 1 min prior to DF arrival, become significant

about 30 s prior to DF arrival, and are completely eradicated in ∼ 7 s along with DF

passage. The current signatures inferred from these unipolar δBy variations are consistent

with a pair of field-aligned current sheets in each quadrant. These two current sheets, which

are stationary in the frame of the DFB, correspond to a region-1-sense field-aligned current

system immediately at the DF (since the δBy return align with the Bz sharp increase in

Figures 2.2a and 2.2i) and a region-2-sense FAC system ahead of (earthward of) the DF.

We can roughly estimate the thickness and intensity of these two sheet current systems.

My events’ average propagation speed in the DF normal direction is ∼ 170km/s. The ∼ 30

s, ∼ 4 nT δBy deviation ahead of the DF (Figures 5.1e-5.1h) corresponds to a ∼ 0.8 RE thick

region-2-sense current system with a density of ∼ 0.6 nA/m2. The ∼ 7 s δBy sharp returns in

Figures 5.1e-5.1h are also ∼ 4 nT; they correspond to ∼ 1200 km thick and ∼ 4 nA/m2 dense

region-1-sense current. In Figures 5.1e-5.1h, the δBy deviation and return have the same

magnitude; thus, in general the region-2 and -1-sense current sheets contain approximately

the same amount of current. Since the database is dominated by observations taken not far

from the neutral sheet, this is a behavior characteristic of the relatively near-neutral-sheet

portion of the dipolarization front current system. We also examined this for the subset of

fronts that are detected further away from the neutral sheet (|Bqx/Blobe,q| > 0.6, red traces

in Figure 5.1i). For those events, the δBy return at the front (even overshooting pre-DF

value) is much larger than its deflection ahead of the front. Thus, the region-1-sense sheet

Figure 5.1 (preceding page): Superposed epoch analysis of (a-d) By and (e-l) detrended δBy

for Bin ×Bout, earthward-normal dipolarization front events. The curves in each panel are
the upper quartile (dotted), median (solid), and lower quartile (dotted) of the superposed
data. “Morning” stands for ny < −0.2 in Figures 5.1c, 5.1d, 5.1g, and 5.1h; “Evening”
stands for ny > 0.2 in Figures 5.1a, 5.1b, 5.1e, and 5.1f. “North” (of the neutral sheet)
stands for Bqx/Blobe,q > 0.3 in Figures 5.1a, 5.1c, 5.1e, and 5.1g; “South” (of the neutral
sheet) stands for Bqx/Blobe,q < −0.3 in Figures 5.1b, 5.1d, 5.1f, and 5.1h. The number in
each of Figures 5.1a-5.1h is the total number of events used in that figure. In Figure 5.1i,
I compare the result for the 47 events far from the neutral sheet (|Bqx/Blobe,q| > 0.6, red
quartiles) with that for the 186 events closer to the neutral sheet (0.3 < |Bqx/Blobe,q| < 0.6,
blue quartiles). We have folded the four regions in Figures 5.1e-5.1h into one (by inverting
data in evening-south and morning-north groups) for conciseness.
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contains significantly more current than the region-2-sense sheet. A comparison between

δBy perturbations at large and at relatively small (Figure 5.1i, blue traces) distances from

the neutral sheet reveals that the region-1-sense current increases by a factor of two at large

distances, whereas the region-2-sense current remains the same in magnitude (but appears

earlier).

5.2.1.2 Interpretation and Discussion

Current systems similar to the inferred region-1 and -2-sense FACs have been modeled by

fluid simulations (Birn et al., 1999, 2004a; Yang et al., 2011, 2012). They are also required

by thermal pressure buildup caused by the DFB (see Section 4.3.3). From Figure 5.1, we

see that the current system type can be identified directly from field line deflection. In most

previous studies, FACs emerge when DFBs are slowing down or have reached geosynchronous

orbit. The events in Figure 5.1, however, are mostly distributed around ∼ 10 RE downtail.

Thus, my observations reveal that FACs may exist in the DFB’s traveling stage, and, notably,

that the region-2-sense system may be generated ∼ 0.8-RE ahead of (earthward of) the DFB

rather than at the partial ring current near geosynchronous orbit. These two current systems,

which may be related to the substorm current wedge (e.g., Yao et al., 2012), deserve more

investigations. In the next section, I further examine the spatial distribution of the DFCS

current system and, in particular, its direction.

5.2.2 The DFCS current direction

5.2.2.1 Results

We infer the current direction relative to the magnetic field direction immediately behind

the DF by comparing the maximum magnetic field variance direction L during a DF crossing

with the direction of Bin. The DFCS current j is always perpendicular to L and parallel to

DF plane, the plane that contains both L and Bin (this is the basis of the Bin×L DF-normal

determination; see Appendix A for details). Here j represents the average current over the

DF thickness, since L is obtained from MVAB (MVA on magnetic field data) applied across
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the DF (when I refer to the “average current” over the DF thickness, “average” means in an

average sense, not the arithmetic mean which “average” stands for in all other occasions).

From the two opposite choices for the direction of L given by MVAB, I select the one that

makes an increase of the field along the L-direction upon entry into the DFB. Consistent

with the DF selection criteria (keyed on the increase in Bz), L has a northward component

for 1317 of the 1326 events that have a maximum-to-intermediate variance eigenvalue ratio

greater than 3 (meet the “good L” requirement; see Appendix B for more details). For the

other nine events, the minimum variance analysis was overwhelmed by Bx or By fluctuations

and failed to reflect the Bz jump. An increase in the field along the L-direction upon DFB

entry means that the inferred average current density j is oriented 90◦ clockwise from L when

viewed from outside the DFB. For an earthward-normal DFB with L pointing northward,

this gives a current with a duskward component, consistent with expectations. When Bin and

L are in the same direction, Bin is in the same direction as the magnetic field perturbation

generated by j, and j is perpendicular to Bin. This perpendicular current is expected from

case studies and has shown statistically to be the case near the equatorial plane, (e.g., Schmid

et al., 2011). When the angle between Bin and L, θBin-L, deviates from zero, the magnetic

field perturbation from j has a component across the internal field Bin, and there is a DFCS

current component aligned with Bin. When Bin and L are purely orthogonal, j is either

parallel or antiparallel to Bin.

In Figure 5.2a, I show the distribution of the absolute value of the angle between Bin

and L, |θBin-L|, at various distances from the neutral sheet. Here I include both earthward-

normal and tailward-normal DFs (the results hold for the two categories separately as well),

as this simple, robust result is independent of DF-normal direction (and the associated

event loss from various goodness conditions on normal determination). For all distances

(black line), most events’ |θBin-L| is rather small, so the DFCS current direction is most

often perpendicular to the internal field Bin (Bin is mostly northward, so the current flows

duskward). This is consistent with previous results from multipoint observations (Schmid

et al., 2011).

As the distance from the neutral sheet increases (larger Bqx/Blobe,q, colored lines in Figure
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5.2a), a progressively larger portion of events have a θBin-L angle close to 90◦, indicating a

progressively more Bin-aligned DFCS current. By Bqx/Blobe,q > 0.8 (cyan line), i.e., when

DFBs are observed to start when the probe resides in the ambient outer plasma sheet,

DFCSs exhibit currents nearly aligned with Bin. We also separated events according to their

distance from Earth (not shown) but found no clear difference in the θBin-L distribution for

various event groups; my study cannot validate the hypothesis that DFCS-related FACs are

most prominent as the DFBs slow down in their near-Earth final stages (e.g., Chen and

Wolf , 1993; Birn et al., 2004a). Observations from a larger database over a greater distance,

extending from the plasma sheet inner edge (X =∼ −6 RE) to the putative DFB source

region (X = −20 ∼ −30 RE), are required to study the effects of DFB braking.

To further investigate the sense of the DFCS’s Bin-aligned components (parallel or anti-

parallel to Bin) and their dependence on the side of the neutral sheet (north or south) as well

as the azimuthal distance from the DF’s head line, I use the following convention for the sign

of the angle from Bin to L (θBin-L). Viewed from the front-normal side (n out of the plane),

Figure 5.2 (preceding page): (a) The histogram distributions of the absolute value of the
angle between Bin and L, θBin-L for events at various distances from the neutral sheet (de-
noted by lines of different colors). The distribution includes all events that meet the good
Bin and L requirements described in Appendix B. Event numbers in each histogram (de-
noted by the histogram color) are also inserted in the figure. (b) The definition of θBin-L

as viewed from outside the DFB (n out of the plane). (c-f) The dependence of θBin-L on
the distance from the neutral sheet (Bqx/Blobe,q as proxy) at different azimuthal locations
on the curved front (from morning flank through front head to evening flank, as determined
by ny). Normal directions were determined using the Bin × L method. Red dots represent
events that meet the good angle requirement for normal determination (30◦ < θBin-L < 150◦,
see Appendix B); black dots represent those that do not (θBin-L < 30◦ or θBin-L > 150◦). All
events meet the “good L” and “good Bin” requirements. The events represented by black
dots were determined to be earthward-normal DFs. Vertical bars/diamonds represent each
bin’s median/average. Horizontal error bars on top of the diamonds are each bin’s standard
deviation. Black medians/averages are the medians/averages of all the events (both black
and red dots) in that bin; red medians/averages are the medians/averages of the red dots
only. We calculate medians and averages only for bins with no less than three events. The
numbers in black/red are the numbers of black/red dots (events). The straight line shown
in each panel is the linear least squares fit to the θBin-L dependence on Bqx/Blobe,q (forced
to pass through the origin) for all events in that panel. At the bottom of each panel, I show
the fit result.
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θBin-L is positive (or negative) when L rotates counter-clockwise (or clockwise) relative to

Bin (see schematic in Figure 5.2b). θBin-L of +90◦/ − 90◦ represents currents parallel/anti-

parallel to Bin. Figures 5.2c-5.2f show the (signed) θBin-L dependence on the distance from

the neutral sheet and the azimuthal distance of the DF crossing relative to the DF’s head

line. We used the Bin × L method to determine the DFCS normal direction because j is

flowing on the DF plane determined by Bin and L. In each panel, averages and medians

for all events have the same trends as the averages and medians for events with well-defined

normal direction (red dots). At the morning side of the DFB (ny < 0, Figures 5.2c and 5.2d),

medians and averages of θBin-L progressively move away from their near-neutral-sheet values

of 0◦ and approach +90◦ northward of the neutral sheet and −90◦ southward of it. Thus,

DFCS currents become progressively parallel/anti-parallel to Bin northward/southward of

the neutral sheet on the morning side of the DFB. On the evening side (ny > 0, Figures 5.2e

and 5.2f), the trend is reversed in sign, such that parallel/anti-parallel (to Bin) currents are

the limiting cases for the southern-most/northern-most distances. Since Bx,in has the same

sign as Bqx 94% of the time (as discussed in section 3), the DFCS Bin-aligned component

j‖-Bin
is earthward/tailward on the DF’s morning/ evening part. Based on the aforementioned

relative directions between j and Bin and the inferred j‖-Bin
direction relative to Earth, I refer

to the relationship between j and Bin as a region-1-sense relationship.

Linear fits to θBin-L’s dependence on height for crossings nearer the DF’s head line (0.2 <

|ny| < 0.5, Figures 5.2d and 5.2f) reveal smaller slopes than the linear fit for events near

the DF’s flanks (|ny| > 0.5, Figures 5.2c and 5.2e). Thus, j‖-Bin
is more prominent near the

DF’s flanks. Here I have avoided using |ny| < 0.2 events. When |ny| is small, even small

errors from the normal determination may result in some morning or evening side events

being falsely included in the opposite category, reducing and even canceling the signal in the

linear fit.

To view the evolution of field and currents with height and azimuth relative to the

DF’s head line, I show the relative directions of the unit vectors along Bin, L, and j on

an “unfolded DF” in Figure 5.3. “Up” in each plane (vector triplet) in Figure 5.3a is the

internal field Bin direction, so the planar projections use “local-magnetic” coordinates. The
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Figure 5.3: Bin, L and j relative directions inferred from the black vertical bars (median
θBin-L values) in Figures 5.2c-5.2f. The directions are normally projected onto the plane
tangent to the dipolarization front. Each vector triad, representing one such local planar
projection, corresponds to one neutral-sheet distance bin in one of the four azimuths (four
vertical regions) relative to the front head line (each vertical region corresponding to each of
the four panels, i.e., Figures 5.2c-5.2f, according to ny). The three vector planar projections
are done in two different ways: (a) The projection is such that “up” is defined as the
direction of Bin. (b) The projection is global magnetic, such that “up” on the tangent plane
is the direction of Z projected on the tangent plane. The red vectors in Figure 5.3b are the
directions of the median Bin (of the corresponding events and regions in Figures 5.2c-5.2f).
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evolution of the current systems relative to the locally measured internal field is evident in

Figure 5.3a: the currents become increasingly parallel or anti-parallel to Bin (in a region-1

sense) moving away from the equator and closer to the plasma sheet boundary. Figure 5.3b

provides a slightly different view. “Up” is the projection of Z on each local DF-tangent

plane, so all planar projections use “globalmagnetic” coordinates. In that panel, the “up”

direction is fixed, thus revealing not only the current evolution with height but also the

projected internal field-line orientation’s evolution with height. As they move away from

the equator near the DF’s flanks, Bin field lines become more horizontal, and the currents

retain their parallel or anti-parallel orientation to Bin in region-1 sense. In Figure 5.3b,

average current j is predominantly horizontal in all bins, as the maximum variance vector

L is predominantly along the Z projection direction on DF. This result is not due to a bias

from my DF selection criteria based on sharp Bz changes. The DF tangent plane is often at

a large angle to the Z axis, such that Z is far from L direction—even though the Z vector’s

projection (“up” direction) is close to the L vector on the tangent plane (see Appendix D.1

for further discussion).

The investigations above refer to the DFCS current’s (in an average sense over the DF

thickness) direction relative to Bin, rather than the usually mentioned field-aligned or per-

pendicular current, a concept describing the local current direction’s relationship to the

magnetic field at the same point. However, the region-1-sense relationship between j and

Bin is indicative of a region-1-sense field-aligned current component on the DF, consistent

with the current type inferred from |By| drops in section 5.2.1. To strengthen my argument,

in appendix D.2, I compare L with the average magnetic field 〈B〉 and the average field

direction 〈b〉 over the DF thickness. The results are qualitatively the same as those of Fig-

ures 5.2 and 5.3: j is in region-1-sense relationships with both 〈B〉 and 〈b〉. The results in

appendix D.2 also show that j is more aligned with 〈B〉 and 〈b〉 than with Bin.
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of a dipolarization front current sheet. In this figure, I have translated
the GSM coordinate system to originate at the dipolarization front’s head point at the neutral
sheet. Magnetic field lines are in red; blue lines are the currents of the dipolarization front
current sheet. (a) The 3-D view of the DFB and DFCS. Curve 1 separates the visible from
the invisible parts of the 3-D structure. The field lines’ (lines 2-5) footprints at the Z = 0
plane are (in [X, Y ]): 2: [−r,−r]; 3: [0, 0]; 4: [−r, 0]; 5: [−r, r], r being the radius of the
semicircular current in the Z = 0 plane. In this ideal case, field line 3 is also this DF’s head
line, and the Y = 0 plane is this DF’s midsagittal plane. Figures 5.4b and 5.4c are views of
the 3-D structure’s Y > 0 and Y < 0 parts (evening and morning parts) seen from Y = +1.
Figures 5.4d and 5.4e are views of the 3-D structure’s Z > 0 and Z < 0 parts (north and
south parts) seen from Z = +1.

5.2.2.2 Interpretations and Discussions

In Figure 5.4, I illustrate the DFCS current directions on a saddle-shaped DF (here I draw

an ideal case: the DFB is symmetric about the neutral sheet and has a head line parallel to

the XZ plane), supposing j (the average current over the DF thickness) can largely represent

the general behavior of the currents on the DFCS. We note that the current system near the

DF can be very complicated in reality; Figure 5.4 is an oversimplification.

As illustrated in Figure 5.4, the duskward DFCS currents become increasingly aligned

with the magnetic field (Bin, 〈B〉, or 〈b〉; they represent the general field directions on the
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DF) in a region-1 sense farther away from the neutral sheet and towards the DF’s flanks.

We drew the DF’s transverse section as a semicircle in Figure 5.4 , but in reality, the DF’s

flanks (large |ny| region) where the field-aligned currents are prominent, may be elongated

(e.g., Nakamura et al., 2001; Yang et al., 2012). Far from the neutral sheet, the highly

field-aligned portion of the currents may close earthward through the ionosphere. As the

DFB moves earthward, this closure creates poleward boundary intensifications. Nakamura

et al. (2001) observed several cases in which the PBI’s west/east end maps to a flow burst’s

evening/morning side, supporting the DF-PBI association.

Closer to the neutral sheet, the duskward DFCS currents and lower (smaller distance

from the neutral sheet) ends of the region-1-sense FACs may connect to their likely source,

the cross-tail current (illustrated as horizontal straight blue lines in Figure 5.4), on the dusk

and dawn sides at a location tailward of the DF head line (see also Zhang et al., 2011;

Yang et al., 2012). This current closure results in cross-tail current reduction behind the DF

(absence of straight blue lines behind the saddle in Figure 5.4; they have been diverted away

to be along the DF). As inferred from Yang et al. (2012) results, duskward DF currents near

the neutral sheet may close through the ionosphere via the region-2-sense FACs earthward of

the DF (closure not drawn in Figure 5.4 for simplicity). In reality, the duskward DF current

may connect to both the cross-tail current and the region-2-sense FACs earthward of the

DF. We have inferred possible existence of these region-2-sense FACs from magnetic field

perturbations in section 5.2.1. We do not examine these region-2-sense FACs in this section

(5.2.2) because this section’s methodology only pertains to currents on the DF surface. For

the same reason, the currents I studied in this section, which flows on the DF, is different from

the flow-vortex-generated region-1-sense FACs outside the DFB in the Birn et al. (2004a)

MHD simulation. Furthermore, due to the current and field rotations across the DF layer,

my results provide indirect indications of the local current directions. Future studies are

needed to fully resolve the DF current closure issue.
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5.2.3 DFCS Thickness, Density, and Total Strength

5.2.3.1 Results

The current density of the dipolarization front current sheet can be calculated as follows:

i = (Bin,L −Bout,L)/µ0,

j = i/d,

where i is the linear current density (the total current per unit length in L direction), j is

the current density, and d is the DF (DFCS) thickness. The DF thickness calculation was

explained in appendix B. In Figure 5.5, I investigate the spatial distribution of the quantities

related to DFCS current density. For all panels that involve DF normal direction n (Figures

5.5b-5.5f), I show only earthward-normal DFs; n was calculated using the Bin×Bout method.

Bin×L and MinVar methods produce similar statistical trends (not shown since Bin×Bout

method gives the clearest trends). To avoid event attrition from normal determination

subject to goodness criteria, Figure 5.5a includes all events.

Figures 5.5a and 5.5b show the spatial variation of the DFCS linear current i. Typical

(average and median) values of i at all locations on the DF are between ∼ 1.0× 107 nA/m

(0.06 MA/RE) and ∼ 1.8× 107 nA/m (0.12 MA/RE). Starting from the lobe (Bqx/Blobe,q =

±1, Figure 5.5a), i increases as the neutral sheet is approached, peaks at Bqx/Blobe,q = ±0.5,

and then decreases again toward the neutral sheet. The peak distance corresponds to Z =∼

±0.55l from the neutral sheet, where l is the ambient cross-tail current sheet half-thickness

in the Harris model. Thus, the linear current density peaks midway through the plasma

sheet on either side of the neutral sheet, showing a bifurcating distribution as a function of

the distance from the neutral sheet. A double-peak signature also appears in the dependence

of i on the azimuthal distance to the DF’s head line (Figure 5.5b). The current peaks at

ny ∼ ±0.4 (±24◦ azimuth, assuming an ideal circular transverse section). This trend is

present at all distances from the neutral sheet (this distance independence is not shown for

conciseness).
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Figure 5.5: The dependence on the distance from (a and c-f) the neutral sheet and (b) ny of
dipolarization front current sheet properties: linear density in Figures 5.5a and 5.5b, thick-
ness in Figures 5.5c, 5.5e, and 5.5f, and current density in Figure 5.5d. Each dot represents
an event; Figure 5.5a includes both earthward and tailward dipolarization fronts; the other
panels include only earthward-normal DFs. The DFCS current densities in Figures 5.5a,
5.5b, and 5.5d are inferred from BL changes. In Figure 5.5e/5.5f, I scale the DF thicknesses
in Figure 5.5d to each event’s ion thermal gyroradius/inertial length measured at tin. All
involved DF normal directions are from the Bin × Bout method. Vertical bars/diamonds
represent each bin’s median/average. Horizontal error bars on the diamonds represent each
bin’s standard deviation. We calculate medians and averages only for bins with no less than
five events. Because near-zero thickness results in huge current density contaminating bin-
average j, Figure 5.5d does not show averages. The number in each panel is the number
of events whose information that panel contains.We have truncated the horizontal axis to
show the median/average trends better, so not all the events counted into that number are
visible. The slight event number differences from Figures 5.5b to 5.5f are caused by the good
L requirement (see appendix B) and data gaps.
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An examination of the DF thickness (Figure 5.5c) shows that as one moves from the

outer plasma sheet towards the neutral sheet, the DF thins by more than a factor of 2

(from > 2000 km to < 1000 km). This thinning near the neutral sheet may be caused by

compression of the DF flux tubes against the pre-existing (ambient) plasma. The 1000−2000

km DF thickness is consistent with my rough estimate at the end of section 5.2.1.

The DFCS current density j varies from < 10 nA/m2 to ∼ 20 nA/m2 (Figure 5.5d).

Its dependence on the distance from the neutral sheet is simply a combination of i and

DF thickness trends: the double peak has been muted (the trend is clear for the southern

hemisphere but not for the northern hemisphere), with the peak density near the neutral

sheet. The ∼ 4 nA/m2 region-1-sense current density estimated at the end of section 5.2.1

is a fraction of the 10− 20 nA/m2 total DFCS current density.

Zhang et al. (2011) suggested that in one event, the electron diamagnetic current could

contribute 60% of the total DFCS current density. This diamagnetic current is atypical of

DFs in general, whose currents are in agreement with ion diamagnetism and a Hall current

(Runov et al., 2011). Nevertheless, I can examine the total (ion and electron) pressure

current’s contribution to the DFCS by taking into account both ion and electron pressure

gradients. According to Figures 2.2f and 2.2n, the thermal pressure drop across the DF ∆Pth

is ∼ 0.1 nPa. Taking the magnetic field strength B as 10 nT and DF thickness d as 1000

km, we have a diamagnetic current (jdiag = ∆Pth/Bd) of 10 nA/m2, equal to the statistical

DFCS current density.

Figures 5.5e and 5.5f show the DF thickness distribution in physical units: I compute

each event’s ion thermal gyroradius ρi and inertial length c/ωpi at tin and plot the ratio of

the DF thickness to these two plasma parameters. Median values varying from 2 to 6 ρi

in Figure 5.5e and from 2 to 6 c/ωpi in Figure 5.5f are consistent with the observations of

Runov et al. (2011); Runov et al. (2011). The trends of these normalized quantities are the

same as for the absolute values of the thickness, i.e., the DFCS thins by a factor of 2 to 3

from the outer plasma sheet to the neutral sheet.
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5.2.3.2 Interpretation and Discussion

The dipolarization front’s linear current density bifurcation as a function of the distance

from the neutral sheet in Figure 5.5a is reminiscent of the cross-tail current sheet bifurcation

at active times. Runov et al. (2003) and Asano et al. (2005) suggested that at such times

the cross-tail current density often peaks away from the neutral sheet (exhibiting two peaks,

one north and one south of the neutral sheet). Runov et al. (2003) and Sergeev et al. (2003)

observed the bifurcated cross-tail current density to peak at |Bx/Blobe| ∼ 0.5, similar to

my observations of the DFCS linear current density peak location. That these two current

systems peak at the same location supports my hypothesis that the cross-tail current is the

likely source of the DFCS current. If the DFCS duskward current connects with region-2-

sense FACs earthward of the DF, the linear current density bifurcation indicates that the

region-2-sense FACs have two density peaks, one to the north and the other to the south of

the neutral sheet.

The linear current density’s double-peak dependence on the azimuthal distance from

the DF head line (Figure 5.5b) may be caused by interplay between the emergence and the

diversion of the DFCS current. As one moves from the DF’s flanks to the DF’s head line, the

DF surface is more earthward and thus interrupts a longer portion of the cross-tail current;

meanwhile, a larger portion of the azimuthally distributed region-2-sense FACs ahead of the

DF can contact the DF. As more cross-tail currents and/or region-2-sense FACs join the

DFCS, the DFCS current increases. On the other hand, the DFCS currents are diverted

into a more field-aligned configuration at lager distances from the neutral sheet; closer-to-

neutral-sheet currents feeding that portion therefore need to be reduced towards the DF’s

head line. This effect, which is illustrated in Figure 5.4 as reduced blue-line density towards

the head line, could account for the observed current reduction towards the DF head line.

Figure 5.4, however, does not depict the current increase away from the DF’s flanks because

I have forced the currents to flow in or out of the DF only at the dawn and dusk ends (at

field lines 2 and 5) to simplify the figure. In actuality I expect the cross-tail current and/or

region-2-sense FACs (not shown in Figure 5.4) ahead of the DF to flow onto the DF along
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its entire surface, as discussed earlier.

5.2.4 Cross-tail Current Sheet Modification by Dipolarizing Flux Bundles

5.2.4.1 Results

In this section, I investigate the changes that DFBs bring to the cross-tail current. First, I

compute the lobe magnetic field Blobe before and after DF arrival from local total plasma

pressure measurements (explained in section 2.2.1). The lobe field ahead of the DF is taken

as its average in the t0− 3min to t0− 2min time range. Because my selection criteria cannot

guarantee quiet plasma conditions after DF passage, I limit the time range for calculating

average Blobe to t0+30 s to t0+90 s after DF passage to avoid contributions from subsequent

DFBs. Due to the large Bz value and fluctuations behind the DF, the estimate of the lobe

field behind the DF is very rough. Nevertheless, I found that Blobe decreased (increased)

after the passage of 821 (499) DFs: Most DFBs are associated with lobe magnetic field

reduction, which indicates the reduction of the cross-tail current. This finding is consistent

with the result of Figures 4.1e and 4.1f.

Next, I cast my observations in absolute distance terms by computing the typical value

of the ambient cross-tail current sheet thickness in my database. Observations from two Z-

separated satellites can be used to solve for the parameters of the Harris current sheet model

(Harris , 1962), which is assumed to be a good approximation of the pre-DFB (typically thin)

cross-tail current sheet (I will also apply it to the after-DFB region for rough estimations).

The parameters are 2l, the thickness of the cross-tail current sheet, and zns, the Z-location

of the neutral sheet:

Bx = Blobe tanh[(z − zns)/l].

The pre-DFB cross-tail current density is then Blobe/µ0l. Bx, Blobe, and the satellite location

z are observational quantities.

During THEMIS’s 2009 tail season, P5 was close to either P3 or P4. Due to its slightly

different orbit inclination from P3 and P4 but nearly identical (in X and Y ) apogee and
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perigee to those of P3 and P4, P5 was often immediately below P3 or P4 (small X and Y

separation relative to their Z separation). We used P5 as one observation point and P3 or

P4 (depending on which was closer to P5 in their XY projection) as the other point to solve

the Harris current sheet equations for l. Again, I took the average measured quantities of

t0 − 3min to t0 − 2min and t0 + 30 s to t0 + 90 s as their values before and after DF arrival,

respectively, to infer the DFB-associated change in the cross-tail current sheet thickness and

strength. Seventy-three events in the 2009 tail season observed simultaneously by P5 and one

of P3 and P4 can be solved for l. We used these events to determine the absolute properties

of the cross-tail current.

Fifty (23) of the DFBs in the above database were accompanied by a Blobe decrease

(increase), 59 (14) of the events showed an increase (decrease) in the cross-tail current sheet

thickness, and the cross-tail current density dropped (increased) after the passage of 58 (15)

DFs. The average cross-tail current sheet thickness before (after) DF arrival was 3.4 RE

(4.6 RE) in Harris approximation; the corresponding medians were 3.0 RE (3.9 RE). The

average cross-tail current density before (after) DF arrival was 3.90 nA/m2 (2.76 nA/m2); the

corresponding medians were 3.12 nA/m2 (2.31 nA/m2). Therefore, in addition to lobe field

reduction, DFBs are associated with cross-tail current sheet thickening and cross-tail current

density weakening. All these properties confirm the Palin et al. (2012) results obtained from

measurements farther away from the DF and are consistent with effects of tail reconnection

in the course of substorms (Coroniti , 1985).

We expect the cross-tail current sheet expansion to make the magnetic field lines behind

the DF (Bin) more dipolar than those ahead of it (Bout and the unperturbed magnetic field

a few minutes before DF arrival). The curvature of the field line embedded inside the DF

Bmid should be between those of Bin and Bout. In Figure 5.6, I determine the angle between

the magnetic field’s XZ projection BXZ and the Z axis θBXZ -Z to investigate this effect. As

illustrated in Figure 5.6a, upper left corner, I define θBXZ -Z as positive/negative when BXZ

rotates counter-clockwise/clockwise from the Z axis. For a dipole-like field line, this angle is

positive/negative when the probe is located north/south of the neutral sheet and grows from

0◦ to −90◦ from the neutral sheet to the lobe. Figures 5.6a-5.6c show the θBXZ -Z dependence
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Figure 5.6: θBXZ -Z (the angle by which BXZ rotates from the Z axis, illustrated in the second
quadrant of Figure 5.6a) dependence on distance from the neutral sheet for (a) Bq, (b) Bmid,
and (c) Bin. All panels include only earthward-normal DFs (determined by Bin × Bout

method, 505 events), and each dot represents an event. Vertical bars/diamonds are the
θBXZ -Z ’s median/average of each Bqx/Blobe,q bin. Medians and averages are shown only for
bins with no less than five events.
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on the distance from the neutral sheet for field lines Bq, Bmid, and Bin. Here Bq is the

average magnetic field from t0 − 3min to t0 − 2min representing the pre-DF unperturbed

magnetic field and Bmid is the magnetic field at tmid = 0.5(tout + tin). Unfortunately, due to

its occasional Bz reversal, Bout is too noisy to yield a clear trend. In each of the three groups

in Figure 5.6, most events have a small By, so the XZ projections can, to a large extent,

represent pictorially not just a 2-D projection but a good approximation of the actual 3-D

field line configuration.

5.2.4.2 Interpretation and Discussion

Using the linear interpolations to the θBXZ -Z medians of the neutral-sheet-distance bins in

Figure 5.6, I attempt to reconstruct the XZ projections of Bq, Bmid, and Bin in Figure 5.7.

Note that I have translated Bqx/Blobe,q into a physical distance estimate from the neutral

sheet in RE (along Z) by inserting the median pre-DF cross-tail current sheet thickness I

found in my 2009 database, l ∼ 1.5 RE, into the Harris current sheet model. The recon-

structed field line projections suggest that Bin bends less than Bmid and Bq, i.e., the field line

curvatures are consistent with the cross-tail current sheet expansion I observed and magnetic

field dipolarization during DFB passage.

In Figure 5.7, I also draw the DF median thicknesses of Figure 5.5c (black bars) and

derive from them the DF’s outer boundary (dashed curve).

It is evident from Figure 5.7 that Bmid, and by inference Bout (Bout should be more

stretched than Bmid), is more stretched than the DF’s outer boundary (this conclusion is

reached for Bin × Bout events with a greater than 30◦ angle between Bin and Bout). The

stretchiness of Bout is directly related to the small Bz reduction ahead of the DF (Figures

2.2c and 2.2k). My explanation is that either (1) the fringe fields of the finite-height DFCS

further reduce θBXZ -Z ahead of the front or (2) the ambient plasma is pushed DF-flankward

and tailward by the earthward-normal DF, dragging Bout, which is frozen into it. This

dragging can penetrate to the location of Bmid. The ambient flow, the flow vortex, and the

earthward flow inside the DFB form multiple shear flow layers surrounding the DF, which
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Figure 5.7: Reconstruction of an earthward-normal dipolarization front. In this figure, I
have translated the GSM coordinate system to originate from the DF’s head point at the
neutral sheet. The red solid lines (from left to right), Bq, Bmid, and Bin, are field line XZ
projections interpolated from the θBXZ -Z medians in Figure 5.6. The two red dotted lines
at Z = ±1.65 RE correspond to the highest bin centers (Bqx/Blobe,q = ±0.8) in Figure 5.6.
The black bars anchored at Bin are the DF median thicknesses at different distances from
the neutral sheet, taken from Figure 5.5c. The dashed curve, the quadratic interpolation of
the thickness bars’ earthward ends, represents the XZ projection of the DF’s outer (in this
case, earthward) boundary. Bmid is positioned to intersect thickness bar’s midpoint at the
neutral sheet. Bq is placed at an arbitrary location earthward of Bmid. The cross-tail current
sheet thicknesses (two light blue areas) ahead of and behind the DF (thin blue region) are
the medians from the 2009 multi-point observations (explained in section 5.2.4.1.
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contribute field-aligned components to both the local DFCS and the extended current system

surrounding the DF (Birn et al., 1999). Scenarios 1 and 2, which may occur simultaneously,

even result in over-stretching: the far-from-neutral-sheet ends of the reconstructed Bmid (and

by inference Bout) are more stretched than those of Bq.

Finally, it is noteworthy that each reconstructed field line in Figure 5.7 is a combination

of different temporal stages of the DF field lines. An observation far from the neutral sheet

corresponds to an earlier DF-evolution stage than a neutral sheet observation at the same

downtail location; the far-from-neutral-sheet DF’s equatorial part is still farther down tail.

Thus, the far-from-neutral-sheet parts of the reconstructed field lines in Figure 5.7 are from

earlier stages than their near-neutral-sheet parts.

5.3 Summary and Additional Discussion

Using a comprehensive dipolarizing flux bundle (DFB) event database, I infer the properties

and structure of the DFB’s current system, especially of the dipolarization front current

sheet (DFCS) that encompasses a DFB. My findings are as follows:

• Near the neutral sheet and the DF’s head line, the average current over the DF thick-

ness is perpendicular to the DFB’s internal magnetic field and the average magnetic

field direction over the DF thickness. Farther from the neutral sheet and azimuthally

away from the DFs head line, however, the DFCS has a significant component aligned

with the internal and average fields. By inference, the DFCS’s local field-aligned com-

ponent is in the region-1 sense and is more prominent away from the neutral sheet

and towards the DF’s flanks. The existence of such region-1-sense FACs and their

prominence far from the neutral sheet are also inferred by magnetic field dawn-dusk

component variations. At larger distances ahead of (earthward of) the DFCS, a dis-

tributed, region-2-sense field-aligned current system may also accompany the front.

My observations are consistent with previous modeling (e.g., Yang et al., 2011) and

the prediction from thermal pressure distribution (Chapter 4).
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• The typical DFCS (DF) thickness is 800 to 2000 km (thinnest at the neutral sheet,

comparable to one to several ion inertial lengths), and its typical current density is 10

to 20 nA/m2. These ranges are consistent with the Runov et al. (2011) results from

multi-case studies.

• On a sagittal cross section, the DF linear current density peaks at Bx/Blobe ∼ ±0.5

relative to the pre-DFB thin neutral sheet parameters. This peak corresponds to a

distance ∆Z ∼ ±0.82 RE from the neutral sheet. On a transverse cross section, the

linear current density peaks at ∼ ±24◦ azimuthal angle from the DF’s head line. The

linear density decreases away from the sites of those maxima toward the neutral sheet,

far-from-neutral-sheet locations, the DF’s head line, and the DF’s flanks.

• DFBs are associated with lobe field reduction (cross-tail current reduction), cross-tail

current sheet thickening (from ∼ 3 RE to ∼ 4 RE), and cross-tail current density

reduction (from ∼ 3.5 to ∼ 2.5 nA/m2). These signatures are also expected during

substorms, suggesting that DFBs are an integral part of the substorm process.

• Among the three DF normal direction determination methods (Bin×Bout method and

two others; see appendix B), the one based entirely on the tangential discontinuity

assumption (Bin×Bout method) organizes data best. This fact implies that most DFs

are likely tangential discontinuities.

Putting my conclusions in the context of previous work, I may draw a general picture of

the evolution of the DFB’s current system. Dipolarizing flux bundles are generated at around

20-50 RE downtail, most likely by reconnection (e.g., Semenov et al., 2005; Sitnov et al.,

2009), and then move earthward. The DFB’s strong magnetic field leads to a strong duskward

dipolarization front current sheet. At the same time, the DFB motion builds up thermal

pressure around it (see Chapter 4), which results in region-2-sense FACs ahead of the DFB

and region-1-sense FACs inside the DF layer. When the DFB is traveling, its Bz is frequently

observed to maximize within 10 s and return to the pre-DF value within less than a minute

(Runov et al., 2009). Nevertheless, its local passage results in a significant, long-duration

modification to the cross-tail current. The DFCS may connect to the ionosphere via both
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region-1-sense and region-2-sense FACs, and as a DFB moves earthward, it is expected to

generate equatorward propagating north-south arcs, often originating at poleward boundary

intensifications (e.g., Kauristie et al., 2000; Zesta et al., 2000, 2002; Nakamura et al., 2001;

Nishimura et al., 2010a,b). Lastly, as the DFB merges smoothly with Earth’s dipole field, Bz

is observed not returning to its pre-DF value after dipolarization. The disappearance of a field

gradient between the DFB and the external, strong dipole field obviates the need for a DFCS.

At the same time, by perturbing the pressure profile of the plasma sheet inner boundary,

the DFB contributes to the current and flow perturbations associated with substorm current

wedge formation, consistent with the disappearance of the DFCS.

Latest models of the substorm current wedge based on ground and space observations

(e.g., Sergeev et al., 2011) suggest that a SCW in space consists of a pair of current loops,

one in region-1 sense and the other in region-2 sense (located earthward of the region-1-sense

loop). The region-2-sense loop has less current than the region-1-sense loop so that the net

effect is region-1-sense. On the other hand, a DFB can sustain a region-1-sense current sheet

on the DF and a wider region-2-sense current sheet earthward of it. The two sheets carry

comparable field-aligned currents near the neutral sheet, but far from the neutral sheet, the

region-2-sense current sheet has significantly less total current in each leg than the region-

1-sense current sheet. It is possible that a DFB can feed these FACs into the ionosphere.

The configurational resemblance between the DFB-associated current sheets and the latest

SCW models indicates that DFBs function as individual pieces of a substorm current wedge,

i.e., as “wedgelets”. As I have shown in Chapter 4, the wedgelet’s FACs are supported by

the DFB motion—as long as a DFB moves, it creates pressure distribution that leads to the

FACs. Follow-up observations showing that traveling DFBs already carry FACs in the 15-19

RE downtail region, not long after they are generated, support this scenario (Sun et al.,

2013). Therefore, a wedgelet represents the propagation state of a SCW element.

It would be instructive to determine how efficiently a wedgelet can divert the cross-tail

current and what fraction of a SCW can be drawn from the collapse of a wedgelet. We

have shown that the typical DFCS linear current density is 1.0 × 107 − 1.8 × 107 nA/m

(0.06 − 0.12 MA/RE) at all DF-azimuths and distances from the neutral sheet. If the DF
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has 1 to 3 RE extent in the direction along the DF surface and perpendicular to the DF

current, one to a few wedgelets can completely divert the local cross-tail current of 4× 107

nA/m (the unit length of this linear density is approximately along X). Each of the SCW’s

two loops carries a current on the order of 1 MA for a moderate substorm (e.g., Sergeev

et al., 2011). Therefore, upon collapse, several wedgelets can supply the region-1-sense or

the region-2-sense component or both components of the SCW (as shown qualitatively by

Yang et al. (2012)), depending on how the DFCS is finally diverted in reality.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusions

Dipolarizing flux bundles (DFBs) are an important participant in many aspects of magneto-

tail dynamics. In this thesis, a comprehensive statistical study has been employed to explore

three aspects of DFBs: their role in tail magnetic flux transport, what controls their motion,

and their current system. This thesis has accomplished the following main tasks:

1. Established that DFBs are the major, highly efficient carrier of near-earth magnetotail

flux.

2. Showed that DFB motion builds up pressure at its leading edge; in a statistical sense,

the buildup exerts a braking force comparable to the driving force of DFB motion.

3. Suggested that a DFB has a current system comparable in configuration and strength

to a substorm current wedge—each DFB is a “wedgelet”, a building block of the SCW.

Chapter 3 discusses the importance and properties of DFBs in magnetotail flux trans-

port. I show that although BBF-embedded DFBs occupy only only ∼ 30% of BBF duration,

they contribute ∼ 70% of BBF magnetic flux transport. Therefore, because BBFs are ma-

jor magnetic flux transporters in the magnetotail, DFBs are also major flux transporters in

near-earth tail convection. In this chapter I also show various DFB flux transport properties

depending on tail location and geomagnetic activity. I further estimated that DFBs con-

tribute 40− 70% of the near-earth tail flux transport, although they are observed only 3-4%

of the time in the central plasma sheet—DFBs are the major, high-efficiency flux transporter

in the near-earth magnetotail. In this chapter I also showed that DFBs have a higher flux

transport rate when observed closer to Earth, in the tail’s pre-midnight sector, farther away
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from the neutral sheet, and during substorm time. The high rate in the latter two condi-

tions leads to more flux transport of individual DFBs. In addition, DFBs appear more often

during substorm time. Because of the DFB’s importance in tail flux transport, these DFB

flux transport characteristics may shape the entire near-earth magnetotail convection.

In Chapter 4 I investigated the factors that control DFB motion and the effects arising

from the pressure and flow perturbations created by that motion. The results showed that

DFB motion causes the total pressure to build up inside the DF layer; this buildup exerts a

tailward pressure gradient force to slow the DFB’s earthward motion. Then I established that

a modified total pressure effective only in the radial (relative to the DFB center) direction is

more relevant to DFB motion. This radial total pressure also builds up inside the DF layer.

On a statistical basis, the tailward radial total pressure gradient force density is ∼ 0.15

nPa/RE, comparable to the earthward magnetic curvature force density. Statistically, the

DFB is in approximate force balance. Considering the results in Chapter 3, I concluded

that in a statistical sense the pressure gradient force is a little higher than the curvature

force earthward of 15 RE downtail, whereas the curvature force is a little higher than the

pressure gradient force beyond 15 RE downtail. Dipolarizing flux bundle motion also builds

up thermal pressure earthward of it; the buildup is strongest at the DFB’s meridian of

symmetry. When combined with the flux tube volume distribution around the DFB, such

thermal pressure distribution requires region-2-sense field-aligned currents (FACs) earthward

of the DFB and region-1-sense FACs inside the DF layer.

Chapter 5 deals with the DFB current system. Magnetic field variations around the DFB

indicate the existence of region-2-sense FACs earthward of the DFB and region-1-sense FACs

inside the DF layer, consistent with pressure distribution requirements shown in Chapter 4.

Such a configuration is similar to that of a substorm current wedge. I further investigated

the region-1-sense FACs inside the DF layer and found that they are more prominent away

from the neutral sheet and at the DFB’s flanks; at other locations the DF current is mostly

perpendicular to the magnetic field. The DF current density showed bifurcated distribution

with peaks to the north and south of the neutral sheet, respectively. Such a distribution is

similar to the cross-tail current distribution, which also has two density peaks at the same
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locations, so the DF current and the cross-tail current are most likely connected. From the

DF current density I estimated that the amount of current carried by several DFBs is enough

to form a SCW of ∼ 1 MA typical strength. Therefore, DFBs are “wedgelets”— traveling

building blocks of the substorm current wedge.
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APPENDIX A

Correcting THEMIS EFI measurements

The THEMIS electric field instrument can only measure the satellite spin-plane components

and suffers from offset. Thus the EFI data need to be corrected before using. In the following,

I first introduce an easy correction method which I use in all my studies, and then explain

that the imprecision of this method (neglecting ambient convection) do not affect my results.

A.1 The correction method

First of all, I remove the offset of the electric field data’s spin-plane components (Ex,DSL and

Ey,DSL). As this offset varies all the time, I remove it event by event. I determine the offset

as the mean measured value of a pre-event quiet time range and subtract it from the data.

For my dipolarizing flux bundle and bursty bulk flow events, I use t0− 3min to t0− 2min as

the pre-event quiet time range, where t0 is the start of each event.

After correcting the spin-plane components I can infer the axial component from them. I

use the relationship E ·B = 0 (the parallel electric field is zero for low-frequency variations)

to infer Ez,DSL:

Ez,DSL = −Ex,DSLBx,DSL + Ey,DSLBy,DSL

Bz,DSL

When the magnetic field has a very shallow angle (< 5◦) with respect to the spacecraft’s

spin plane, noisy Ez,DSL values appear resulting from even small noise levels in Bz. At such

times, the inferred Ez,DSL data were flagged. Then I interpolated across the flagged gaps

smaller than 30 s. Next I rotate the data to GSM using standard methods.

The above technique introduces data gaps to three-component EGSM. When I need only

the Ey component (as in chapter 3), I use Ey,DSL to approximate Ey,GSM. This is because in
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most cases the duskward directed electric field is nearly identical in the two systems (DSL and

GSM), except for a sign change to account for the spin axis of P1 and P2, which were close

to ecliptic normal south. In other words, the spin planes of all probes were approximately

in the X − YGSM plane, and the intersection of the spin plane and the X − YGSM plane lies

very near the YGSM and YDSL axes.

A.2 Considering quiet-time convection

The offset removal operation in the previous section is imprecise due to possible background

steady convection and ion-gyro scale effects. To examine whether the background convection

is important, I compute the average Vi ×B (Vi is the ion bulk velocity, B is the magnetic

field) and its standard deviation from t0−3min to t0−2min for each event of the dipolarizing

flux bundle event list (see section 2.2.1 for the descriptions of this list and t0). I then calculate

the average spin-plane components of these quantities for all my events as shown in Table

A.1. Both spin-plane components of Vi × B are small in absolute average value (less than

0.3 ± 0.4 mV/m) and variation (less than 0.25 ± 0.3 mV/m) from t0 − 3min to t0 − 2min,

indicating that the background convection is not strong enough to contaminate my EFI offset

removal.

Vi×B cannot represent the background electric field generated by ion-gyro scale effects.

To account for all effects, I repeat the EFI data offset removal procedure by comparing with

the quantity Ve × B (Ve is the electron bulk velocity), which can better agree with the

actual electric field than Vi × B does. To be more specific, I use the difference between

EFI spin-plane measurements and Ve × B spin-plane components and use the average of

this difference on the time range from t0 − 3min to t0 − 2min as the offset. Everything

else on the EFI data processing is the same. Next I repeat my statistical study with the

new EFI offset removal method. The numbers of earthward (tailward) -normal DFs in each

event subset are now: 785 (191) for MinVar events, 410 (94) for Bin × L events and 489

(89) for Bin ×Bout events; i. e., 15-19% of all events have tailward normal directions. The

percentage of tailward-normal events is a little higher but close to that obtained by offset
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component k X,DSL Y,DSL

|〈(Vi ×B)k〉| 0.233 0.298
Σ|〈(Vi×B)k〉| 0.243 0.400
σ(Vi×B)k 0.167 0.247
Σσ(Vi×B)k

0.158 0.264

Table A.1: The statistical characteristics of the Vi×B spin plane components (X,DSL and
Y,DSL components). The 〈〉 sign represents the average value over the time range from
t0− 3min to t0− 2min for each individual event; the top bar represents the average value for
all of my 1326 events with fast-survey plasma measurements. Lower case σ is the standard
deviation over the time range from t0 − 3min to t0 − 2min for each individual event; capital
Σ is the standard deviation of all my events.

determination with solely EFI data (as in the main article). All the statistical results with

the new offset removal are qualitatively the same as those in the main article. I show DF

thickness and current density distributions obtained with the new offset removal method

in Figure A.1. These are the only statistics in which the subjects themselves depend on

electric field measurements (to calculate the DF thickness); all other statistics use electric

field data only to decide which events have earthward normal. The trends described in the

main article are obviously present in Figure A.1. The DF thicknesses in Figure A.1a are not

as well organized as in Figure 5.5c (of the main article); this degeneration may result from

contaminations in Ve measurements. The agreement between the statistical results using

the two EFI offset removal methods proves that electric field deviation from zero in the time

range t0 − 3min to t0 − 2min is too small to affect my results.
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Figure A.1: The dipolarization front thickness and current density distributions calculated
with EFI offset removal regarding Ve ×B data. Panels a-d are plotted in the same way as
Figure 5.5c-f in the main article. Electron measurement availability has reduced useful event
number.
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APPENDIX B

Determining the Dipolarization Front’s Normal

Direction

The best way to determine a propagating front’s normal direction in 3-D space is by observing

it from at least four points (e.g., Nakamura et al., 2002; Shi et al., 2005). When only single-

point observations of DFs are available, normal-determination methods are applied on time

series data as the front travels past the spacecraft. This requires the front to be sufficiently

thin that the spacecraft enters and exits it at locations with approximately the same surface

normal. For a typical dipolarization front thickness of 1000-2000 km (e.g., Runov et al.,

2011), smaller than the dipolarizing flux bundle’s typical scale size of one to several RE (e.g.,

Sergeev et al., 1996), single-point methods are applicable, assuming a simple curved DF. If

corrugated fronts develop (Pritchett and Coroniti , 2010), such techniques may no longer be

suitable.

The most widely used single-point normal-determination method is minimum variance

analysis (MVA) (Sonnerup and Scheible, 1998). Following Sergeev et al. (1996) and Runov

et al. (2011), I apply MVA on 0.25s fluxgate low-resolution magnetic field data (MVAB) and

take the minimum variance direction as the DF normal direction n (MinVar method). For

each event, I apply MVAB around the interval from the time when the probe is immediately

ahead of the DF (tout) to the time when it has moved immediately behind the DF (tin). Since

the DFCS is responsible for the magnetic field’s abrupt change, the point immediately ahead

of it is the Bz dip point typically seen before DFB arrival, and the point immediately behind

the DF is the first Bz peak point inside the DFB. I determine tin to be time of maximum Bz

in the t0 to t0 + 15s time range and tout to be the time of the minimum Bz in the t0− 15s to

tin time range, where t0 is defined as the time of the first abrupt jump in Bz (see selection
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criterion 1 in Section 2.2.1). The magnetic fields at these two times are Bin and Bout, respec-

tively. I interpret the magnetic field’s minimum variance direction as the direction normal

to the front because a current sheet does not generate a magnetic field component in the di-

rection normal to the sheet. However, the magnetic field component in the current direction

may also be small, resulting in indeterminacy of the minimum and intermediate directions.

Thus, I require that the ratio between the intermediate and minimum variance direction

eigenvalues σM/σN be larger than 10 for a well-determined minimum variance direction (the

”good MinVar requirement”); I then take this well-determined minimum variance direction

(actually one of the two oppositely directed minimum variance directions; discussed later)

as the front’s normal direction.

To confirm the MinVar method, I introduce two other methods of determining DF normal

direction with single spacecraft measurements. Following most models that interpret a DFB

as a strong Bz flux tube, I assume that a DF is a tangential discontinuity. This assumption

has been supported by DF-vicinity observations of plasma flows (Schmid et al., 2011), electric

fields (Fu et al., 2012), and plasma populations (Sergeev et al., 2009). Thus, the magnetic

fields immediately inside the flux tube Bin and immediately outside the flux tube Bout

are parallel to the DF. Moreover, the magnetic field variance produced by a sheet current

is parallel to the current sheet (in this case, the dipolarization front current sheet which

overlaps the DF). In other words, the MVAB’s maximum variance direction (L) is parallel

to the DF. Therefore, Bin and Bout’s cross product and Bin and L’s cross product both give

the n direction. These form my Bin×Bout method and Bin×L method for n computation.

I disregard the cross product’s handedness, and the DF normal can be picked from two

opposite directions. To ensure that the normal directions from the Bin ×Bout and Bin × L

methods are well defined, I require that (1) the strength of the magnetic field used to make

the cross product (Bin and Bout for Bin×Bout method; Bin for Bin×L method) be greater

than 2 nT (good B requirement) and that (2) the angle between any two crossed vectors, Bin

and Bout (L), be greater than 30◦ and smaller than 150◦ (good angle requirement). Finally,

I require L to be well defined for the Bin×L method. The magnetic field maximum variance

produced by the DFCS is predominantly parallel to the DF and perpendicular to the DFCS
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current direction. Hence, L is easily well defined, and I only require that the eigenvalue’s

ratio σL/σM be greater than 3 for trustworthy L directions (good L requirement). Finally,

I normalize the cross products to be unit vectors.

With the three methods to infer the DF normal direction, I have three subsets: MinVar,

Bin × L, and Bin ×Bout events. Each subset contains the events for which the DF normal

direction has been well determined (meets all good-result requirements) by the respective

method.

Each normal determination method gives two oppositely directed normal directions. I

choose n to be the one that gives a positive time integral of vn (normal component of the

DF convection speed) during the DF crossing from tout to tin. If the normal direction chosen

method has an earthward (tailward) component, the probe enters the dipolarizing flux bundle

from the DF’s earthward (tailward) side, and I call these events earthward (tailward)-normal

DFs or DFBs. The numbers of earthward (tailward)-normal DFs in each event subset are as

follows: 823 (157) for MinVar events, 425 (82) for Bin×L events, and 506 (73) for Bin×Bout

events; i.e., 13-16% of all events have tailward n.

In Figure B.1, I show the angle difference in the normal directions from the different

methods for each event for which good determination was possible. All angle-difference his-

tograms peak at the bin closest to 0◦; the medians of the angles between the normal directions

computed by different methods are all smaller than 21◦, showing agreement between different

methods. It would be worthwhile to compare these methods with more precise multi-point

techniques in future studies.
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Figure B.1: Comparison of the dipolarization front normal directions from (a) MinVar and
Bin × L methods, (b) MinVar and Bin × Bout methods, and (c) Bin × L and Bin × Bout

methods. The integer in each panel is the number of events that can be compared using the
specific methods. The “Median” in each panel is the median angle between normal directions
for the events in that panel.
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APPENDIX C

Reconstruction of quantity distributions around the

DFB

I introduce a method in reconstructing statistical quantity maps around the DFBs in the XY

plane, which give intuitive views of different quantities’ distributions. The method contains

several steps. First, I assume the size and shape of the transverse (parallel to XY plane)

cross section of the DFB’s leading portion. Second, I reconstruct satellite paths relative to

the assumed DFB’s leading portion from in-situ observations. In the first two steps I convert

temporal data to spatial data collected on the reconstructed satellite paths. Third, I bin

the data collected on the satellite paths to get a quantity map. As demanded by Chapter

4, I conduct the reconstruction in both GSM and X∗Y ∗ coordinates whose X∗ direction is

parallel to the DF convective direction (see Section 2.3.2.3 for more details about the X∗Y ∗

coordinate system).

In Section 2.3.2.3 I showed that the transverse cross section of the dipolarizing flux bundle

resembles a semicircle and that the typical radius of this semicircle is ∼ 1 RE. Therefore, I

assume that the transverse cross sections of all DFBs are 1-RE-radius semicircles. In Figure

C.1a I draw a 1-RE-radius semicircle in GSM coordinates but with the origin at the center

of the semicircle. Figure C.1b shows the semicircle in X∗Y ∗ coordinates. The area enclosed

by the semicircle and the Y (or Y ∗) axis represents the leading portion of the DFB. Next,

assuming that each DFB neither deform nor change its speed much during the satellite

passage through it, I reconstruct the satellite paths relative to the semicircle.

Satellite path reconstruction is done in three steps. First, I identify where and when the

satellite transects the semicircle. That location is given by the dipolarization front normal
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Figure C.1: Satellite paths in reconstructed from the 506 Bin×Bout earthward-normal events
which I use in Chapter 4. Each colored straight line is the satellite path’s XY projection of an
individual event. The satellite path of each event is derived from the observed dipolarization
front normal and convective velocity. The black semicircle in each panel denotes the outer
boundary of the DFB. In Figure C.1a the paths are plotted in GSM coordinates. In Figure
C.1b the paths are plotted in X∗Y ∗ coordinates where X∗ is the DF propagation direction.
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azimuth, as explained in Section 2.3.2.3 and illustrated in Figure 2.9a. The transecting

time I assign to the transecting point is each event’s tout (see Appendix B for the definition

of tout), so the semicircle in Figures 2.9a, C.1a, and C.1b stands for the outer boundary

of the DFB, which is also the earthward or leading boundary of the finite-thickness DF.

Second, I calculate each satellite path by multiplying time by the satellite’s relative velocity

to the DFB and match the path to the DFB semicircle using the transecting point and time

obtained in the first step. The satellite’s relative velocity to the DFB is −vDF, the opposite

of the DF convective velocity (see Section 2.1.0.1 for how I obtain vDF). As my quantity map

reconstruction is in the XY plane, I use only the XY component of the satellite paths (see

Figures 2.9a and C.1). In fact, the XY component of a satellite path largely represents the

satellite path because in only 16% of my events are the vDF, and thus satellite paths, elevated

more than 30◦ from the XY plane. Third, to ensure the quality of my statistics, I trim each

satellite path XY component so that its remainder starts from the location corresponding

to tout− 3min and stops at either ±90◦ azimuth (the boundary of my 2-D maps) or where it

hits the DFB semicircle from the inside (where the solid part of “sc path 2” stops in Figure

2.9a). After applying these three steps to each event in my event list, I reconstruct a map

of satellite paths (XY components) relative to the DFB from the 506 Bin×Bout earthward-

normal events (see Appendix B for the explanation of such events). Figures C.1a and C.1b

shows such reconstructed maps in translated GSM and X∗Y ∗ coordinates, respectively (the

paths in Figure C.1b are all parallel to X∗ because X∗ was defined as the direction of vDF,XY ).

The essence of the satellite path reconstruction is that it converts temporal data (in-situ

observations) to spatial data collected on satellite paths. For each event in my event list,

the value of a physical quantity measured at each time point of the temporal data can be

treated as collected at the location to which this time point corresponds on this event’s

reconstructed satellite path. (In practice, I treat the value as collected on the satellite path’s

XY component to reconstruct XY quantity maps.) Then I can bin the map of satellite paths

(Figure C.1) radially and azimuthally and calculate the median of values collected on the

satellite path (XY component) segments that fall into each bin to reconstruct a statistical

quantity map in Chapter 4. Reconstructions based on two path types as shown in Figures
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C.1a (X points earthward) and C.1b (X∗ points along the DFB motion direction) enable me

to evaluate how the choice of coordinates affects the quantity distributions.

At last, I note the limitations of my method. In the reconstruction I assumed the DFB’s

transverse cross section to be semicircular, but it may have another convex shape, such as

parabolic. Furthermore, although I assumed all my events to have 1-RE-radius cross sections,

the radius actually varies from event to event. A DFB’s shape and size variations affect the

actual satellite path relative to it. As long as the DFB is convex, however, the variations

will not affect the relative location where the satellite hits the DFB, which is given by the

DF normal direction. Therefore, the closer to the DFB’s outer boundary, the more reliable

my reconstructions are. Because most of the results in Chapter 4 pertain to regions close to

the DF, they are likely quite reliable.
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APPENDIX D

Clarifying the inference of the direction of

dipolarization front current

In section 5.2.2.1 I identified possible issues that may contaminate my findings. In this

appendix I show that they do not affect my results.

D.1 The angle between L and Z

One potential criticism that may arise from my DFB selection criterion of a sharp jump in

Bz is that the magnetic field maximum variance direction L could be biased to point along

the Z direction. In that case, the θBin-L trends as a function of the distance from the neutral

sheet in Figure 5.2 could be simply due to the increasing angle between the magnetic field Bin

and the Z direction away from the neutral sheet. To dispel this doubt, I examined the angle

between L and Z θL-Z in Figure D.1. In Figure D.1a, the θL-Z occurrence does not peak at 0◦,

and large angles (θL-Z > 30◦) occur more frequently than small angles. So no bias favoring

small θL-Z is introduced by the selection process. Moreover, in Figure D.1b, the average

and median θL-Z as function of my proxy distance from the neutral sheet show an increase

away from the neutral sheet (except at the highest proxy distances, perhaps due to the small

number of events there). In fact, this median angle exceeds 45◦ at Bqx/Blobe,q = −0.7 and

is comparable to Bin’s rotation angle from the Z axis at the same location (Figure 5.6c).

Thus, although my selection procedure picks events based on Bz increase, the magnetic field

variations of these events are not always in the Z direction, particularly at large distances

from the neutral sheet.
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Figure D.1: The distribution of θL-Z , the angle between magnetic field maximum variance
direction (L) and Z: (a) the angle’s occurrence rate for all events that meet the good L re-
quirement and (b) θL-Z ’s dependence on the distance from the neutral sheet. Each dot in Fig-
ure D.1b represents an event. Vertical bars/diamonds represent each bin’s median/average.
Horizontal error bars on top of the diamonds are each bin’s standard deviation. The number
in each panel is the number of events that panel contains.
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D.2 The dipolarization front current direction relative to the dipo-

larization front average magnetic field direction

In section 5.2.2.1 I demonstrated that the average current over the dipolarization front

thickness j is in a region-1-sense relationship to the magnetic field immediately behind the

DF, Bin. In this auxiliary material, I compare j to the average magnetic field over the DF

thickness.

In pure, collisionless MHD discontinuities are treated as infinitesimal. The magnetic field

at the discontinuity has no normal (to the discontinuity surface) component (Bn). In reality,

the dipolarization front (DF), which I assume to be a tangential discontinuity, has a finite

thickness due to kinetic effects (ion or electron finite gyroradius effects at the boundary). We

may modify the tangential discontinuity’s magnetic field signature to be Bn = 0 everywhere

inside the DF layer. The average magnetic field over the DF thickness, 〈B〉 (in this section

〈〉 sign represents the average over the DF thickness), thus has no normal component and is

parallel to the DF. Then the cross product of 〈B〉 and the maximum magnetic field variance

direction L (L is also parallel to the DF, see explanation in the main article) gives the DF

normal direction n. In this 〈B〉 × L DF normal determination method, I compute 〈B〉 as

the average magnetic field from tout to tin (these two time points are defined in the main

article). The criteria for good normal direction for the 〈B〉 × L method are: (i) |〈B〉| being

larger than 2 nT (good 〈B〉), (ii) a good L requirement, and (iii) a good angle requirement

on the angle between 〈B〉 and L. The explanations for the latter two requirements are in

the appendix of the main article.

Using 〈B〉×L to determine n, I can repeat section 5.2.2.1 to investigate DFCS (dipolar-

ization front current sheet) current direction (L as the proxy, see explanations in the main

article) relative to 〈B〉. The distributions of the angle from 〈B〉 to L (θ〈B〉-L, the sign of this

angle is assigned in the same way as the angle from Bin to L, θBin-L) are shown in Figures

D.2 and D.3. The trends in all panels are the same as those in the corresponding panels in

Figures 5.2 and 5.3; the DFCS current direction’s relationship to 〈B〉 (j-〈B〉 relation) is in

general the same as its relationship to Bin. Moreover, 〈Bx〉 has the same sign as Bqx for
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95% of my events (1844 out of 1950; Bqx is the quiet time average Bx, see main article for

explanation), so the DFCS 〈B〉-aligned component j‖-〈B〉 is earthward/tailward on the DF’s

morning/evening part. The j-〈B〉 relation is thus a region-1-sense relationship.

One doubt about the region-1-sense j-〈B〉 relation is that the average magnetic field is

dominated by the strong field close to the point immediately behind the DF where Bin is

measured. Then 〈B〉 is always close to Bin, and the j-〈B〉 relation is similar to the j-Bin

relation. To deal with this doubt, I also compare j with the average magnetic field direction

〈b〉 over the DF thickness. I normalize the magnetic field at each time point within the

DF layer (from tout to tin) and then average these field directions to get 〈b〉. Since I have

assumed that the magnetic field at any point inside the DF layer has no normal (to the DF)

component, 〈b〉 is parallel to the DF. The cross-product of 〈b〉 and L gives the DF normal

direction. For good 〈b〉 × L method-determined normal directions, I still apply the good L

and good angle (on the angle between 〈b〉 and L) requirements. Since 〈b〉 has no magnitude,

I use the good 〈B〉 requirement for reliable magnetic field direction. Figures D.4 and D.5

demonstrate the distribution of the angle from 〈b〉 to L (θ〈b〉-L, the sign of this angle is

assigned in the same way as θBin-L and θ〈B〉-L), using the 〈b〉 ×L method for the DF normal

direction. The trends are the same as those in the plots using Bin or 〈B〉. In addition,

〈bx〉 has the same sign as Bqx for 94% of all my events (1828 out of 1950), so the DFCS

〈b〉-aligned component j‖-〈b〉 is earthward/tailward on the DF’s morning/evening part. In

conclusion, the average DFCS current direction over the DF thickness has a region-1-sense

relationship to the average magnetic field direction over the DF thickness.

Finally, I note that the slopes of the linear least square fits in Figures D.2b-e and Figures

D.4b-e are larger than those in the main article’s Figures 5.2c-f. Therefore j is more aligned

Figure D.2 (preceding page): The distribution of θ〈B〉-L, the angle from 〈B〉 to L, ordered in
the same way as Figure 5.2. The dipolarization front normal directions used in panels b-e are
determined using the 〈B〉×L method; with these normal directions I determined the events
in panels b-e to be earthward-normal DFs, using the method explained in the beginning of
section 5.2.2.1.The black dots in panels b-e represent events that do not meet the good angle
(angle between 〈B〉 and L) requirement in DF normal determination; the red dots represent
those that do. All events in panels a-e meet good 〈B〉 and good L requirements.
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Figure D.3: 〈B〉, L, and j directions inferred from the black vertical bars (median θ〈B〉-L
values) in Figures D.2b-e, ordered in the same way as in Figure 5.3 in the main text.

with 〈B〉 and 〈b〉 than with Bin.
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Figure D.4 (preceding page): The distribution of θ〈b〉-L, the angle from 〈b〉 to L, ordered in
the same way as in Figures D.2 and 5.2. The dipolarization front normal directions used in
panels b-e are determined using 〈b〉×L method. With these normal directions I determined
the events in panels b-e to be earthward-normal DFs, using the method explained in the
beginning of section 5.2.2.1. The black dots in panels b-e represent the events that do not
meet the good angle (angle between 〈b〉 and L) requirement in DF normal determination; the
red dots represent those do. All events in panels a-e meet good 〈B〉 and good L requirements.
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Figure D.5: 〈b〉, L and j directions inferred from the black vertical bars (median θ〈b〉-L
values) in Figures D.4b-e, ordered in the same way as in Figures D.3 and 5.3.
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